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1.1 PROBLEMATIC SITUATION 

Chapter I 

INTRODUCTION 

An electronic market may be defined as a market whose trading arena 

is some electronic medium.I The medium used may be computerized system, 

teletype, conference telephone or some combination of these or other 

co11'tnunication networks (Russell and Purcell). Simultaneous physical 

proximity of buyer, seller and the co1Illl1odity being traded is not re-

quired. A buyer may be in his home office, a seller may be on the farm 

and the c01rtnoclity may still be in the possession of the seller or at 

some centralized assembly point when trading is co~sumrnated. An elec-

tronic mar1'eting system utilizing one electronic mediuro is graphically 

depicted in Figure I.I, l-'hereas a multi-medium electronic system is dep-

icted in Figure 1.2. These figures should not be considered an exhaus-

tive enumeration of possible configurations of electronic systems. They 

should, however, deroonstrate the basic ingredients of an electronic 

marketing system. 

Electronic rrarkets are of relatively recent origin and have been 

gaining increased attention. The first successful electronic market be-

gan in 1~61 selling slaughter hogs in Ontario, Canada using a teletype 

communication network (Peer). Similar teletype systeros later evolved in 

Manitoba (I.owe) and Alberta (Pawkins et al.). Conference telephone auc-

tions are being used to sell feeder pigs, slaughter hogs, feecler and 

1 
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BUYERS 

ELECTRONIC MEDIUM 

SELLERS 

Figure 1.1. Illustration of an Electronic Market Utilizing 
a Single Electronic Medium 
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PRIMARY 
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Figure 1.2. Illustration of a Possible Scenario for an 
Electronic Market Utilizing Two Electronic 
Mediums 
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slaughter lmrbs, and feeder and slaughter cattle in at least eight 

states (Henderson et al., 1976). Computerized systems have been used to 

sell cotton (Ethridge; Highley), eggs (Cox; Schwartz), wool (Computer 

Sciences of Australia), feeder cattle (Glazener; Sporleder), hogs (Bald-

win), and lambs (Va. Dept. of Agriculture and Consumer Services, 1980). 

Recent 1i terature suggests that, theoretically, electronic market-

ing has the potential to increase both technical efficiency2 and pricing 

efficiency3 (Ethridge; Henderson et al., 1976; Henderson et al., 1979; 

Johnson). Research that has tested empirically the theoretical hy-

potheses indicates that both technical efficiency (Fngleman et al.; 

Glazener; Henderson et al. 1979) and pricing efficiency (Reltrreich et 

al.; Henderson et al., 1979; Henderson and Bal dtdn; Folder; Lu, 1968; 

Lu, 1969) can be improved with electronic systems. Technical efficiency 

is improved by lowering the marketing bill through reduced multiple han-

dling, cross-hauling, number of transactions, and time required. En-

couraging the use of value-related descriptive terms, providing accurate 

and titrely market information to all participants, and increasing the 

number of buyers should improve pricing efficiency (Russell an<' Pur-

cell). 

As Russell and Purcell point out, the existence of successful elec-

tronic exchanges, the development of sound theoretical argul!'ents, and 

positive results from errpirical studies do not ensure that a new pro-

posed electronic warketing system will be adopted and prove to be suc-

cessful. The validity of this staterr.ent is exemplified by Virginia's 
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unsuccessful lmr.b teleauction in the early 1960's (Holder), little par-

ticipation on Egg Clearinghouse's electronic marketing systetr for eggs 

(Schlei), shutting down a computerized slaughter hog auction system in 

Ohio due to insufficient consignments (Henderson and Baldwin), and the 

unsuccesaful attempts to aell slsughter cows by computer in Virginia. 

Electronic marketing is not without it's opponents. David Lafleur, the 

president of the aecond largest treat packing company said, 111'.'e oppose 

the implementation of electronic marketing systems at this time and in 

the near future unless solutions can be found to the many problem areas 

••• " (Rhodes, 1980, p. 141). Even supporters of electronic marketing 

reserve the rig~t to be sl.'eptical. "Won't an electronic market solve 

all the problems? Perhaps it will. However, some supporters think that 

succesa is not assured. There are undoubtedly some industry interests 

who want it to fail. There could be bugs in the present models that 

will long delay successful trading" (Rhodes, 1979, p. 10). 

In short, trost analysts feel that electronic marketinF has poten-

tial if properly designed electronic systems could be implemented. But 

electronic marketing has both strong support and strong opposition. Be-

liefs about electronic marketing appear to be based on a combination of 

facts, suppositions, and ignorance. Future decisions regarding elec-

tronic marketing will be itrportant to the nation. The impact of these 

decisions will be felt at all levels of the marketing continuum -- from 

producer to consumer. 
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1.2 THE PROBLEM 

Very little is known about electronic marketing -- especially com-

puterized electronic marketing. Questions concerning benefits, costs, 

distribution of benefits, effect on industry structure and needed regu-

lation all remain unanswered (Schlei). Research is needed to provide 

the information base to help answer these questions. Work needs to be 

done in the area of system design, in developing conceptual frameworks 

to determine the feasibility of electronic marketing, and in the imple-

mentation of electronic systems. Conceptual, theoretical and empirical 

work is needed if intelligent decisions are to be made regarding elec-

tronic marketing. 

1.3 WORKING HYPOTHESIS 

An increase in the conceptual, theoretial and empirical base of 

knowledge about electronic ~arketing will prove useful to researchers, 

policy makers, and industry participants. The increased knowledge 

should be beneficial in determining the feasibility, designing, imp1e-

menting and evaluating electronic marketing systems. The likely effects 

of electronic marketing on industry structure and on the competitive en-

vironment can be more closely examined. The larger base of knowledge 

about electronic marketing should promote more objective and intelligent 

decisions regarding electronic marketing in both the private and public 

sectors. 
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1.4 REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

The literature on electronic marketing is both limited and dis-

jointed. To eliminate at least some of this discontinuity, materials 

which treat electronic marketing in a general context will be covered 

first. These will be followed by coverage of publ ]cations which have 

tended to concentrate on telephone, teletype, and computerized auctions. 

In an effort to give a historical perspective, all material concerned 

directly with electronic marketing in Virginia ldl l be treated last. 

This historical perspective should prove helpful when empirical work is 

presented in later chapters. Authors who have tended to concentrate on 

computerized marketing may also present material of a more general char-

acter and vice versa. When a specific article appears to fit under mul-

tiple headings, it will be covered thoroughly under what is considered 

to be the most appropriate heading and cited elsewhere. Although such a 

system involves judgnient, it should still add some order to a largely 

disjointed set of literature. 

1.4.1 General 

Johnson enumerated al ternati.ve lt'ethods of selling fed cattle and 

criteria which should be used to evaluate the alternative methods. The 

alternative selling metho~s listed included: terminal or central mark-

ets, auction ir.arkets, direct selling, country comri ssion firms, packer 

consigmrent selling, telephone auctions, telephone direct selling and 

teletype selling. Coir.puterized marketing is noticeably absent from the 

list but this is due to the early publication date (1972). 
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The criteria which were identified included physical or operational 

efficiency, pricing efficiency, bargaining position, and indu..;try appl i-

cabil i ty. Operational efficiency was subdivided into direct marketing 

costs (commissions, buyer's salary, etc.) and indirect marketing costs 

(tranlilportation, bruise damage, etc.). Equal bargaining pot-•er, price 

being equal to value, all buyers having an equal opportunity to bid on 

all offers for sale, and equal market information for buyers and sellers 

were all considered to be important to pricing efficiency. 

Johnson tlien attenipted to evaluate the different selling methods 

with the criteria he identified. Because of strict assumptions that 

were rnade in his analysis, tl-e results of his empirical "'Ork are not 

widely quoted. The criteria that he used to evaluate the different 

marketing channel..; (or s0111e variation of them) are widely used, however. 

Henderson et al. ( 1 ~7E) stressed that many markets are thin --

possessing a lol-: trading volume, a lack of competition among bidders, 

inadequate information, inaccessibility to traders and/or a high poten-

tial for _price manipulation. Prices generated from such markets may not 

be accurate measures of product value. Electronic markets might offer a 

solution. An electronic market can centralize the price discovery pro-

cess, help create a competitive market environment, and eliminate the 

coliltly and inefficient process of assembling buyers, sellers, and pro-

ducts at a single exchange point. z.~anual trading systems (telephone 

matching of bids and offers), telephone auctions, teletype auctions, and 

computerized trading systems were identified as the major types of elec-

tronic trading systems. 
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Eight necessary conditions for success of electronic marketing were 

identified by Hender:rnn et al. (1976): potentially cotrpetitive markets, 

trader interest, accurate commodity descriptions, high volume (produced, 

bought/sold), trader education, performance guarantees, grading systems, 

and large volume trading. In addition, the authors emphasized that com-

mitment to the electronic marketing system is needed by traders and so-

meone must be willing to furnish capital if an electronic system is to 

be successfully implemented. 

The authors anticipated that electronic marketing would enhance 

pricing accuracy, market coordination, marketing efficiency, and equity 

and fairness. The authors expected farmers to be the major beneficiar-

ies, but believed consumers should realize long-term benfi ts froJI1 im-

proved allocation of resources and coordination in the industries where 

electronic tr.arkets are adopted. Agribusiness firms would lose to the 

extent that electronic rr.arketing bypasses existing 111arketing institu-

tions. However, an aggressive and innovative ~arketing firm could 

emerge as a significant benefactor if it takes the lead in developing 

and implementing an electronic market. 

1.4. 2 Telephone Auction Systems 

The first telephone auction of a U.S. agricultural commodity was 

held in 1963. About a dozen packer buyers from Virginia and surrounding 

states l>.'ere connected via a conference telephone call for the sale of 

Virginia slaughter hogs (Engleman). Since then, telephone auctions have 
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been used to sell slaughter cattle; feeder cattle, slaughter lambs and 

feeder pigs (Henderson, 1975). Telephone auctions offer many of the ad-

vantages of electronic trading but trading is typically slower and they 

have less selling capacity than computerized trading systems (Henderson 

et al., 1979). Nevertheless, the advantages have persuaded even indivi-

dual producers to start their own (Miller). 

Helmreich et al. studied feeder calf teleauctions in Georgia. One 

hundred fifty lots of feeder calves sold through 12 teleauctions during 

the year 1979 were included in the sample. When teleauction prices were 

compared with sale barn prices, the mean teleauction price was signifi-

cantly greater than tlie mean sale barn price at the 1 percent level of 

significance(tlie actual difference was $4.20 per cto.Jt.). An attempt was 

made to explain tlie difference between teleauction and sale barn prices 

with a regression equation. Sex, weight, load size and breed were found 

to be significant factors. Tlie coefficient of determination was .28. 

The authors interpreted the statistically significant explanatory varia-

bles as evidence of improved pricing and physical efficiency. 

Ward gives the history, procedures, and benefits of the Oklahoma 

slaughter latr.b teleauction. The teleauction was started March 30, 1979 

by a producer cooperative (OK Sheep Expansion, Inc.). Since its organi-

zation, volume lias grown steadily wlien measured by the number of head 

sold and the nutr.ber of consignors. During tlie first year of operation, 

prices averaged $3.10 per cto.Jt. above Wichita price and $.20 per cwt. 

above the San .Angelo price (the largest lamb rrarket in tlie nation). 
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Ward attributes the favorable price to four factore: truckload sized 

lots, packers can determine the delivery date, Jots are uniform and 

lambs are fresh, and an increased number of buyers. Ward concludes by 

saying that the teleauction method enables producere to market lambs in 

a manner that benefits themselves and buyers simultaneously and provides 

a competitive market. 

1.4. 3 Teletype Auctions 

Somewhere between the teleauction and the computerized trading sys-

tem in degree of sophistication is the teletype auction. Seller con-

signments are transferred via a master teletype and electronic broadcast 

repeater to teletype printers located in buyers' offices. Buyers will 

then bid during the auction by using the special bid button attachment 

on their teletype machine (Lowe; Schlei; Peer). The method is generally 

faster than the teleauction, has the capacity to handle more partici-

pants, and produces hard copy to both buyer and seller (Engleman). 

The earliest teletype auction was organized by the Ontario Pork 

Producers Marketing Foard in 1961 for selling slaughter hogs. It has a 

provincial monopoly and utilizes the Dutch (descending) auction method. 

Hogs are sold on a rail grade basis and verified by a government grader 

(Peer). Manitoba began a teletype auction for hogs in 1965 (Lowe) and 

Alberta began in 1969 (Hawkins et al.). 

Wen-Fong lu and I.owe found that mean price levels increased when 

teletype auctions ~ere introduced in Ontario and Manitoba. Both inter-
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preted this as increased pricing efficiency due to enhanced competition. 

The slaughter hogs were priced clotler to their economic value which 

should provide incentive for resourcetl to be al located 'U!Ore in accor-

dance with consurrer desires. Lowe's research also indicated the tele-

type auction in ~~ani toba increased intraday price variability. Chang-

Mei lu confirmed l ol-.'e' s reset ch and al so foUfld that interclay price 

variability increased. Both hypothesized that a trore efficient market 

woHld respond to larger quantities of market infonration in a more rapid 

manner. Increased interday and intraday price variability would be in-

dicative of increased pricing efficiency. Ven-Fong Lu and Peer found 

smaller price differences between provinces after the introduction of 

teletype trarl<eting. As this could inclicate increased levels of arbi-

trage, both felt the findings supported the hypothesitl of increued 

pricing efficiency. 

When the teletype auction was first introduced, it represented the 

state of the art of technolcgy feasible for electronic marketing. Such 

is no longer the case. Vitr tre trerrendous advances in technology over 

the past two decadetl, corrputers rave gained increasing interest. These 

technological advances are highlighted by the vast increases in computer 

capability and reliability ancl the continuous decrease in real cost. 

The increasing interest in using computers for electronic trading is ex-

ell"plified by the devotion of only two paragraphs to telephone and tele-

type auctions in Sehl ei 's tl\·enty-two page I ~eo sutrrrary paper on the 

state of the art in electronic marketing. 
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1.4.4 Computerized Trading Systems 

Ethridge documented the development of Telcot -- the first compu-

terized market for a U.S. agricultural commodity. Telcot was initiated 

in 1975 by the Plains Cotton Cooperative Association (PCCA). During the 

1979-80 season, Telcot handled more than 1.7 million bales (approximate-

ly 11% of the U.S. cotton crop). Nearly 270 gin offices and 40 buyers 

had terminals. At the beginning of the 1980-81 seasn, there were 350 

seller teru-.inals and 55 buyer terminals (Schlei). According to Eth-

ridge, there was limited availability of market price iPformation and a 

limited degree of buyer competition at the local level before Telcot. 

Telcot offers tre cotton producer tl-ree ways to sell his cotton: 

forward contracts, regular offer, and firm offer. The forward contracts 

are acreage contracts at a designated price per pound of cotton pro-

duced. The prices are usually quoted in terms of cents above loan value 

to allo\o.· for quality variation. Under the regular offer system, the 

producer obtains PCCA' s estimate of asking price for his particular 

grade of cotton before deciding to sell. If he decides to sell, bidding 

is opened for 15 minutes. If the high bid is within $.0025 per lb. of 

the asking price, the cotton is automatically sold. If the high bid is 

not within $.0025 per lb. of the asking price, the producer can still 

accept but must co so within 15 minutes. The computer then prints in-

voices for hoth buyer and se11er. Vnder the finr offer system, the pro-

ducer specifies the price vhich he will accept. The cotton is sold to 

the first buyer willing to tr.eet the price. The computer again prints 

invoices for buyer and seller. 
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The initial cost for Telcot's computer was about $1 million. 

Although the cost of software development has not been quantified, the 

software cost could exceed $1 million. Tre costs of operating the sys-

tem are covered by a $1 per bale fee which subscribing gins pay for all 

cotton they sell and a $500 per month lease which subscribing merchants 

pay for their terminal, line cost, etc. 

Ethridge identified three necessary conditions for successful im-

plementation of an electronic trarket. Tliese are: a standardized grad-

ing system wliich is acceptable to both buyers and sellers; sufficient 

volume to make the system cost efficient; and a large amount of capital 

to get started. Fthridge believes electronic marketing has more poten-

tial for improving pricing efficiency than technical efficiency. Howev-

er, operational efficiency could be improved by making assembly more ef-

ficient and by decreasing the number of workers needed to carry out some 

of the marketing functions. The major gains in pricing efficiency would 

come through irr.proved market information and decreased 1 ocal market iso-

lation. 

Henderson et al. (197~) reviewed theoretical implications of elec-

tronic markets, the experience with electronic mar~eting, and empirical 

evidence to elate with regard to pricing efficiency, operational effi-

ciency,. and industry structure. Based on their theoretical arguments 

they would expect the widespread use of electronic trarketing to result 

in: (1) itrproved pricing efficiency, (2) greater operational efficien-

cy, and (3) a reduced rate of economic concentration and integration. 
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The authors reviewed past experiences in electronic marketing and 

the limited empirical work that had been done, much of wtich has been 

previously covered in this literature review. Supporting evidence was 

provided for the hypothesis that increased competition leads to greater 

price variability. An analysis of Urner Berry egg prices reports (a 

benchmark for privately traded egg prices) both before and after the in-

troduction of electronically traded eggs by Fgg Clearinghouse, Inc. 

(EC!) \.:as perfcrrned. A sumniary of their results appears in Table I.I. 

Not only were the short run standard deviation of prices4 and the fre-

quency of price changes larger for ECI prices, but also the introduction 

of EC! appears to have raised both the short run standard deviation of 

prices and the frequency of price changes for the Urner Berry price re-

ports. Table 1.2 illustrates the fact that EC! prices tend to lead Ur-

ner-Barry price changes as far as six days in advance. It should be 

noted that ECI appears to have had these price effects while only repre-

senting 2-3 percent of the negotiated egg sales. The authors, however, 

did not indicate if either the standard deviations or frequency of price 

changes was significantly different across time. 

Glazener did a feasibility study of computerized spot markets for 

feeder cattle in Texas -- later called the CATTLEX system. She surveyed 

1,503 cow-calf producers in Texas to determine their interest in elec-

tronic marketing. Based on these surveys, she estimated that 14-18 per-

cent of the producers would use a co111puteri zed trading system producing 

an annual volurre of 1.2 to 1.5 million head of cattle and calves. The 
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Table 1.1 U.S. Grade A Large White Egg Price Behavior 
(Henderson et al., 1979) 

Urner-Barry Price Reports 

1969-72 1974-78 

Average Price Change 1.16 2.32 
(cents per.dozen) 

Frequency of Price Change a .347 .481 

Short Run Standard b 
Deviation in Prices 2.09 2.19 

Long Run Standard c Deviation in Prices 8.03 8.46 

ECI Prices 

1974-78 

2.18 

.687 

2.47 

8.43 

aCalculated by dividing the number of changes in the reported prices 
by the total number of prices quoted. 

b Calculated on a four week moving average, in cents per dozen, 

cCalculated across all observations, in cents per dozen. 
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Table 1.2 Lead-Lag Relationship Between Urner-Barry Egg Price 
Reports and Egg Clearinghouse Prices for Grade A 
Large White Eggs, 1974-78 (Henderson et al., 1979) 

Number of Days 
ECI Advanced 

Over Urner-Barry 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

• 916 

.900 

.822 

• 712 

.599 

.506 

.442 

Number of Days 
Urner-Barry 

Advanced Over ECI 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

• 916 

.848 

.735 

.621 

.525 

.462 

.423 
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strongest resistance frolI' producers arose from grading and commingling 

issues. 

After studying alternative colI'puter systems, Glazener determined a 

large mainframe co111puter connected to outlying caHode-ray tube termi-

naLs by dedicated phone 1 ines was best. The computer costs for the es• 

timated volume levels ranged from $.19 to $.3f per head. In Glazener's 

words, ttiese estimated costs appear tC' T"~k!" thP c-nmputer syste111_ cost 

feasible without consideration of potential additional benefits of in-

creased market competition, information and efficiency. 

Sporleder elaborated on the CATTLEX system at the national symposi-

um on electronic marl<etin!! one year later. Clazener' s suggestion re-

garding systelt' configuration was followed. It \\'as decided to use an 

English (ascending) auction. Each lot would be offered for 16 minutes 

with bidding occurring on e 1 ots simultaneously. Producers have the op-

tion of using a reservation price and can reoffer lots for five consecu-

tive sale days. lo:hen lots are sold, the coirputer prints a confirmation 

of sale for both huyer and seller. 

Under the CATT! FX system, producers ":i th less tran truck] oad lots 

of cattle tC' cffer, c1€Jjyer tl·ejr cattle to al' asserrl-ly point before 

they a1e cffere~ fer sele. Frcducers ~ith truckload sized lots will be 

able to sell lo:hile the cattle are still on the farm. Market information 

by location, grade, weight, sex and/or age is be available for all par-

ticipants. 
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Sporleder identified two necessary conditions for the system to be 

successful. First, the descriptions of the cattle must be accurate and 

must be acceptable to both buyers and sellers. Secondly, trader perfor-

mance is critical. Sellers must deliver the cattle when sold and buyers 

must accept delivery. Sporleder believes the potential to benefit the 

feeder cattle segment through electronic marketing is significant. How-

ever, only time will tell how acceptable electronic marketing is to the 

feeder cattle trade in Texas. 

Engelrr.an et al. did a feasibility study on using electronic market-

ing for the wholesale meat trade. They emphasized the increased concern 

as formula tradiTig has grown at the expense of negotiated transaction 

prices. As increased fonrul a trading is used in contracts for future 

sales and purchases, it becomes increasingly difficult to ascertain the 

value and accuracy of market information. The opportunity for price ma-

nipulation increases. After reviewing the successes of electronic mark-

eting (particularly corrputerized trading systems) and computerized in-

formation systems, they examined the characteristics of the meat market. 

Meat is a high value, perishable product that is already sold by de-

scription in a national rrarket. They conclude that the wholesale meat 

market appears to be ~ell suited to electronic marketing and electronic 

marketing appears to have the potential to alleviate some of the con-

cerns about the increased use of formula trading. 

Albanos and Curtin explained the C0trputer Assisted Trading System 

(CATS) at the national electronic marketing sytnposium. The system, de-
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signed to sell wholesale meat, utilizes General Electric' s ?MRI< II time 

sharing network. Initial charges range from $10,000 for a firm with $2 

billion in total sales to $500 for a firm "Tith $1 niillion in total sa-

les. Ternd Tial cost will be $300 a moTith and time sharing cost will 

range from $25 to $50 an 1'our. It was estimated that CATS will cost a 

large trader about $30,000 per year. 

The CATS systell' divides the country into 10 regional markets which 

operate simultaTieously aTid incependently. Bids and offers are displayed 

but the computer does not declare sales. Potential traders will contact 

each other privately through the systeu for further negotiations. ~~en 

a sale is consul!llrated, only the final price, volume, and terms of trade 

will become public. Albanos and Curtin indicated the system could be-

come operational if about 15 lerge compar.ies decided to use the system. 

At the time of the symposium, about half of the needed companies were in 

some version of acceptance.5 

Schrader reported on Egg Clearinghouse, Inc. (ECI) and its use of a 

computer in trading nest run eggs. ECI initially began usiTig a computer 

to co~pute freight adjustments but is now usiTig it in a bid-offer trad-

ing systell'. With tlie aid of a USDA-AY.S graTit, 46 tenrinals were in use 

by the end of 1979. However, traders "'ere using the tenrinals to deter-

mine their best alternatives and t1'en telephoning operators at FCI to 

accomplish trades. Schrader indicated the system would have to be modi-

fied to discourage the practice.E Trading volume increased from 1972 

throug1' 1977, dropped in 1978, and increased again in 1979. Schrader 
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concluded by saying, "The rules of the gair.e are vastly more important 

than the gadgets. Payment tertrs, quality assurance and trading the 

'right' products are critical. The exchange must perform a function in 

the market channel other than the generation of information." 

Baldwin explained the Hog Accelerated Marketing System (HAMS) to be 

used in marketing slaughter hogs in Ohio. The system utilizes a mini-

computer with buying and selling terir.inals connected via dedicated tele-

phone lines. The system has the ability to sell using firm offer, as-

cending and/or descending auctions. Terminals were located at 17 

Producers livestock Association (PIA) marketing yards, 10 farm sites, 

and 20 packing plants. rSDA grades for slaughter hogs were refined to 

give more detailed descriptions. The per head corrputer cost was esti-

mated to be $.65 if annual volull'e was 500,000 head and $.30 if annual 

volume was 1.2 reillion head. This would trake the total marketing cost 

paid by the producer $1.16 to $2.10 per head depending upon volume. 

Baldwin believed that the sys terr would reward fartl'ers for good breeding 

and production practices but would probably brir.g trore price variation 

as the trarket becomes more discriminating regarding the value related 

characteristics of a particular set of hogs. 

Henderson et al. (1981) reported on the RArs project at the end of 

the experimental period. HAMS was operational for 31 "·eeks - from No-

vember 10, 19E'O through June 12, ]~fl. During this period, almost 

190,000 head of rnarket hogs were sold averaging about 1,300 head per 

day. At this volutr.e, rrarketing costs including yardage, handling and 
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coll'!puter systetrs "1ere in the $2.60-$3.10 per liead range. P.ad volume 

reached t1'e 3,600 head per day hoped for, ll"arketing costs would have 

ranged from $1.25-$1.50 per read which would have been lower than con-

ventional auction and terminal auction costs. 

Prices on the electronic exchange were consistent with theoretical 

expectations. Tlie price of hogs traded over HAMS averaged $.IE below 

Peoria quotes t.:hen normally Ohio hog prices are $.BO to $1.10 below Peo-

ria. In g of the 31 weeks, prices were actually higher than Peoria. 

The authors did not indicate if the differences were statistically sig-

nificant. For 5 weeks irrlI'ediately following the experill'lent, Ohio hog 

prices averaged $.19 below tlieir ristoric relationship with Peoria -- a 

loss of $.SI per cwt. Prices also reflected operational efficiencies. 

Lots of 50 head or II'Ore received an average price advantage of $.56 per 

cwt. over srr.aller lots wliile on farm sales averaged $.SO per cwt. more 

when compared to all sales. Pricing accuracy was reflected in a $.505 

per cwt. differential between grades. Out of 52 detectable inflection 

points in price trends in the eastern corn belt, ~AMS' prices led 13 

times, occurred concurrently 32 tiwes, and lagged only 7 times. Inter-

day variability within tre ~eek was larger in PA¥S than in the private 

treaty market prior to the. introduction of HAMS. 

Despite apparent price advantages, tlie project did not attract suf-

ficient sales volull"e to ll"aintain long terll'l buyer interest or to allow 

the system to operate on a co111JT1ercial basis. A 1l'ore co1I'plete assessment 

of participant attitudes is in progress. 
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1.4.5 Electronic Marketing in Virginia 

Conference telephone auctions began in Virginia·· (Davis; Fngleman) 

and have since been used to sell slaughter lambs, feeder pigs, slaughter 

hogs, feeder cattle, and slaughter cattle in the state. Holder assessed 

the benefits of the sheep and lamb teleauction in Virginia and West Vir-

ginia. Comparing lamb prices before and after the introduction of the 

teleauction by using two different single equation econometric models, 

he found the teleauction raised the entire price structure for Virginia/ 

West Virginia prime and choice lambs between $.70 and $1.53 per cwt. de-

pending on the trodel used. He attributed this increase to five major 

reasons: more buyers; buyers can bid from their offices; lambs move in 

efficient truck! oad uni ts; buyers receive fresher 1 ambs; and producers 

have more control. In sutrmary, Holder felt the tel eauction had an ef-

fect on operating efficiency, pricing efficiency, roarket power and pro-

ducer control. 

In June, 1~78 the Virginia Department of Agriculture and ConsU111er 

Services in cooperation with the Cooperative Extension Service at Virgi-

nia Tech, sul:-mitted a project proposal to USDA-Af.'S. The project's objec-

tives were: 

I. To develop the local and statewide organizations to operate a 

centralized electronic marketing system, 

2. To develop operating procedures between buyers, sellers and a 

central electronic marketing association that would be responsi-

ble for slaughter cattle and cows, 
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3. To identify the benefits and cotlts of an operating tltate-wide 

central electronic marketing sytltem, and 

4. To evaluate the feasibility of alternative computer systems for 

centralized electronic marketing of livestock. 

The project was funded. Based upon the early cotrpletion of objective 

four and the protrising outlook for computer sales, a supplement to the 

original project was submitted and funded. The primary objective of the 

supplemental proposal was: 

To plan, oversee, guide and conduct a six-month trial period 
involving sales of slaughter cows and market lambs over a com-
puterized electronic ll'arketing systell'. Tre .two tests will be 
conducted concurrently. 

Later funded projects included as objectives the further expansion, edu-

cation and protrotion of electronic marketing. 

As part of the original project, Russell and Purcell administered a 

mirror-image7 survey to 83 Virginia slaughter cattle producers and 20 

Northeastern packers. Areas of agreement and disagreement along the in-

terface were exaroined. Based upon this study, the computerized system 

was designed. Details of this process will be covered later in Chapter 

III. However, the study did suggest six steps that should be followed 

when introducing an electronic system for cattle in the southern and 

eastern states. They include: 

1. Mirror-image surveys should be used to exarr.ine areas of agreement 

and disagreement along the marketing continuum. 

2. Pretlent auction markettl should be involved. 
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3. The electronic system should be operated by a private non-profit 

group with a board of di rectors which represents the producer 

groups and warketinr agencies ~ho wi11 use the system. 

4. The electronic system rnust be capable of operation at relatively 

lo~ per unit costs. 

5. Early educational effort should stress the irrplications of thin 

warkets and the ability of electronic markets to add more buyers. 

6. Efforts should be made to establish a coalition of interests and 

to involve potential participants early in the development pro-

cess. 

Chieruzzi corrpared the costs of computerized and conventional auc-

tion marketing systems for slaughter cattle in Virginia.a She examined 

aggregate total slaughter cattle marketing costs and cash costs incurred 

during the sales across scenarios to•here nine, 1:lixteen and forty-one 

markets participated. Under these scenarios, the co111puterized auction 

became advantageous w1'en 14 percent, 9 percent, and 9 percent of the 

state's cattle were so]d by way of computer, respectively. Comparison 

of cash expenses required the rnaking of rnany assumptions -- head sold 

per week, sale days per week, number of seller terminals, number of buy-

er terminals, connect tiwe per lot and lot size, etc. Making reasonable 

assumptions regarding these parameters when selling slaur,hter cows, she 

determined the breakeven point for cash expepses was slightly more than 

4,200 head per week. 
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Chieruzzi concluded that total marketing cost for slaughter cows is 

generally lower for corr.puterized sales (assuming a minimal volume) than 

for conventional auctions. However, mcst of the cost savings accrue to 

the packer buyer by avoidance of expensive travel. She attributes ~uch 

of these results to tr.e fact that cull cows would be traded in such 

small lots. She further suggests that the comparative cost advantage of 

computer trading would be much greater in livestock such as slaughter 

lambs or feeder pigs. 

The articles reviewed illustrate many of the benefits of electronic 

marketing as well as ~any of the obstacles which will impede successful 

implementation of electronic marketing systems. ~ost authors agree that 

electronic marketing has the theoretical potential to increase pricing 

and technical ef fi.ciency in many circumstances. Studies of electronic 

systems have generally supported these theoretical expectations. Howev-

er, the writings also suggest t~at electronic marketing is not feasible 

in al 1 circumstances and that some industry interests may oppose elec-

tronic ~arketing. 

As this 1 i terature reviet.· exemplifies, the research in electronic 

marketing is just begirming. Computerized tr.arketing is relatively new 

and recent interest in thin markets merely fuels debates. It may be 

many years before all of the questions about electronic ~arketing are 

answered, but recent technological advances and federal funding for pi-

lot projects give an unparalleled opportunity to begin serious inquiry. 
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1.5 OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of this study are: 

1. To build a theoretical base from which the broad issues of elec-

tronic marketing may be examined. 

2. To conceptualize, articul~te and illustrate the issues involved 

in deterl11ining the feasibility and design of an electronic mark-

eting system. 

3. To examine t~e costs of electronic marketing both theoretically 

and empirically. 

4. To explore the relationships between price level and variability 

and electronic marketing. 

5. To demonstrate, theoretically and empirically, a means of evalu-

ating an electronic marketing system. 
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1. 6 THE FORMAT 

Chapter I is designed to set up the problem, state the working hy-

pothesis and objectives of the paper, give the format of the paper, and 

review the relevant Ii terature. The literature review in this chapter 

is designed to give a broad perspective. Additional literature will be 

discussed in following chapters. 

Chapter II is designed to give a theoretical base upon which to 

build. !-~ore specific theoretical arguments ,dll occur in later chap-

ters. Chapters III through VI are concerned with system feasibility and 

design, cost, price, and evaluation aspects of electronic marketing, 

respectively. Each will include theoretical and empirical work as well 

as citing any relevant literature. Chapter VII will su1Ptl'arize the pre-

vious six ~hapters. 
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1 • 7 FOOTNOTES 

1 It is important to make the distinction between an electronic 

marketing system and an electronic information system. The former uti-

lizes the electronic medium as an arena to consurrrnate trades. The lat-

ter utilizes the medium as a vehicle to transfer information. In an in-

formation system, trades will be completed via some other system, 

medium, or vehicle. 

2 Technical efficiency is concerned with the ability of the market-

ing system to move the raw product to the finished consumer good with 

the lowest possible marketing cost. It is an output/input relationship 

with a higher ratio indicating greater efficiency (Purcell, 1979; Kohls 

and Downey). 

3 Pricing efficiency is concerned with the ability of the marketing 

systern to provide to the consurrer the product in the ti111e, form, and 

space he or she desires. It is a 111easure of the responsiveness of the 

marketing system to consumer direction (Purcell, 1979; Kohls and Dow-

ney). 

4 The authors are using the short run standard deviation of prices 

as an indication of price nervousness. Price nervousness is defined as 

price variabi 1 i ty around a general point of marl<et equilibrium rather 

than i nstabi 1 i ty of market equi l ibriuIT! prices over titre (Fenderson et 

al., 1979). 

5 Farly in l~fl, VSDA-A~S funded an experimental test of the sys-

tem. As of E rt ember 9, 1981 there are still problems in gaining the 

necessary volume to make the system feasible. 
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6 USDA-A¥S did not continue funding after December 31, 19eO because 

of the disappointing volume. 

7 A mirror-image survey involves the use of paired questions to ex-

amine key areas of concern along two related stages of economic activity 

in a marketing systerr. A rrore detailed discussion is given by Purcell 

0973). 

8 The co~puter program used in Virginia lo;as originally written in 

ALADDIN because of the nice debugging properties the language possesses. 

As prograU's were clel:>ugged, they were gradually re\..'ri tten in FORTRAN (a 

much more efficient language for operational purposes but more difficult 

to debug). This conversion process was about 50% complete wl>et' this 

study was done, which rr.eans the computerized costs were biased upward. 



II.I INTRODUCTION 

Chapter II 

THEORY 

¥any alternative paths coulc be followed in developing a theoreti-

cal base fr01r whicli to e:icaniine electronic marketiny.. It could be ap-

proached frotr. a welfare econ~1d cs, financial investment, behavorial, or 

technological viewpoint. This chapter will concentrate on the theoreti-

cal relationships between electronic marketing and ir.arketing efficiency, 

although different orientations "ill be alluded to in this and other 

chapters. 

Kohls and Downey define agricultural marketing as the performance 

of all business activities involved in the flo11.· of y.oods and services 

from the point of initial agricultural production until they are in the 

hands of tlie ultimate consurr.er. Breitr.yer ( 1973) defined agricultural 

marketing as everything that happens between the farm and consuwer. I 

shal 1 use the definition advocated by Purcell ( 1 g1g) that agricultural 

rr.arketing is U.e set of economic and beravioral activities that are in-

volved in coordinating the various stages of economic activity from pro-

duction to consumption. Also, the approach throughout the text will use 

a systems orientation recon:mended by Purcell (1~7~), Codwin and Jones, 

Shaffer, and Kohls. 

31 
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In this chapter, ar ideal rrarketirr system will first be examined. 

This \dll be followed by s01re cornron systelT' shortcoroings includirg a 

brief literature review on thin ll'arkets. Possible solutions to these 

marketing problerrs will then be examired. Next, the theoretical ilT'pli-

cations of electronic marketing regarding both pricing and technical ef-

ficiency will be covered. 

II.2 THE IDEAL 

A marketing system rray be defined as a system of interrelated eco-

nom1c activities. These activities are sequential (Breimyer, 1976; 

Kohls and Downey) and need to be coordinated (Kohls ard Downey; Purcell, 

1979) if c01n11odi ti es are to move from producer to consumer in an orderly 

fashion. A number of lT'echanisTPs exist to achieve this coordination. 

Price is a rrajor coordinator for most U.S. agricultural coI111rodities (To-

mek and Robinson). ranagerial direction is used in vertically integrat-

ed industries and state direction is used in socialist countries. 

The economic stages of activity in a roarketirg systelT' are graphi-

cally depicted in Figure 2.1 (Breimyer, 1976; Purcell, 1979). The ar-

ro"t.·s indicate the sequential nature of product flows. The economic 

stages of activity are also depicted in Figure 2.2 except the arrows now 

indicate the trul tidirectional informational flows needed to coordinate 

the system.9 An outside inforroation base is used to illustrate the in-

formational interactions between the marketing system and other forces 
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CONSUMPTION 
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RETAILING 
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WHOLESALING 
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PROCESSING 
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ASSEMBLY 

/I\ 

PRODUCTION 

Figure 2.1 Economic Stages C·f Activity in a Marketing System 
with Arrows Indicating Sequential Nature of 
Product Flows 
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CONSUMPTION 
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Figure 2.2 Economic Stages of Activity in a Marketing System 
with Arrows Indicating Multidirectional Information 
Flows 
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outside its boundaries -- government and other roarketing systems, for 

example. All marl<eting systerr.s "ill not possess al] of the economic 

stages. Some commodities tray not need processing. Other commodities 

rr.ay be assembled at the production level. The stages may even be diffe-

rent for the same commodity produced at spatially separate locations. 

Regardless of the number, type, or orgariization of a particular 

roarketing system's economic activities, the marketing system rrust ac-

hieve higlo 1 eve ls of vertical coordination if it is to approach some 

conceptual ideal (Purcell, 1973). Knowledge of the econoniic environ-

ment, effective corrmunication, and the presence of economic incentive 

are all necessary for Hgl-· levels of coordination along the vertical 

continuum (Purcell, i979). The fai 1 ure of technically related market 

participants to coordinate economic activities "-i] l create inefficien-

cies. The presence of effective coordiriation should benefit all, as 

each could receive econotric reinforcetrent frotr decisions made which are 

more in tune ~ith system needs. 

To acHeve high levels of vertical coordination, system partici-

pants must be ~ell informed and have the ability to react to differing 

market signals. This itrplies that rrarket information must be transmit-

ted in a clear, accurate, and timely manner. Interlevel goals should be 

as harmonious as possible. ~·arl<et pm .. 'er alonJ! the interface should ba-

lance (or at least differing levels in po~er should not be exploited). 

Action should not be unduly impeded by artificial restraints. 
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An ideal agricultural marketing system is both technically and 

price efficient. The product troves s111oothl y from producer to consumer 

with the use of the fe~est possible inputs for a given level of output. 

Information flows freely up and down the continuum, is understood by all 

. participants and is acted on at each econo1!'ic stage by well informed de-

cision tr·akers. In adc1i ti or, the sys tell' freely exd-anges information 

with relevant parties outside its system boundaries. It is responsive 

to consutrer direction and allocates resources accordingly. In short, it 

supplies the consull"er the product in the form, tirre and space he or she 

desires at the lo~est possible cost. 

II.3 COMMON SYSTEM SHORTCOMINGS 

Unfortunately, the ideal system above has never existed and will 

not exist in the foreseeable future. Teclinical and pricing efficiency 

tray be competing objectives in sol!"e circumstances. An industry with 

large economies of scale and few participants could be one example. 

Cost savings ~ill accrue to large finrs but a decrease in the number of 

firms may lead to undesired monopolistic practices. Fonr.ula trading may 

provide another example. Formula trading is a cost efficient method of 

forward pricing but as the number 6f negotirited trades falls, questions 

may be raised about the value and qua] :ity nf m11rlrE>t infor111PH,.,ri. Jnacie.-

quate mat:ket information, unequal bargaining powe~, intex:.le.¥f:l goal con-

n icts, and ignorance td 11 all irrpede marketing efficiency. Recently, 

increasing interest has concentrated on the thin market phenomenon and 

its impacts on marketing efficiency. 
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II.3.1 Thin Markets 

Thin markets are generally characterized by low trading volume and 

low levels of liquidity in which individual offers to buy or sell can 

exert undue influence on price or other terms of trade (Hayenga et al.). 

A market may be thin because of a lirrited nurrber of transactors, scale 

economies or diseconomies, and/or a high cost of arbitrage over space or 

tin-e (Caves). Verticel irtegrEticT' encl ]erg tf'rm cof'tracts (especially 

forrrula trecTif1g) are ofter if'volved. Tlir rrarkets do not necessarily 

result in unsatisfactory rrarket performance. Powever, concerns are of-

ten voiced regardirg the potential for price tranipulation, the quality 

of ~arket information, the representativeness of transacted and reported 

prices, and the risk of net having sufficient buyers or sellers at any 

particular tirre to ensure an equitable price (Fayenga). 

Probably no corrmodity has gained as much attention regarding thin 

market concerns as the carcass beef market. Reports by the U.S. General 

~ccounting Office and the U.S. House of Fepresentatives both expressed 

concerns regarding the reliance on formula trading and the potential for 

price manipulation. However, significant market failures, whether price 

manipulation or the inappropriateness of reported prices have not been 

found (Rhodes). Yet, charges and counter charges continue to abound. 

The wholesale beef market is not t~e only agricultural market con-

sidered to be thin. Fggs, broilers, butter and deese, pork, and some 

of the fruit and vegetables provide other examples (Hayenga). The de-
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gree of concern about these thin markets again varies tremendously 

across individuals and commodities. 

It should be remembered that a market does not have to be thin at 

the national level for spatial concerns to exist. Folder reports that 

one buyer bought seventy percent of all lambs sold in Virginia and West 

Virginia during the years 19f~ and 1~70. Spatial problems may be even 

more severe at the local level for sonie situations. A local auction 

market, selling slaughter cows, provides an example. A small graphical-

ly isolated market rnay have a difficult time attracting sufficient buy-

ing power for a truly corr.petitive environment. Producers, typically 

selling small 1 ots of CO\\'S, feel they cannot afford to transport them to 

a more competitive environment. The cows n:ay be sold at discounted 

prices, assembled into larger lots, and transported to larger auctions 

for resale. Such practices may help explain why Virginia cow prices av-

erage $2.00 per cwt. below the national price even though it is a defi-

cit state in terms of beef productionlO (Russell and Purcell). 

II.3.2 Other Reasons for System Shortcomings 

Thin markets are not the only cause of imperfect interlevel coordi-

nation. Conflicting goals between technically related economic levels, 

which extend ~eyond the normal buyer-seller conflict, will not be condu-

cive to effective coordination (Purcell, 1~73). The goals of a hobby 

farmer roay conflict with the goals of a profit maximizer at the next 
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level in the trar~eting continuum. Similarly, the lack of effective 

grades ";H ch identify iniportant value-rel atecl characteristics of the 

product tdl 1 hinder the transmission of clear, accurate and effective 

price signals frorn consumer to producer. 

Participants in the marketing continuum need to be well informed 

about what is going on in both the horizontal and vertical dimensions of 

the marketing system. Failure to be well infortred increases the likeli-

hood decision makers will send false signals to others, fail to receive 

sigrial s and/or misinterpret signals sent to them. This is especially 

true in a time of hirhly variable prices whicr can "hide" price 11ignals 

and lead to decreases in the levels of vertical coordination which is 

achieved. Unequal bargaining pot.1er, unequal access to infoTII1ation, and 

inadequate information al so can foster inefficiencies in the marketing 

system. 

This is certainly not a complete enumeration of things that may 

cause a lack of· coordination in the marketing continuum. One would have 

to e:it:amine U.e fields of psychology, sociology and others as "·ell as 

economics to approach a complete ePult'eration. The discussion here has 

focused en scn:e of the nore itrportant and widely cliscussed sources of 

rr.arket imperfections with the purpose of establishing a framework within 

which the i~plications of electronic martetinr can be examined. Empha-

sis will be on how and w~y electronic marteting cou]cl contribute to so-

lution of some of the highly visible market problenis, given that moves 
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to an electronic marketing system is but one of many ways to attack bar-

riers to vertical coordination in our marketing systems. However, other 

proposed solutions will be discussed, so t~at a careful examination of 

possible solutions can be made. 

II.4 PROPOSED SOLUTIONS 

II.4.1 Vertical Integration 

Trifon defined vertical integration as t~e ownership or control by 

one company of enterprises in different stages of production or distri-

bution, where each stage yields a salable commodity. Cne of the major 

incentives to vertically integrate is the failure of the marketing sys-

tem to coordinate the different levels in tlie marketing continuum. 

Caves lists six reasons or incentives for firms to vertically integrate. 

They are: transact ion cos ts, heterogeneous preferences of buyers, ac-

cess to information, risk aversion, lender's risk, and avoiding or pro-

moting noncorrpetitive prices. 

Purcell 0 979) gives five economic mcti vat ions for vertical inte-

gration: 

1. The a~i 1 i ty to control the rate and timing of raw Jl'aterial and 

product flows. 

2. The ability to control quality. 

3. The direct contact with the consumer rr:arket, whicli can help to 

elirrinate or reduce the tit11e lag in adjusting procluction to 

changes in consumer buying patterns. 
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4. The eHrrination of part of the moving, 1'auling, 1'andling, and 

transferring that occurs in an exchange system. 

5. The reduced costs, due to increases in hoth technical efficiency 

and corrmunication, which can accompany a move to integrated 

structures. 

Purcell also listed barriers to vertical integration which include the 

large capital requirements, legislation that hinders mergers and acqui-

sitions, public attitude towards corporate giants, and insufficient man-

agement ability to visualize and ~anage a large scale integrated opera-

tion. 

Studies have been completed wliich indicate tl':at vertical integra-

tion can decrease the total rnarl<eting bill (Nelson; t-?illiaros and Far-

ris). Authors hint that when the interface between stages in the system 

is d-aractedzecJ l;y ol igopoly-ol igopsony or Hlateral monopoly, public 

interest tray he increased by vertical integration (Hoffman; Knutson; 

Nicholls). Y:arket risk should he lowered along an integrated continuum 

and, in alrrost all cases, increased interlevel coordination is not only 

possible but likely. 

Vertical integration is Pot a panacea for all marketing ills. Im-

portant marketing information can be removed from public scrutiny. Some 

of the ttin rrerkets of today, discussed earlier, are the direct result 

of increasing levels of vertical integration (Duffy; Newsome; Schrader, 

1979). Monopolistic po~·er may t-e increased throug1' vertical integra-



tion. 11 Industries which integrate vertically may form conglomerates 

with huge econorr.ic networks. Caves questions whether the private gains 

which spur vertical integration also create social gains or externali-

ties costly to society. 

II.4. 2 Contractual Arrangements 

Contractual arrangetrents tray increase vertical coordination, lower 

marketing risks, and decrease transaction costs. ¥arket-specification, 

resource-providing, rranagetrent and incoD"e-guaranteeing contracts (Kohls 

and Downey) approac~ vertical integration and as such will not be dis-

cussed in this section. Forward pricing arrangeroents lf:hich utilize a 

specified price or a price based on the future value of some third re-

port or series (for~ula pricing) are widely used. The contracts may be 

either negotiable (futures contracts trading on organized exchanges, for 

example) or nonnegotiable. Price 11'ight not be the primary objective. 

Firms may use contracts to guarantee quality en~ volume of a particular 

input or sales volutre and rrarket share of a particular product. Con-

tracts may be used to cecrease financing costs or to attract additional 

capital. ~ith the many and varied purposes for which contracts may be 

used, it is not surprising to note the increasing utilization of con-

tractual arrangements along the interface in the marketing continuum. 

like vertical integration, contractual arrangeD"ents may also create 

concerns. The potential loss of market information to other market par-
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ticipants and to the public is one'concern.12 Another concern focuses 

on the potential use of contracts to either gain 1ronopol istic power or 

exploit already held po~er. As with vertical integration, a comparison 

of private benefits, system benefits, and social benefits and costs is 

needed to truly assess the effects of the increasing use of contracts. 

Theory ldll give insight but only empirical worlr can provide the an-

s-wers. 

11.4. 3 Improvements in Price Reporting 

Various ways of iwproving price reporting systems have been recom-

reended by a nurr.ber of interests. Debate has been especially strong in 

the wholesale carcass beef industry where concern has been expressed 

about the representativeness of price reports published by the National 

Provisioner l-·i th what has become kno~1n as the Yellow Sheet. Seventy 

percent of tl-e steer and heifer and carcass 1:-eef sold is tied to the 

Yello~· Sheet prices while trades reported to the Yellow Sheet represent 

only about 2 percent of all volume (Rhodes, 1979). As yet, no statisti-

cal proof has been found that the ~ational Provisioner has misreported 

prices or that the average negotiated price was significantly different 

from either the Yellow Sheet price or formula prices (Rhodes, 1979). 

The absence of statistical proof in beef or other industries does 

Pot lessen the theoretical arguroents for iroproving price reporting. 

Mandatory reporting, ll'andatory response, and 111ancJatory confirmation (li-
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censing) have all been suggested at one time or another. Drastic chang-

es such as banning formula trading and minor changes such as improving 

information on volurre and price dispersion have been proposed. Grades 

which accurately reflect value related characteristics of the product 

are essential for good price reporting. 

Improvements in price reporting systems should improve pricing ef-

ficiency in the marketing systems.13 As participants receive more accu-

rate and timely market information, communicative efficiency increases. 

Imbalances in the information possessed by different levels in the con-

tinuum decrease. The number of erroneous reactions to incomplete and/or 

inaccurate market information should fall. In short, the consumer 

should be more able to receive the product in the time, place and form 

he or she desires. 

The consurrer may not receive the product at least cost, however. 

Many of the improvements suggested to improve price reporting systems do 

not come "'·ithout costs. Increases in technical efficiency may come with 

decreases 111 pricing efficiency. For exarrple, formula pricing lowers 

both the cost of searching for information and transaction costs, which 

can increase technical efficency, but the use of formula pricing by 

large numbers of traders may lo"t-'er the value and reliability of market 

news and decrease pricing efficiency. Fence theory cannot provide defi-

nitive answers to questions of ~hether selected changes should be made. 

If tloe benefits of irrproving ne pricing system are larger than the 
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costs, it should be adopted. If not, the in:provements should not be 

made. But the benefits and costs are often difficult to ll'easure or 

quantify. 

II.4.4 Legislation, Research, Teaching and Extension 

It lt'.ay seem unusual to group research and legislation in the same 

section. They should, however, go hand-in-hand. Poorly written, poorly 

timed, or poorly conceived legislation can introduce system inefficien-

cies. Legislation written with overdue regard for politically powerful 

special interest groups or specially ti~ed for political expediency can 

be disastrous. The political precess is necessary to determine the va-

lue judgtrents which econotricB cannot or t1hould not decide. However, 

legislation should still be written in a logical and syBtematic frame-

work and based upon the best available info~ation. Fesearch is criti-

cal in such a process. 

Research c2n also be directly ut1eful to t1ystem participants --

especially ~hen corrmunicated effectively by a good teaching and exten-

sion effort. An itrproved understanding of the trarketing system will in-

crease system efficiencies. Production, assembly, processing and trans-

portation can and has beco111e tr.ore efficient through research, teaching 

and extension. Contiriued investn:ents in research, teaching and exten-

sion should continue to itrprove pricing and teclinical efficiencietl for 

agricultural n:arketing syste111s. 
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II.5 ELECTRONIC MARKETING AND TECHNICAL EFFICIENCY 

By not requiring the physical presence of buyer, seller and product 

to consummate a trade, electronic marketing rray offer the opportunity to 

reduce the total rrarketing bill for the product being electronically 

traded. Technical efficiency can therefore be improved by reducing the 

costs of rrarketing. Transportation costs can be reduced by providing a 

more direct route between buyers and sellers. Transaction costs should 

be reduced by allowing buyers to bid at their hotre offices, producing 

time, travel, salary· and/or comndssion savings. Assembly costs would 

likely fall "~ith tl-e selling of efficier.t size units. Tliese factors 

could and prcbabl y woul cl be .accentuated in srr.all spatially separated 

markets. In such cases, one could also see a reduction in the number of 

ownership transfers and cross-hauling with the associated costs. 

With computerized marketing, other cost savings are possible. The 

vast and increasing ability of computers to accept, process and store 

large quantities of information allow it to perform other functions as 

well ~s trading the cotrmodity. 

the cotr1puter to handle their 

Participants in the system could utilize 

accounting needs. Bills, statements, 

decks, invoices and contracts can all be printed quickly and eai1ily --

lowering both personnel needs and the probability of tristakes being 

made. Market news can be distributed via the computer terminals at low 

cost since the data can be accessed selectively. ~arket analysis infor-

mation can be generated quickly, accurately and efficiently. The myriad 
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of alternative uses is constrained only by the programrr.er' s iir.agination 

ar?d ability and development costs. 

Electronic marketing does involve additional costs which trust be 

cot11pared with the tenefits produced before definitive statements can be 

made regarding technical efficiency and electronic marketing. Increased 

telephone eypecses, the cost of deve~ ~ping and traintaining software, 

hardware costs (tuying, leasing, and/or tirre-sraring), office space 

and/or additicnal perscnal tray be involved, clepending on the type and 

size of systerr involved. 

For electronic rrarketing to increase the technical efficiency of a 

marketing systerr, the associated benefits must be greater than the asso-

ciated additional costs. Theoretical analyses will not tell if elec-

tronic rr.arketing increases technical efficiency. The answer (to be det-

ermined errpirical1 y) wi11 be dependent upon the current marketing system 

and the particular electronic system used for corrparison. However, 

since most of t~e authors menticned ic the literature review at least 

assumed it ~as possible for electronic marketing to be cost efficient, I 

shall assume likewise for the remaining portion of this section.14 

The distribution of cost savings and possible cost increases along 

the vertical continuum is important. Even though a particular electron-

ic systerr may reduce tre total marketing bill, those savings may not be 

evenly distributed among participants. There might be cost increases 

fer sotre participants. C'hieruzzi indicated that rrcst cost savings ac-



crue to the tuyer. Such an arFument is intuitively appealing when one 

considers the savit1gs from 1!'ore direct transportation routes and from 

allowing the buyer to place bids frorr his or her home office. Whatever 

the case, the distribution of marketing costs will be important in sys-

tern design and in establishing fee structures. 

Figure 2.3 illustrates the effects of an increase in technical ef-

ficiency created by electronic marketing throughout the marketing con-

tinuum assmring benefits initially accrue to the wholesale level and 

constant marketing margins. let D = demand, S = supply, <:! = quantity, 

UT = unit of titl'!e, ar.d P = equilibrium price. The superscripts F, W, 

and R refer to the farm, wholesale, and retail levels respectively. De-

mand is primary at the retail level ~ith wholesale and farm demands der-

ived. Similarly, supply is prirrary at the farm level with wholesale and 

retail supplies derived.IS 

Before the introduction of electronic roarketiny., equilibrium quan-

tity is QF with equilibrium prices at pR, pW and pF. With the introduc-

tion of electronic marketing, assuming it increases technical efficiency 

and these benefits accrue at the wholesale level, the supply curve at 

• • • W' the wholesale level will shift downward and to the right to S • Since 

supply at retail is derived from supply at wholesale, the shift from sW 

to st-.'' l-:i 11 be accompanied by a shift froro sR to sF'. Supply at the 

farm level will not be affected hy shifts in supply above it because it 

it1 the prfoary t1upply. M1olesale ancl retail supplies are derived from 
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farm supply and not vice versa. Since demand at the farm level is equal 

to the maxirrutr price that can be received at the retail level minus the 

n:infoum price at whid other resources would be provided, oF will shift 

. F' upward and to the ri gli t to D • The new equi 1 ibr:i.um prices are pR', 

'-'I pw , and pF'. 

Theoretically, electronic trarketing should increase equilibrium 

quantity ar.d price at the fanr level ,.,,,hile decreasing price at the 

wholesale and retail levels, given the assutrpticns employed here. Most 

finr.s protably face increasing rather than constant marketing margins 

(Purcell, 1g79). Relaxing the assuuption of constant marketing margins 

would corrpl icate but not chanpe the directional ilT'pacts. All curves 

would still shift in the satre direction. However, the graphical depic-

ticn l<·oulc becotre trore conipl icated as demand and/or supply curves at 

different economic levels would no longer be parallel. 

Assuming alJ of the efficiency impacts accrue initially at the 

wholesale level tray be unrealistic. If electronic marketing increases 

technical efficiency for the system as a whole, equilibrium quantity 

will increase and price at the retail level will fall -- the directional 

moves of prices at the wholesale and farm levels are not theoretically 

deterministic. However, given Chieruzzi's argument about most cost sav-

ings accruing to the buyer, the assumption rr.ay not be unduly unrealis-

tic. Fven given the simplifying assumptions of the model, it still 

gives insigr.t into the effects of cost efficiencies witli electronic 
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marketing. Impacts will be felt at all levels of the roarketing continu-

um. 

II.6 ELECTRONIC MARKETING AND PRICING EFFICIENCY 

r-~any factors or characteri sties of e] ectronic marketing can in-

crease pricing efficiency. Increasing the number of buyers and/or sell-

ers, providing tirrely and accurate market information, increasing empha-

sis on value related characteristics of the product, and possible 

structural changes are some examples. This section ldll first concen-

trate on those factors which would tend to increase pricing efficiency 

and then on factors which could decrease pricing efficiency. Irnplica-

tions across equilibrium price and quantity will then be examined. 

Conference telephone trading sys terns have the capacity to handle 

20-25 participants simultaneously. Computerized trading syste1I1s can 

handle hundreds or even thousands of buyers and sellers simultaneously. 

For 111any corrrrcdities, proHbitive transportation costs would limit the 

effective number of participants. f'owever, significantly greater num-

bers of buyers and sellers could be brought into the trading arena via 

an electronic tredium for n~ost cotn111odities (at least the potential is 

there). By increesing the Putrber of traders, tl>e prof-ability that any 

one participant could unduly affect price or other terms of trade is re-

duced. Prices \\'ould move toward rnore competitive levels, resources 

would be priced more in accord ~ith their true value, and pricing effi-

ciency would be irrproved. 
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More accurate and timely market information could be readily avai-

lable for tl-e use of all participants. If market power discrepancies 

exist because of the possession of differing informational bases, the 

discrepancies could be reduced or eliminated. Uncertainties could be 

reduced and more accurate and timely market analysis could be made. 

Coordination ~ould be improved and pricing efficiency increased. 

Trading by description ~ould place an increased emphasis on grades 

that identify irrportant value related characteristics of the commodity. 

Euyers would ~e more able to reward and discount commodities in accor-

dance vith their perceptions of value and what is in demand at the point 

of final consun:pticn. Ir. turn, producers ,,.·ould be more able to recoF.-

nize price signals and adjust production accordingly. ColI'Jllunicative ef-

ficiency would increase alonp the continuum with increased ~oordination 

and pricing efficiency likely. 

By increasing access to spatially isolated tl'larkets, the widespread 

adoption of electronic n:arketing may encourage structural changes. Ac-

cording to Henderson et al. (1979), this increase~ access "should moder-

ate the magnitude of risk associated with potential market foreclosure, 

reducing the exit rate of str.all and/er geographically remote producers 

and mitigating t~e need for both producers and handlers to engage long 

term contractual or other integrative arrangements." 
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The wiclespread adoption of electronic 1rarketing rright eli1rinate 

stages td tPi r. tf.e rrarketi nr. car.ti nuutr. For exarr.ple, td th the product 

1rov1ng rrote dit-ectly tc l:uyers, tt·e i11ter1rNliete assen·t>ly functions re-

quired unc.!er present syste1rs could l::ecmre ur.r.ecessary. Hence, the mark-

eting continuum may be both broadened horizontally and shortened verti-

cally. By broadening the continuum horizontally (or at least slowing 

the tendency for the continuum to becorr.e more narrow), interlevel market 

power should rrore nearly balance. By shortening the continuum vertical-

ly, price signals are more likely to be accurate. 

c~anges should increase pricing efficiency. 

Eoth structural 

It is difficult to itragine situations where electronic marketing 

could not increase pricing, efficiency, but s few scenarios could possi-

bly can 1:-e visualized. A beginning electronic system might not be as 

pricing efficient as the present n;arketing system. Reasons could in-

clude insufficient volume, low numbers of buyers and/or sellers, lack of 

confidence in the system, and/or system or organizational flaws. Short 

run pricing inefficiencies could also be introduced by more variable 

prices until participants have time to adapt. lastly, there is always 

the possibility that srr.all spatially separated producers could band to-

gether and exercise tronopol istic poll·erl6. Such power could be either 

countervailing (Cailbraith) or exploitive depending upon the structural 

characteristics of tt-e rext level in the continuuni. With the possible 

exception of pricing problerrs in net.' electronic systems, it is unlikely 

any of the other scenarios would develop to create severe problems. 
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Electronic marketing stould increase price nervousness but the ef-

fects on price levels is less certain. Price variability around general 

points of equilibriutr (price nervousness) s~ould increase as prices ad-

just to new information more rapidly and as cornn:odities sre paid more 

nearly their true ecor.01ric value. Theoretical expectations regarding 

price levels are dependent upon assumptions about current market charac-

teri.,;tics. 

Assuming monopsony in the input market, theory suggests that elec-

tronic trarketirg could increase both equil ibriurr. price and quantity. 

This is exell'plifiec! in Figure 2.'1. let X = a variable input, U.T. = 
unit of time ard P == equilibriun: price. The superscripts C and MS 

represent conditions of competition and monopsony, respectively. Assum-

ing pure competition in the product and input markets, the value of mar-

ginal product curve vould be the irdustry input demand curve. Equili-

brium price and quantity is determined by the intersection of supply and 

demand or at xC and pC in Figure 2.4. The input received the market va-

lue of its 11'arrinal product. Now, assume pure c01rpetition in the pro-

duct rrarket but rnonopsony in the input IDarket. The firm·' s value of mar-

ginal product curve would equal its marginal revenue product curve. The 

industry 1rnpply curve l<'Ould be the firm's average expense of input curve 

which implies the firm's marginal expense of input curve would be above 

it and increasing more rapidly. The firm would purchase x¥S of the in-

put and would pay a price of P ~S The difference between P ( and p¥S 

is often known as monopsonistic exploitation (Ferguson and Gould). 
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Therefore, if a monopsonistic situation existed prior to the intro-

duction of electrcni c marketing, theory suggests that both equilibrium 

price and quantity 1!"ay be increased by the introduction of a sufficient 

number of buyers into the 1T'arket. For wore complex situations such as 

oligopsony, additional assumptions must be 1!"ade to trace the effects of 

increased coll'peti ti on througll electronic marketing. Ceneral l y, price 

should rise \.:hen rrore corrpeti tive environrrents are established. 

In surnwary, treory suggests that electronic 1!"arketing has the po-

tential to increase pricing efficiency. Few scenarios exist in which 

pricing efficiency woulc be lowered. Price variability would increase 

and cornrodities would rr.ore nearly receive their true econoll'ic value. 

Prices would tend to rise if an uncompetitive environment existed previ-

ously. 
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II. 7 FOOTNOTES 

9rt is important to recognize that a lt'arketing syt1tem is generally 

a t1ubt1yt1te11' of a larger marketing entity. For example, the trarketing 

t1yste1!' for r.s. beef is a t1ubsyt1tem of the larger marketing entitiet1 for 

U.S. n:eat, t.S. food, U.S. agricultural production and world agricultur-

al production. Ir. ger.eral, '"hen discust1ing a marketing system, I will 

be talking about a subsystem at the commodity level. This should not be 

interpreted as meaning ramification8 wil I not be felt outside this com-

n:odi ty subsystem. 

lOThe fact that Virginia auction 1r.arkets weigh livestock when they 

arrive at the stockyards could explain part of this difference. Buyers 

may be uncertain whether the livestock in question were weighed 2, 6, or 

10 hours previous to sale. One would expect this uncertainty to be re-

flected in lower prices. 

11 vertical integration has no power di1!'ension unless linked to some 

degree of horizontal power. A far111er sel 1 ing his produce at a roadside 

stand is never accused of possessing undue monopolistic power -- though 

he is a vertically integrated entity (Breimyer, 1976). 

12Negotiable contracts will actually add to the informational base. 

Such is the case with actively traded futures contracts. 

13This assumes that the participants understand the information and 

are able to react to it. 
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14Many of the authors not only assun1ed it was possible for elec-

tronic marketing to increase technical efficiency but indic2ted it was 

probable (Ethridge; Engleman et al.; Clazener; Hendeuon et al., 1976; 

Henderson et al., 1979; Johnson). 

15For a more detailed treatment of derived demand and supply curves 

see Friedman and ~arshall. 

16This 1'as ah'ays had an extrerr.ely low probability in the past. If 

producers "·ere to sell through trarketing organizations "·hich utilize 

electronic ncarketing, this probability could be significantly increased. 



Chapter III 

SYSTEM FEASIB!l.ITY, DESIGN, AND IMP1.EMENTATION 

III. l INTRODUCTION 

Chapter II delineated the theoretical potential of electronic mark-

eting to increase the technical and pricing efficiency of a marketing 

system. Theoretical potential, in and of itself, is insufficient to 

guarantee the future success of a particular electronic trading system 

(Russell and Purcell). A prospective electronic rrarketing system must 

be determinec feasible, designed and successfully implemented. The pur-

pose of t~!is chapter j s to exatrine these necessary conditions to the 

success of an electronic trarketing system. 

Figure 2. J presents the conceptual framework for c:leternii ning the 

feasibility, design aPc:l inplementation of an electronic trarketing sys-

tem. Theory fron- the fields of economics, fiPance, organizational be-

havior, and other c:lisciplines guic:le the development and methods used in 

mirror image surveys and technical studies. Output from these studies 

can then be used to detertrine the feasibility of a particular system or 

aid in deterrrining the best system out of a set of alternatives. Should 

it be deterrrined that electronic marketing is not feasible the process 

stops. If, however, electronic marketing is determined feasible, addi-

tional research should be completed to aid in systerr design. When the 

electronic system has been designed it rrust then be successfully imple-

59 
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mented. The operating trading system would then generate data useful in 

additional research, syste111 redesign and in tr.edifying, val idsting, or 

rejecting current theories. 

The sequential relationships established with the conceptual fr811'e-

lf:ork (Figure 3.1) wi 11 be used as a pattern by which this chapter will 

be organized. Fel evant theory wi 11 first be discussed, to be followed 

by the other factors in the conceptual model. At all appropriate stag-

es, the experiences and knowledge gair.ed by participation in the design 

and itrplementation of the cotr.puterized trading system utilized by Elec-

tronic Marketir.g Assn., In. (H'A) will be .shared.17 Attempts will be 

made to generalize this kncwledge across potential .systems and commodi-

ties. Such generalization should be of use to others determining the 

feasibility, design and/or implementation of future electronic systems. 

III.2 THEO FY 

Deter111ining tre feasibility of a proposed electronic marketing sys-

tetr. is an investrrent decision under condi tior.s of risk and uncertainty. 

Implementing a nelo' electronic system involves motivational factors. 

~either the investtl'ent decision nor the implementation process can be 

separated from systero design. This sect ion wi 11 examine theoretical 

foundations of the invest111ent decision and potential trader tl'Otivation. 
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III.2.1 The Investment Decision 

Average rate of return, payback, internal rate of return and net 

present value methods are often utilized in making investment decisions. 

The average rate of return and payback rrethods are easily computed but 

are simple treasures whidi do not provide maxi111u111 information. The in-

ternal rate of return Jr>ethod is corr,puted by deter111ining the discount 

rate which equates the net present va]ue of cash outflows with cash in-

flows. let Ct = the net cash flow in period t, r : the internal rate of 

return, and n = the last period. The internal rate of return for an in-

vestment is found by solving the equation 3.1 for r. 

(3. 1) 
n 
l: 

t=O 
0 

The investment 1s rra~e if the internal rate of return is greater than 

the cost of capital. 

The presert value 1T1ethod is also a discounted cash flow method. 

However, instead of solving for the internal rate of return, it dis-

counts net cash flo\o.o by the required rate of return (i). If the net 

present value (NPV) is greater than zero, the investment is made (assum-

ing unlimited capital). Algebraical1y, the net present value method can 

be represertec by equation 3.2. 
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n 
(3.2) NPV = }: 

t=O 

Theoretically, the net present value method is superior. The internal 

rate of return rretrod can give multiple rates of return (lorie and Sa-

vage) and it itrplicitly assutres that cash receipts are reinvested at a 

rate of r. The net present value method offers increased flexibility 

(it is possible to use different values of i for different values of t) 

and allows no possibility of multiple answers (Van Forne). 

\\'hen risk is introduced, h·o difficulties arise. One involves the 

need to deterrr.ine the expected cash flows, and the other deals with how 

tre investcrs' preferences towards risk affect the investment decision. 

Bayesian analysis (Fidman et al.) and sitrulation (Fertz) are often used 

to determine expected casr f1 ot.:·s. The expected utility treorem cons id-

ers the investors attitude toward risk, equates the utility of a risky 

prospect witr its expected utility, and assumes tre investor is a utili-

ty traximizer (Anderson et al.; Van Horne; Von ~leumann and Morgenstern). 

To date, rrost electronic systems have been developed by groups of 

individuals (coops, for example) or by government entities. Elicitation 

of risk preferences in such situations would be difficult if not impos-

sible because of the large number of participants. The limited experi-
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ence with electronic marketing rrakes the determination of probabilities 

associated with alternative cash returns rrore corrplicated. As time and 

experience increase, more reliable probabilities can be generated across 

systerrs, comrrodi ties and participants. t.•i th th:i s, the quality of the 

investrrent decision regarding electronic marketing should improve. 

III.2.2 Motivation 

Trader rrotivation is irrportant in any electronic marketing system, 

but is particularly irrportant in designing and implementing a new elec-

tronic marketing systel!'. l-'ost tl-eorists, writing on trotivation, have 

concentrated on errplcyee motivation within an organizational framework. 

Although most participants (or potential participants) of an electronic 

marketing system would not be expected to be an errployee in the system, 

many sill"i 1 ari ties exist bet~'een traders using an electronic system and 

err.ployees of an organization. Profits would be expected to motivate 

participants :in an electronic marketing system just as wages would be 

expected to motivate employees. Participants in an electronic marketing 

system invest tirre, rrorey and possibly their reputations into the suc-

cess of the system. Organizational employees make commitments of time, 

training and possibly their future mobility to the organization. Just 

as a ~ell designed trad:ing system can motivate potential traders to par-

ticipate, good jcb design can encourage prospective employees to apply 

for jobs. Tlie personal characteristics of adtr:in:istrative personnel in-

volved in an electronic rnarketing system can encourage or discourage 
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trader participation. Sirr.ilarly, the leadership style of a 1rnpervisor 

can rr.otivate employees to work efficiently or inefficiently. Because of 

these similarities and others, it is possible to adapt theories from or-

ganizational be1'avior to problems encountered in designing and imple-

menting an electronic marketing system. 

Contemporary theories of motivation can be divided into four cate-

gories: content, process, reinforcement and integrative. Content theo-

ries are concerned with factors whic1' initiate motivated behavior. 

Theories charopioned by ~as] ow, Herzberg et al. and Alderfer would fall 

in this category. Precess theories are concerned with the choice of be-

havor.ial patterns. Theories proposed by Tolman, Vroom, and Adal!'s would 

be considered precess theories. Skinner's reinforcement theories (1969 

and 1971) deal with factors which increase the probability that desired 

behavior will be repeated. Integrative trodels (such as those of Szila-

gyi et al. and Porter and lal\'ler) cotrbine content, process and rein-

forcement theories into an integrated framework (Szilagyi et al.). 

A rrodified version of tte Porter and lawler model of motivation is 

depicted in Figure 3.2. Fl is the perceived probability that the effort 

required will result in the desired performance. This perceived prob-

ability is modified ~y ~oth the individual requiretrents and the system 

characteristics. E2 is t~e perceived probability that the desired per-

fortrance l-:i 11 result in economic rewards, noneconomic rewards, and/ or 

equity goals. Econo~ic incentive must certainly be a primary considers-
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tion, especially in the Ieng run. But, social reinforcement (either po-

sitive or negative) can be very important to a beginning electronic sys-

tero. Equity considerations can al so be very important. From the satis-

faction {or dissatisfaction) received, the participant determines his or 

her future effort by revisinf the effort to reward probabilities and by 

weighting the rewards by his or her individual reward values. 

The Porter and J.a\.:ler model illustrates ITany itrportant considera-

tions when designing and/or implementing an electronic marketing system. 

The path fro~ the participant's effort to desirable rewards must be well 

defined and understood by all. The individual requirewents should not 

unduly restrict the potential trader's perceptions of his or her ability 

to participate. This has implications regarding the type of performance 

guarantees, procedures, hardware, and software utilized by tre system. 

Similarly, the system ctaracteristics should be such that they instill a 

high degrEe of confidence in the individual that the system can and will 

be successful. The perceived probability that the required effort will 

rE ult in th desired perfo~ance is likely to be Hghest if potential 

participants are involved in the earliest stages of system design. Such 

a policy will net only increase the quality of decisions in system de-

sign, but ras an educational dimension as well. 

Potential traders must also see positive reinforcement accruing to 

them when the system is successful. An educational effort needs to un-

derscore tl-e potential benefits accruing to traders should the system 
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prove successful. If feelings of inequity exist with the present mark-

eting systerr, the educaticnal effort should draw upon these feelings to 

prorrote electronic marketing. Continued participation by a trader will, 

to a large part, l1inge on individual satisfaction received from previous 

participation. This exerr.pl ifies the irrportance of successful sales 

especially the first few sales \o~hen uncertainty concerning the system is 

highest. 

Although rrany of the details will be covered later in this and oth-

er chapters, it should be noted that the experiences in designing and 

implerrenting the system currently used by F~A have supported the Porter 

and 1.awler rrodel. IPdustry leaders l-.'ere iPvolved early in the process 

\o:hich paid dividends in system design, irrplerrentation and education. 

Seminars were held to train buyers which increased their confidence that 

they could use t°t'e computer terminals. Producer rreeti ngs "to.·ere held to 

explain the systerr. Potential trader benefits were explained to all. 

The first slaugtiter latrb sale \o·ent smoothly and the program has shown 

continued expansion in sales volurre. The first slaughter cattle sale 

was characterized by hardware, software and assembly problems. To date, 

slaughter cattle have still not been successfully sold via the computer-

ized .sale.s.lf Although, insufficient evidence exists to substantiate 

the Porter and la\oder 1rodel, the experiences \o:ith HV1 support it. Cer-

tainly, the rrodel is a useful conceptual guide in designing and imple-

rr.er.ting an electronic system. 
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Finally, it sl~oulcl be observed that the Porter and Lawler model of 

motivation is for individuals, not groups of individuals. Individuals 

can and do have different needs, goals and perceptions. What motivates 

one, may not rroti vate another. For this reason, input received should 

be representative of all potential participants. In this l-:ay, a system 

can be designed to accorrrroclate the widest base of trader needs and con-

cerns. f.!i rror irrage surveys are a tool ".-hi ch can be used to examine 

different needs and attitudes along the interface in the marketing con-

tinuum. 

III.3 MIRROR IMAGE SUFVEYs19 

A rr1rror irrage survey involves the use of paired questions to exa-

rr:ine key areas of ccncern along t~o related stages of economic activity 

in a rrarketing systerr. Jnfornation from such surveys can provide inva-

luable insight so necessary to perforrr an accurate and objective feasi-

bility study fer a proposed electronic marketing system. Such surveys 

provide a useful vehicle to eyarrine the attitudes of buyers and sellers 

tov;arc!s the present rrarl<-eting system, their 8\..'areness of the value-re-

lated dirrensions of the product, their ability to identify important di-

rrensions of the pr1c1ng process, their attitudes toward product liabili-

ty and ~hen it should change, and their perception cf the organization 

that should operate an electronic marketing systerr. It should then be 

possihle to estimate the level of participation for a proposed electron-

ic rrarketing systerr. 
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To illustrate tre use of D"irror-:itrage surveys and to demonstrate 

the inforrr.ation trat can be rainecl frorr such a tecrnique, the surveys 

used to design H'Ji's cotrputerizecl trading systetr wi11 be discussed. In 

the spring of 197~, twenty northeastern packers and eighty-three produc-

ers of Virginia slaughter cattle were interviewed using the mirror-image 

technique. An atterrpt was trade to interview the entire population of 

packers whicr purchase Virginia slaughter cows. The producers were se-

lected by a stratified random process to insure adequate representation 

by beef cow-calf producers, cattle feeders and dair)'ll1en. A copy of the 

survey administered to producers with a :'lUmmary of their responses is 

found in Appendix A. Sin:i larly a copy cf the survey acltrinistered to 

packers with a Sll1T1l'ary of their responses is found in Appendix B. 

~~en the interface between the producer and packer surveys was exa-

mined, areas of agreement and disagreetrent were found. It was discov-

ered trat toth the producers and the packers interviewed dealt in 

slaughter cattle of roughly the sarre weights. Poth felt they received 

(paid.) a fair price for treir slaughter cattle and were generally satis-

fied with the convenience of tre current marketing (procurement} system. 

For a ten-hour period, each expected about the sarre amount of shrink for 

slaughter cattle on a liveweight hasis and neither expected tissue (car-

cass) shrin~ to he a probletr if the cattle were sold on the rail. Both 

felt slaughter cattle could be sole (bought) effectively by description 

and indicated tliey "·oulcl J:.e willing to sell (purchase) slaughter cattle 

using descriptive terminology they identified. P.oth producers and pack-
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erd identified eddential]y the same carcass characteristics that should 

be used when cattle are sold on a carcass basis and both felt that the 

trend towards electronic marketing was desirable. 

Both producers and packers wanted to see aucH on marli:ets involved 

and a third party to do the grading. They both preferred that each set 

of cattle he auctioned separately rather than let the high bidder take 

hid pick of lots. Producers and packers agreed that, depending upon the 

nature of the problem, either the marager of the marketing organization 

or its board of directors should settle any disputes that might arise. 

The producers encl packers interviewed did not, ho":ever, agree on 

other issues. A large rrajority of the responding packers wanted to see 

changed in the present procuremer.t system, whereas producers were al~odt 

evenly split OP the issue. ~·odt packers had purchased cattle on the 

rail (on a carcass grace and weight basis), anc a] I "t-'ould have allol-.'ed 

producers to observe their plant operations ":henever they chose. In 

contradt, modt producers had not sold cattle on the rail and indicated 

that visiting the packir.g plantd would not have changed their often ne-

gative attitude about selling: on a carcass basis. Both producers and 

packerd agreed that truck loads of coJMringled cattle would be worth more 

hut didagreed on the magnitude of the increased value. 

Producers and packers disagreed as to what ~as the single mo~t im-

portant determinant of value (besides liveweigH) for both slaughter 

cowd and fed cattle. Vhen asked to rank variables wtich could be used 
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in describing slaughter cattle, little agreement vas found between the 

individual rankings selected by producers and packers. \..'hen, however, 

the top five descriptive variables chosen by producers and packers were 

compared, the differences to.-ere smoothed considerably. Producers wanted 

to see a written contract (bonded or unhonded) used by the participants 

of an eJectronic marketing system, while pacyers generally preferred an 

oral agreement be used. Producers wanted to see title to the slaughter 

cattle (and liebility for death loss, etc) cranre ~hen tte cattle were 

delivered tc tl'e essenJ:-]y pcint, l,J-·ereas facl£'rS c~id r.ot '\o:ant it to 

ctange until t~e cattle vere loa~ed on tte buyer's truck. 

The najori ty of producers did not have objections to regreasive 

bidding, vhile racters ~ere evenly divided on the queation. Producers 

preferred cattle be sold on the farm and delivered to an assembly point 

on a day the buyer specified within a week of purchase. Producers want-

ed to see corrpetitive bids en each animal or groups of like kind rather 

than coropetitive bids on an avenige animal '\o:ith preroiu111s and discounts 

tied to so111e mar~et report. Packers were evenly divided on the issue. 

As.wming an electronic marketinF systelJ' with ten or more buyers, produc-

ers did not feel sufficient coropetition would e:idst tc insure tl>at bid 

prices would always be indicative of true slaughter value. In contrast, 

almost all packers (95 percent) felt sufficient competition would exist 

in such a syste~. 
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Producers and pacters c1isagreed as to who should o~n, control and 

finance an electronic marketing organization. Producers felt the organ-

ization should be owned and controlled by both producers and packers. 

Packers "'ere evenly divided between producer owned, third party owned 

and indifference. Producers felt that both producers and packers should 

share in financing the organization while packers thought the organiza-

tion should be producer financed. 

The surveyt'I gave a broad understanding of the needs, desires and 

biases of t~e producers and packers interviewed. They t'lugget'lted charac-

teristics wHch ne electronic trsrketing syt'ltetr should at'ld should not 

possess, and identifiec1 some rray areas with no clear-cut answers. Such 

data are critical in a feasibility t'ltudy. 

Since tlie USDA funded experimental projects carried the irrpl ici t 

assumption that electronic trarketing "'as feasible, no feasibility study 

was perfor111ed whid: utilizec1 tre survey results. The results were, how-

ever, used exter.t'lively in designing EYA's computerized trading system. 

Although data collected from mirror image surveys are critical, a feasi-

bility study trust also draw on the infortJ'laticn contained in technical 

studies. 
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III.4 TECHNICAL STUDIES 

Technical studies, as used herein, refer to all scientific analys-

es, both theoretical ard eropirical, havinr applicability to electronic 

marketing.20 Studies concentrating on cost, pricing irr.plications, feas-

ibility and/or distributional irrpacts of either electronic marketing in 

general or specific electronic systems provi<le examples. Likewise, stu-

dies estirratirg the efficiency, capacity and/or flexibility of different 

hardl<·are and software configurations constitute exatr.ples of technical 

studies. Just as rrirror irrage surveys are needed to discern the atti-

tudes, goals and perceptions of potential system participants, technical 

studies are reeded to deterrrine the particular electronic system which 

will provide the greatest benefits at the lowest possible cost.21 Exam-

ples of specific technical studies t-:ould include those studies reviewed 

in Chapter I. With information froro botr. mirror image surveys and tech-

nical studies, one has the necessary data tc complete a thorough and ac-

curate feasibility study. 

III.5 FEASIEILITY STUDY 

Feasibility studies are designed to determine tl-e economic feasi-

bility of a particular project or investment. Such questions as: will 

it yiel~ a profit?; ~hich alternative is the rrost profitable?; or will 

the non-profit venture generate sufficient revenues to become self-sus-

taining? 
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All are appropriate questions for a feasibility study to answer. Feasi-

bility studies directed toward electronic marketirig way be sitr.ple or 

complex depending on the purpose of the study. Eeginning a new teleauc-

tion may be relatively inexpensive and a related feasibility study could 

be more abbreviated or in some cases even eliminated. Designing and im-

plenienting a corrruterizecl electronic marketing system can involve hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars and should necessitate a roore complex 

feasibility study. Fetl-:een these t"o extremes lies an almost infinite 

number of questions, regarding electronic marketing, t-:hich feasibility 

studies could address. 

This section "·:ill :identify those factors t-·hich si'ould be included 

in a feas ib:i 1 i ty study d:i rected towards computerized trading systems. 

Feasibility studies concerned wit1' designing a net-· computerized system 

as \..'ell as those considering using Ff.'A's coniputerized trading system 

wil 1 be ac1clressecl. It i.; hoped that many otlier alternative questions 

would involve a suhset of the feasibility study concerned with the de-

sign of a corrputer:ized systetr. If true, this section shoulc:I have more 

widespread applicability. 

Table 3.1 presents a generalized outline of a feasibility study for 

beginning a nel-' coniputerized electronic marketing system. The outline 

is divided into environmental conditions and factors exerting a more di-

rect influence. The current marketing situation, goals and objectives 

e.nd resources available are classified as environmental conditions. To 



Table 3.1. Generalized Outline of a Feasibility Study for Beginning a New Computerized 
Electronic Marketing System 

I. Environmental Conditions 

A. Current Marketing Situation 

1. Competitive environment 
2. Product grades and standards 
3. Assembly procedures 
4. Attitudes of market partici-

pants towards the present 
marketing system 

5. Willingness of producers to 
organize for a common purpose 

6. Strength of any opposition to 
electronic marketing 

B. Goals and Objectives 

1. Of the proposed electronic 
marketing system 

2. Of the feasibility study 

C. Resources 

1. Net worth and liquid assets 
2. Expertise and industry contacts 
3. Potential for state, federal, 

or industry grants 
4. Other support by industry 

groups or government entities 

II. Directly Influencing Factors 

A. Product Supply 

1. Seller identification 
2. Initial volume 
3. Potential volume 
4. Time frame 

B. Buying Strength 

1. Buyer identification 
2. Initial interest 
3. Potential interest 
4. Time frame 

C. Structure of Selling Organization 

1. Profit or nonprofit 
2. Type of ownership 
3. Coop or non-coop 
4. Management and control 

D. Equipment 

1. Computer 

a. Mini, Macro, or Main frame 
b. Own, lease, or time-sharing 
c. System configuration 

-...! 
0\ 



Table 3.1. (Continued) 

2. Terminal 

a. Type 
b. Brand 
c. Ownership arrangement 

3. Communication Network 

a. Dedicated vs. nondedicated 
b. Owned vs. leased 

E. Procedures 

1. Product description 
2. Performance guarantees 
3. Auction characteristics 
4. Size of lots 
5. Time of sale 
6. Means of access 
7. Control features 
8. Contractural arrangements 

F. Financial 

1. Investment capital needs 
2. Operating budgets 
3. Cash flow analysis 

III. Summary 

A. Evaluate Each Jeasible Alternative 

1. Financially 
2. Ease of industry acceptance 
3. Adaptability to future growth 

and/or unanticipated changes 

B. Make Recommendation 

-.J 
-.J 
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assess the current rrarketing situation, the present competitive environ-

ment must be exarrined to see if problems are evident. The adequacy of 

product grades ar.d standards and the effectiveness of current assembly 

procedures rrust te examined. The attitudes of rrarket participants to-

wards the current marketing system must be obtained as this may be indi-

cative of initial support for a beginning electronic marketing system. 

The wi 11 i.ngness of prcducers to organize for a col'M!lon purpose is impor-

tant and efforts should be made to determine the degree of their will-

ingness to organize. Finally, likely opponents to electronic marketing 

should be identified, their bargaining strength estimated, and their 

probable objectives considered in developing an educational program. 

The gcals and objectives of the proposed computerized electronic 

marketing system and of the feasibility study should be explicitly stat-

ed. Both hurran and capital resources available for the development of 

the computerized systeni should be inventoried. Expertise and industry 

contacts should not be overl coked. Potential for outside support from 

grants, personnel, publ id ty, etc. should be evaluated and sought. In 

some cases, th. feasibility study rright only shol-; the system feasible 

contingent upon the support of one or more of these agencies or groups. 

Product supply, buying strength, structure of the selling organiza-

tion, equi prrent needs, procedures and financial consiclerations are all 

classified as directly influencing factors. Seller identification, es-

tirrates of tlie initial and potential sales volurre and the likely time 
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frarres are necessary to esti1rate product supply. Sitr.ilarly, buyer iden-

tification and esti111ates of tlie initial and potential purchase volume 

with their likely time horizons are necessary to assess buying strength. 

The structure of the selling organization could be correctly clas-

sified as a directly influencing factor or as an environ1rental condition 

depending on w1'ether a new orgarization tr.ust he established to sell 

electronically or whether a previously organized association will handle 

the function. Fera re!] ess, at some ti1re or another, decisions must be 

made reagrding w1'ether it is to be operated for profit or at cost, the 

type of ownersldp arrangen•ent, whether it is to be a cooperative or not, 

and who will rranage and control the association. 

Decisions rrust be wade regarding the type of computer, terminal and 

cot11tr.unications network to utilize. Clwr.ership, leasing and time-sharing 

alternatives should be evaluated. The benefits and costs of dedicated 

and nondedicated comrrunication networks need to be compared. Erand de-

cisions tr.ust be rr.8<le considering costs, service arrangements and reli-

ability. Such evaluations should not be taken lightly as decisions made 

will affect ccst, flexibility anc! reliability of the computerizecl sys-

ten:. Procedural alternatives tr.ust also be examined. Choices must be 

wade regarding product description, performance guarantees, auction 

characteristics, size of lots, time of sale, means of access, control 

features and contractual arrangements. Throughout the study, investment 

capital needs should be considered, operating budgets prepared and cash 

flow analysis performed for each likely alternative. 
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Each feasible alternative should be evaluated financially. The net 

present value technique should be utilized. Based upon the financial 

evaluation, as •ell as factors such as ease of industry acceptance and 

adaptability of the system to future growth and/or unanticipated changes 

in Irarket factors, a recommendation should be made. 

An organization interested in using EYA's computerized trading sys-

tem would not have to follow all of the steps in Table 3.1 to generate 

an effective feasibility study. If the organization was already selling 

the corrirodity through a teleauction, it way only have to consider buying 

strength anc financial considerations within the directly influencing 

factors. If a new organization with no selling experience was consider-

ing E't-'IA' s trading systet11, rruch of the •·ork concerning equipment, proce-

dures, anc:l financial matters in the feasibility study will be simpli-

fied. Even thourh feasibility was assurrec:l in the four USDA-.AMS pilot 

projects, future electronic systems (or expansion of present systems in 

an unfamiliar direction) should face the close exat11ination of a feasi-

bility study. 

III.6 INFEASIBLE SYSTEMS 

If tte feasibility study indicates electronic 1N:1rl<eting is not 

feasible at the current tirr:e, then the process described in Figure 3.1 

stops. This naturally assumes the feasibility study was based on sound 

assurr.ptions and accurate data. It does not indicate that electronic 
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l!'arketing will rever be feasible. Attitudes, marketing conditions and 

technology change across time. Should future situations warrant a new 

feasibility study, ere could be perfonred et that time. It should be 

noted, however, that there is no reason to believe that electronic mark-

eting should be used across all cmmrodities in al] situations. An in-

feasible conclusion from a well designed feasibility study should be ac-

cepted until circumstances indicate otherwise. 

III.7 ADDITIONAL RESEARCH 

If the feasibility study indicates that electronic n:arketing is 

feasible, it will usually point to additional research that needs to be 

done. Cenerally, this research is needed to provide answers which will 

fine tune the system. For example, the feasibility study may not indi-

cate whether a f'utch (descending) or English (ascerding) auction system 

is to be usecl. Similarly, the feasibility study niay not indicate the 

programrr:inr language to he used in writing the software. A niultitude of 

questions will generally need tote answered before moving into the de-

sign pt~ as e • fl1ether tl·e additional research needed to answer these 

questions is slight or extensive, it should be performed. 
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III .8 DESIGN 

The design of an electronic marketing system may be subdivided into 

organizational, hardi;.:are, softi;,;are and procedural design. There is no 

single optimal design across corrmodities and different marketing situa-

tions. The optimal design will be contingent on a veriety of factors, 

including: the corrmodity involved, expected volume levels, the progres-

siveness of rrarket participants, current t11arketing procedures and cus-

toms, perceptions of the current rrarketing system, the degree of market 

po~:er held ty current market participants, past, current and expected 

governt11ent actjcns, and the amount of investrrent capital available. 

However, tl-e absence of an optimal udversal de.sign does not preclude a 

particular system design (or parts of it) from having widespread appli-

cability. Fven electronic marketing systerrs 1'·hic1' prove to l->e unsuc-

cessful can provide valuable insight to future designs. 

This section will describe the organizational, hardware, software 

and procedural cksign of tlie computerized electronic warl:eting system 

used by Electronic :rarketing Association, Inc. (H'A). Reasons for the 

design decisions \,"i 11 be fully discussed. Insight gained through the 

process ~·i 11 l:e shared. Regardless, the experiences gained from H1A 's 

computerized trading system should prove useful to future designers of 

electronic rrarketing systems. 
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III.8.1 Organizational Design 

Electronic 1-~arketing Association, Inc., located in Christiansburg, 

Virginia, ii; a nonstock corporation. As stated in the articles of in-

corporntion, it was forwed for the purpose of: 

I. encouraging and promoting more effective marketing of agricultur-

al products through the use of electronic marketing; 

2. providing electronic rrarl<eting services to those involved in 

marketing agricultural products; 

3. organizing and operating the agricultural rrarketing services in 

such a \\'BY that no part of the net incmre of t1'e corporation 

shall accrue to any member or other individual; and 

4. possessing and exercising any and all other po~ers conferred by 

law on like corporations. 

A copy of the articles of incorporation may be found in Appendix C. In-

corporated in February, I~eo, its original board of directors consisted 

of the advisory corntrittee from the electronic marketing project. Hence, 

industry leader:; \\'ere involved frow the beginning. 

EJ.1A is an association of associations. It provides electronic 

rrarketing services to its merr~er associations but does not get involved 

in performance guarantees, quality tontrol, handling of funds, etc. It 

is left to the member associations· to provide these functions. This al-

lows EJ.'A to concentrate on electronic rrerl<eting without becoming overly 

involved in details better left to others. It also allows other associ-
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ations to utiJ ize ne services of n 1.A and still rraintain their prefer-

ences regarding terms of trade, etc. 

A copy of H'A' s bylaws may be found in Appendix D. The working 

agreement used between EMA and member organizations tray be found in Ap-

pendix E. f.'.errbership votitig rights and representation on the board of 

directors is t:ased on participation. Voting rights and representation 

is a function of sales volume which allows those who use the system to 

control it (subject to some restrictions specified in the bylaws). Such 

a pol icy is 1'el pful in attracting new associations to utilize the ser-

vices of EMA. As specified in the working agree1T1ent between EMA and its 

trernber organizaticns, an association's buyers list is kept in strict 

confidence. 

Tre factors which have proved beneficial to H'A include: 

1. the involvement of industry leaders early in design and develop-

rrent; 

2. the concentration on computer aspects of the sale, while allowing 

each rrerncer organization of EMA to focus on procedural aspects; 

3. tying rrerrbership, voting rights and representation on the board 

of directors to participation; and 

4. rraintaining confidentiality of mewber organization's buying 

lists. 
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III.8.2 Hardware22 

ErA's computerized trading system is a remote access, time-sharing 

system utilizing the services of the INFO~FT rivision of Computer Sci-

ences Corporation. F~A a]so owns telephone equipment which can link as 

rr.any as lf buyers (via a conference telephone cal]) to the computerized 

sale or can be operated independently, as a teleauction. 

The HffOf'.;ET Division of Corrputer Sciences Corporation currently has 

sixteen computer systerns locc £d in five geographically dispersed compu-

ter centers. The corr.puter centers are 100 percent compatible which pro-

vides redundancy in the unlikely event the corrputer center EMA was using 

should fail.23 rrFONFT has sustained a reliability rate in excess of 

99.6 percent, guarantees the networ~ wil1 be available at least 97 per-

cent of the time (except for four liours on Sunday), and guarantees a 

response tirr.e ~ithin 3 seconds 90 percent of the time. 

INFONFT's comrunication network allows access to the system through 

local telephone calls in rrany cities trroughout the \\'Orld and through 

free In-t<.'atts service throughout the United States. The network will 

accorrrr.odate a wide variety of terrrinals ranging from 50 to 9,600 bauds. 

El-'A presently recolT'tl'ends Texas Instrurrents :t-'oclel 745 for its buyers be-

cause of tre reliaHHty, portabiHty, and ]ow CC'St of tl1e terminal and 

wide access to service centers. If a participating rrar~eting group or 

buyer rrefers another type of terI11inal, H'A's systerr would a11ow such. 
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Utilizing a tirr.e sharing sys terr has al lowed E~'A to implement a com-

puterized tradinr netvork vit~out incurring the tigh fixed costs of ob-

taining and maintaining a computer. Tlie rrinirral fixed costs (manager 

salary, office equipll'ent, tenrinals in the central office) are then 

shared by rrany users t-.-1-id allOl-' cotrputerized electronic marketing sys-

tetrs to be fee.sible at n:uch loo;..·er levels of sales volume. By using a 

corrmercial vePdor, access to multiple computer centers is acquired re-

sulting 1n irrportant redundancy features. 

Flexibility is rraintained by the acceptance of a wide variety of 

corrputer tendnal s, the l-·orld o;..·ide corrmunications network, tl-e use of 

colPIT'ercial plione Ii nes in accessing the corrputerized sys terr and El-'A 's 

telephone conferencing equipment. rew participants in the computer sa-

les can be added qvickly and efficiently ldtl-out the sorretirnes long de-

lays of providing dedicated telephone lines. Small buyers who purchase 

infrequently can gain access to the systerr through the teleconferencing 

equipment. In short, tt:e hardware used by H'A has proved to be rel ia-

ble, flexible and cost efficient in its first year and half of opera-

tion. Such characteristics would te beneficial to any electronic mark-

eting system. 

III.8.3 Software 

The software for H'A's computerized marketing systew is both coJr-

plex and highly flexible. The prograrrs o;..·ere o;..·ritten by U'FONFT person-



nel in accordance with specifications suggested by the mirror image sur-

veys and other researc~. An effort was made to ~eep the original pro-

grams as sireple and as flexible as possible. Sue~ a policy allowed the 

original sofh:are to be developed in less than three ll"onths and the 

first ccll"puterized sale to be held in less than five months fro111 the 

tin1e tt-e decision "'as tr.ade to develop a corrputerized marketing system. 

Enhancements, tdth the related increase in complexity, t.·ere added later. 

The software packapes currently have the capability to sell 

slaughter lambs, slaughter cows, fed cattle, feeder pigs and feeder cat-

tle. The auction process rray be either progressive (English) or regres-

sive Crutch). Puyers rray bid a preset increment by pressing a single 

key or may type in their bid. Tlie software al lows ti'e start-up time, 

declaration of sale or no-sale, starting of biddinr on the next lot and 

stopping of the sale to be controlled by either a control terminal (usu-

ally located in El-'A's office) or the computer. 

Most of tl-e sc:ile parall".eters are co1rpl et el y variable to be set at 

the control terminal located at the EYA office. A list of these parame-

ters include: sale date, starting, bidding increw.ent and dropping in-

crement times, reservation and starting prices, sale order, bidding and 

dropping price increrrents, and messages. A description of these con-

trollable parau:eters and their control mechani sirs are given in Table 

3.2. A definite terrrinal hierarchy exists. Terminals logged on with a 

selling identification number are only allol-·ed to enter prospective lots 



Table 3.2. A Description of the Controllable Parameters of Electronic Marketing Association's 
Computerized Trading System and Their Respective Control Mechanisms 

Controllable 
Parameter 

Bidding Price 
Increment 

Bidding Time 
Increment 

Dropping Price and 
Time Increments 

Parameter Description 

A buyer may bid a preset increment above the last 
price appearing on his/her terminal by pressing the 
escape key on his/h~r terminal. This preset 
increment is called the bidding price increment. 
It may range from $0 to $999.99. 

Bids may be received on any lot until a predeter-
mined amount of time elapses without additional 
bids. At this time, the sale will be consummated 
if the last bid is above the reservation price or 
cancelled if below the reservation price. This 
predetermined time increment is called the bidding 
time increment. It may range from 0 to 999.99 
seconds. If set at zero, the control terminal 
rather than the computer, declares the end of 
bidding. 

Until an initial bid is received, price will drop-
some predetermined increment upon the elapse of 
some preset amount of time. This will continue 
until a bid is received or the lot is cancelled. 
The amount price drops is called the dropping 
price increment and may range from $0 to $999.99. 
The time parameter· is called the dropping time 
increment and may range from 0 to 999.99 seconds. 

Control 
Mechanism 

control 
terminal 

control 
terminal 

control 
terminal 

CXl 
CXl 



Table 3.2. Continued 

Controllable 
Parameter 

Messages 

Reservation Price 

Sale Date 

Sale Order 

Starting Price 

Starting Time 

Parameter Description 

Any message the control terminal wishes to send 
to buyers and sellers on the system. The 
message may range from 0 to 500, 80 character 
lines. 

The minimum price which will be accepted to 
consumate a sale. Lots not receiving bids at 
or above this price are cancelled. The reser-
vation price may range from $0 to $999.99. 

The date of the sale. 

The order in which the lots will be offered during 
the sale. 

The initial 
be offered. 
$999.99. 

price at which a particular lot will 
This price may range from $0 to 

The starting time of the sale. 

Control 
Mechanism 

control 
terminal 

seller or 
control 

terminal 

control 
terminal 

control 
terminal 

control 
terminal 

Control 
terminal 

00 
l.O 
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for sale into tl-e systerr and to ~onitor the actual sale. Terminals us-

ing a buy:ir.g :ic!entH:icat:ion numt-er are only allo\.:ed to obtain listings 

of lots to be sold or previously sold and to bid dur:inr the auction. 

The control tenri ral can enter lots, obtain and edit listings, set up 

and control sales, renerate reports, send messapes, add new identifica-

tion numbers and pas<1\.:ords or delete old one;;, and rrake programming 

changes. The ter~inal hierarchy increa;;es the security and integrity of 

the systetr by not al 1 Ol-1i ng terminals to be u;;ed for purposes for which 

they were not inter dee. All owing the control tenr.i nal increased flexi-

bili. ty penr.it;; quick action if El-'.A determines such action is needed. 

In addition to electronic trar~eting functions, the software has the 

capability to l<'eep records for feeder cattle, feeder pig and slaughter 

lamb auction sa] es. The pre gram wi 11 print pen sreets, sales order8, 

bills, seller staterrents and checks as well as calculate co111111i13sions and 

generate surrrrary statistics. The record keeping program can be inter-

faced with a con·ruteri zed sale or operated independently. A more gener-

alized prograrr to t>e usecl curing regular week] y auction sales is cur-

rently ~eing ceveloped. 

In surntr.ary, tre succes;; of E~'A 's software developrrent 8uggests five 

factors "·H cl- sl1oul d a:i d in the successful devel optrent of software for 

future electronic r.·arJ.:etinr systetrs. They are: 

1. firrcr-irrage surveys and technical studies should precede the de-

vel orrrent cf the soft\.:are. This "'i 11 ensure that the resulting 
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program "-ill trore closely fit the I1eeds at"d biases of systetr par-

. ticipants. 

2. To encourage quick and efficient progratr design, effort should be 

rrade to keep initial coIDputer programs a.s siIDple as possible. 

3. Since tr.any questions "·ill rerrain until the system becomes opera-

tional, initial computer programs should be as flexible as possi-

ble. 

4. To increase He security and integrity of the system, a terminal 

hierarchy should be established. This hierarchy should at least 

include control, buyer and seller classifications. 

5. The control tenrinal should possess the ability to clirect the 

system in the event quick and decisive action is needed. 

Corsidering these five factors will allo"' future designers to avoid 

potential problems. The cost of software design should be lowered. The 

likelihood that the software will form the hasis of a successful compu-

terized electronic marketing system should be increased. 

III .8.4 Procedures 

Procedures used by a particular electronic marketing syste1!' may 

vary across commodities or trade groups. As such, a specific procedural 

design is less likely to have general applicability than either organi-

zational, hard"·are or soft"·are design. This is especially true t.·hen 

transferred across systems. t~evertheless, to demonstrate a successful 



procedure, E~1A '.s corrputerized slaughter 1 amb program utilized by Eastern 

lamb Producers Coop., Inc. (EIPr), will be discussed. It should be re-

rr.embered that this specific procedure is but a small subset of the popu-

lation of possible procedures. 

ElPC liolds a slaughter lamb sale ead Friclay, at 11 a.tr if there 

are sufficient corsignrrents. ' There are usually enourh larrbs to rold a 

t-~eel<ly sale excr·pt fer tre rronths of recelT'ber, Jar:uery ard Februery t-'hen 

lm·· runters ust'c>lJy aJJcy sales or.ce or tl-jce a r:·crtJ-. I:ir.hs fret!' Vir-

giria, ~est Virriria, Fentuc~y and North Carolina are sold by de.scrip-

tion, on estiirated grac:les end "·eigrts, "hi le sti 11 on the farm.24 Dur-

ing t1'e sale, bids are received on a state grade cal led Blue 0 (top 

choice and prime larrrs with an estimated hot yield of 50 percent or bet-

ter) ld th predetermined discounts for lower grades, heavy lambs, buck11, 

etc. After the sale, the buyer cal ls EIPC' and choose11 a pickup date 

within seven days of purchase. On the designated pickup date, producers 

deliver tlieir lambs to an assembly point where the lambs are graded by a 

state grader anc" weiphed. Buyers ~ill then pay, and producers will re-

ceive payment tased on, tlie actual weights and grades of the lambs. 

The ccrrruteri zec" portion of tt:e sales procedure begins di en the 

larr.bs are enterec:l irto tl:e systetr' via an "entry" program. Thii:1 u1rnally 

occurs Trursday evenirf or early Friday rr.orning. Fach lot is entered 

indivic:lually 1-y CJPS\·erirrg con·puter prompted questions regarding weights, 

grades, nutr'ber of head, location, reservation price, etc. After consul-



tation with FIPC JT'aragerrent, H"A will organize tre sale using a "build" 

program. Order of sale, starting time and starting price for each lot 

is established. The lots for sale are tlien available for buyer inspec-

tion~ A buyer car enter the system via a telephone call and receive a 

detailed \o7ritten description of He lots to be sold over his terminal. 

The buyer is then free to get off the system, study his listing of of-

ferings, and cledde the price he could pay for ead lot he "·ants. Pe 

then logs back onto the system shoFtly before 11 a.TT'. 

The sale begfos pro111ptl y at 11 a .m. EI.PC lets the computer start 

the sale and it waits for no one. The first lot is offered at a begin-

ning price set hy FTPC' in consul tat ion with the producers who have con-

signed lambs. The price will drop $1.00 per cwt. every 20 seconds until 

a bid is received. A buyer bids $.25 per cwt. above tre last price he 

ha::> seen or his terrrinal by pressing the escape key on his terminal. 

Once a Hd is received, tlie price proceeds upward in a progressive fash-

ion until 20 seconds elapse "·ithout any further bids.25 At this time 

the computer will either declare U.e lot sold if tlie bid is at or above 

the retiervation price or cancel the lot if the high bid was below the 

reservation price. Tl-e terminals keep each buyer continually informed 

of the high bid and, for each individual buyer, whether the high bid is 

his or not. Confidentiality is 111aintained. Only the liigh bidder and 

H'A knot.' who l-as the high bid and only the buyer and H'A kno"· who has 

purdiased the 1 ot. Al 1 otrer potential buyers are informed of the price 

at which the lot was sold. 
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At the end of the sale, buyers who have purchased lots r.eceive z>um-

n:aries of the lots they have purchased including telephone nut11bers of 

people they are to contact col"'cerning pickup dates, trucking, etc. EMA 

will then print a detailed record of the sale, including the tiroe each 

individual ~id "as received in miliseconds, in case disputez> were to ar-

III.9 IMPLE?q;NTATION 

The importance of early succez>sful sales cannot be over emphaz>ized. 

To ensure that this occurs, all cotrponentz> should ~e thoroughly tez>ted 

before the first sale. This is particularly true ll1 itl- a computerized 

systerr. where cowplexity is greatest. The hurran factor muz>t also be con-

sidered. Buyers tray be reluctant or slow to begin biddir.g during the 

first sale. A wise rrarketing agency will make efforts to guarantee bidz> 

over the system before the sale starts to ensure the lots are sold. Si-

milarly, a vise marketing organization will ensure through pledges, con-

tracts or other rreans that sufficient offerings are available with rea-

z>onable reservation prices. Following thez>e procedures should increase 

the like] ihooc! of successful itrple111entation "-hi ch in turn z>hould in-

crease the likdihood that tlie electronic rrarketing system 'dll be suc-

cessful. Clearly, a strong 111easure of backing and possibly subsidy must 

be available from the producer organization or other roarketing agency to 

ensure the success of eerly efforts with a new system. 



III.10 GENERATION OF DATA 

An operating electronic marketing system is a dynamic organism. It 

generates data useful for additional research and system redesign. The 

design of an electronic marketing syste~ is never complete but continues 

to evolve in response to r.elo; information from a changing environment. 

Research can become increasingly sophisticated as the infonrational base 

gro~s. The most basic theories may be proven, modified or discredited 

as electronic rrarketing systems generate data never before possessed. 

Insight into the price discovery process will certainly be gained. 

Hence, the generaticn of cata by an operating electronic marketing sys-

tern closes the process depicted ir. Figure 3. J. It makes tlie process 

both dynamic and continuous. 



III.11 FOOTNOTES 

l 7Electronic l-'.arketing Association, Inc. \\as originally chartered 

as Eastern Electronic ~:arketing Assodation, Inc. \\'ith increasing po-

tential tliat the systerr. t.·ould re utilized by \\'€Stern states, the Boerd 

of Directors decided to change the name in August, 1981. 

IEThis cloes net rrean tliat tlie problerr.s \dth the first attempted 

sale is the only factor which has kept the slaughter cattle program from 

being successfully implemented. Strong order buyer pressure against the 

electronic system hc;s been an irrportant factor. However, the first at-

tempted sale \.:as important and sotre seller and auction rrarket support 

was lost because of the problems. 

I" . 'This section relies l•eavily on tlie article by Fussell and Fur-

cell. 

2Ct-H rror-irnage surveys tray be considered a technical study under 

this definition. Pecause of their special importance, it was decided to 

treat them under a separate heading. 

21 1< short unpublislied technical study heavily influenced ENA to de-

velop a con:puterized trading syste1T1 rather than e:lfpand teleauctions. 

The analysis, completed in the fall of 1979, indicated that a corrputer-

ized sale could be conducted at less than the variable costs incurred in 

a tele~uction. The study formed the hasis fer a supplerrental grant from 

USDA-AMS to cover some of the fi:xed costs incurred in developing a com-

puterized electronic marketing system. 
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22J.'uch of the descriptive traterial rn this section concerning Com-

puter Sciences Corporation, is taken from the prorosal by Fastern Flec-

tronic ~arketing Association, Inc. 

23nepending on the nature of the problem, the transfer to a diffe-

rent computer center may be impeded if the original computer center were 

to go down during an auction. 

24 EI.PC has since expanded into Chio and Venront. In addition to 

EIPC, the Corn Belt letr.b Auction (a nuu:ber of Equity Cooperative I.ives-

tock Sales Association) began using the system October, 1981. Further 

expansion of FYA 's systeJr for slaughter l a111bs anc1 for other commodities 

is anticipated. 

25.Agair., all of tre dollar and time increrrer.ts are at the control 

of EMA. 



IV.1 INTRODUCTION 

Chapter IV 1 

COST CONSIDERATIONS 

The cost of an electronic rrarketing syste1!' may be defined as the 

total value of all resources used by the syste1!' priced in their highest 

alternative uses. Particular electronic m'arketing systerr.s tray be char-

acterized by low fixed and high variable costs (teleauctions), high fix-

ed and low variable costs (some corrputerized systems), or an almost in-

finite number of alternative cost scenarios. Procedural choices, within 

a particular electronic marketing systerr, will be important in determin-

ing costs. Number of head per let, number of lots per sale, number of 

buyers and sel 1 ers, the type of auction process used, and time of sale 

will all tave an irrpact on cost. Generally, procedural decisions will 

determine cost within the bounds nat are feasible for a particular 

electronic rrarketing system. 

If electrcnic rrarketing is to increase technical efficiency (dis-

cussed in Chapter II), it rrust operate at lower per unit cost than con-

ventional 1t1arketing rretrods. The feasibility of a proposed electronic 

roarketing system may hinge on the ability of the system to be cost effi-

cient at a11 levels in the marketing continuum. Theoretically, a poten-

tial trader ~ould be expected to participate in a new electronic 1!'arket-

ing system if be/she expected new price benefits to exceed any 
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additional cost. However, it may be difficult to get a potential trader 

to expect price benefits but relatively easy to show reduced marketing 

costs. Even after implementation, it is 111ore difficult to demonstrate 

price benefits accruing to a particular participant than cost savings. 

Price benefits are 1 inked to value related dimensions of the product, 

while ·costs are typically computed on B per unit basis. All partici-

pants will not .afr€e on the value· of an individual cotr'trodity of a spe-

cific grade ancl quality. Specifically, an inc:lividual may have biased 

opinions regarding Hs/her own product -- especially if the individual 

buys er sells infrequently and is not we] 1 informed on current market 

conditions. Therefore, since price benefits may be difficult to demons-

trate (especially on an individual basis), cost asilumes a relatively 

more in'portant role. 

This chapter "-i 11 examine the short-run variable and fixed costs 

associated with Eastern Iawb Producer Cooperative's (EIPC) computerized 

slaughter 1 amb sales. EI PC' utilizes the cotrputerizecl trading system of 

Electronic f>'arketing .Association, Inc. (Ff>fA) and is a member of the as-

sociation. Fsti111ated costs of a co111puterizec slaughter hog sale, using 

H'A's sytem, "-il1 also be analyzed. 
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IV.2 ELPC'S COMPUTERIZED SLAUGHTER LAMB SALES 

IV.2.1 Variable Costs 

The costs of thirty-tt.·o EIP(' cotrputerized slaughter lairb sales, 

held from t-:overrber, 1980 to August, 1981, were examined.26 Table 4.1 

gives the treans, standard deviations, and ranges of factors related to 

variable cost. The total variable cost per sale averaged $101.60, had a 

standard deviation of $38.50, and ranged frot11 $33.70 to $194.70. On a 

per head basis, variable cost averaged $.159, with a standard deviation 

of $.076, and ranged from $.08 to $.43 per sale. The length of the sa-

les fluctuated between 5.5 and 29 trinutes with a wean length of 13.6 mi-

nutes and a standard deviation of 7.1 trinutes. Tre nutrber of computer 

terminals used per sale ranged from 4 to 12 tertrinals, averaged 8 termi-

nals, and had a standard deviation of 2.3 terrrinals. The nutrber of lots 

per sale averaged 2.9 lots, with a standard deviation of 1.2 lots, and 

ranged from 1 to 5 lots. The nutrber of head offered per sale fluctuated 

between 23f. and J,383 head, with a rrean of 739.8 head, and a standard 

deviation cf 367 .2 head. Cost functions es titrated from this data base 

should not be projected very fer outside the ranges of the above varia-

bles if estiwates are to be reliable. 

Table 4.2 enutrerates the variable cost per head, standard deviation 

of variable cost per l'ead, nmrber of terminals per sale, and number of 

sales cy size of sale. Although the relat:ionsrip is not perfect, Table 

4.2 exerrplifies the irrportance vrich sale size has on per unit variable 
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Table 4.1 Mean, Standard Deviation, and Range of Variables Related 
to Variable Cost of the Computerized Slaughter Lamb 
Auction Utilized by Eastern Lamb Produ_s.ers Coop, Inc. 
(November, 1980 - August, 1981) 

Standard 
Variable Mean Deviation Range 

1) Total Variable Cost 
Per Auction 101.6 38.5 33.7-194.7 
(in dollars) 

2) Total Variable Cost 
Per Head Per Auction 15.9 7.6 8.0-43.0 
(in cents) 

3) Length of Sale 
(in minutes) 13.6 7.1 5.5-29.0 

4) Number of Computer 
Terminals Used Per 8.0 2.3 4.0-12.0 
Auction 

5) Number of Lots 
Per Sale 2.9 1. 2 1.0-5.0 

6) Number of Head 
Offered Per Sale 739.8 367.2 238.0-1,383.0 
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Table 4,2.variable Cost Per Head, Standard Deviation, Average 
Number of Terminals Per Sale, and Number of Sales 
by Size of Sale 

Standard 
Size of Variable Cost Deviation of Number o.f. ·Number 
Sale Per Head Cost Per Head Terminals of 

(head) (cents) (cents) Per Sale Sales 

200-399 24.33 9.90 6.8 9 

400-599 13.20 2.39 7.0 5 

600-799 13.50 • 71 9.0 2 

800-999 12 .6 7 2.33 8.8 6 

1,000-1,199 13.33 1.86 9.5 6 

1,200-1,399 10.25 2 .63 8.3 4 
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costs • .Auctions \o·hich sold 200-399 heac had an average variable cost 

per head of $.2433. In contrast, ~ales of 1,200-1,399 head had an aver-

age variable cost per head of only $.1025 -- a decrease of over 57% in 

spite of the fact the larger sales averaged 1.5 tr.ore terminals per 

sale. 27 

Podels estirratinf the total variable factor cost function (model 1) 

and total varicihle cost function (models 2-5) for FIPC's computerized 

slaughter larrb sales, from November, 1980 thru August, 1981, are given 

in Tahle 4.3. Variable factor costs include those costs which vary with 

differing levels of input usage. Variable costs include tl>ose costs 

which change with different levels of output. Since neither a total va-

riable cost function nor a total variable factor cost function include 

fixed costs, the population regression lines should pass through the or-

igins. 2e Incorporating this a priori knowledge, the intercept terms in 

the models were restricted to zero. This allot-.·s fet-.·er parameters to be 

estirrated and reduces the variance on the re~aining restricted estima-

tors (frrenta). Po\\·ever, coefficients of cleterrrination (F2) are lo\o:ered 

(Krnenta) and the sum of the residuals are no longer required to be zero 

(Draper and Srrith) because of the restrictions. The models possess the 

usual desireble properties, assuming the intercept is truly zero (Kmen-

ta). 

l-'.odel l estirrates total variaHe factor cost (TVFC) as a function 

of the nurrber of computer terminals logged on per sale (TEF), the length 



Table 4.3 Models Estimating Total Factor Cost (Model 1) and Total Variable Cost (Models 
2 thru 5) for Eastern Lamb Producers Coop's Computerized Slaughter Lamb Sales 
(November, 1980 - August, 198l)a 

Number of 
Computer Length of 
Terminals Sale in 
Per Sale Minutes 

Model (Ter) (T) 

1 3.24*** 1.32** 
(2.55) (1.93) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Coefficients and T Statistics 
Number of 

Lots. _ 
Offered 

Per Sale 
(L) 

19.51*** 
(5.62) 

46.07*** 
(8.64) 

33.15*** 
(23.25) 

L2 

-3.39*** 
(-2.49) 

Number of 
Head 

Offered 
Per Sale 

(H) 

.197*** 
(8.50) 

.127*** 
(19.56) 

H2 

-.000068*** 
(-3.12) 

R2 

.966 

.955 

.943 

.946 

.925 

~umbers in parentheses are t statistics. One, two, and three asterisks (*) indicate 
10%, 5%, and 1% levels of significance, respectively. All models. estimate cost ·in 
dollars per cwt. 

-·o 
+:--
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of the sale in roinutes (T), and the number of lots offered per sale (1). 

Computer Sciences Corp. charges n~A for COU1puter service based on both 

the arrount of corrputer time and number cf computer processing units 

used. Cotrputer ti1J1e used during a sale is a function of the length of 

the sele in trinutes (T) and the nutrber of tenrinal s logged on (TER). 

The number of corrputer processing uni ts uti I ized izJ a function of the 

number of terrrinals Jogged on (TFF) and the nurober of lots offered per 

sale (L), wlcere J. is a proxy for hic:lding activity. z.lodel 1 is depicted 

in equation 4.1. 

(4.1) TVFC = 3.24 TER + 1.32 T + 19.51 L 

TER and l. are significantly different from 0 at the 1% 1 evel. T is sig-

nificantly different from 0 at the 5% level. The equation has an F2 of 

.966. 

Related average variable factor cost functions (AVFC) for TER, T, 

and L are glven in equations 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4, respectively. Similar-

ly, rr.arginal factor cost (~FC) functions for TFR, T, and L are given in 

equations 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. 

(4.2) A\TFCTFR = 3. 24 + 1.32 (T /TER) + 19.51 (1 /TEF) 

(4.3) AVFCT = 1.32 + 3.24 (TER/T) + 19.51 (1/T) 

(lf.4) AVFCI. -· 19.51 + 3. 24 (TFF/l) + 1.32 (T/l) 

(4.5) r.~Fr TEF = 3.24 + 1.32 T + 19.51 l 

(4.6) MFCT = 1. 32 + 3. 24 TER + 19.51 l 

(4.7) l-'FC1 = 1~.51 + 3.24 TER + 1.32 T 
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As equations 4.2 - 4.7 demonstrate, AVFC for a specific factor decreases 

asyir.ptotically to\o:ards its estitrated coefficient in equation 4.1 while 

MFC for a specific factor is constant and equal to its estimated coeffi-

cient in equation 4.1 for given levels of the other factors. 

Total variable cost functions (TVC) are estimated in Y.odels 2-5. 

The quadratic rrodels of 2 and 3 are prefered to the linear models of 4 

and 5 because of the declining rrarginal costs associated with the quad-

ratic rrodels. However, the choice between Model 2 and 3 is dependent on 

uhether one considers lots sold or head sold as the outrut of an elec-

tronic marketing system. Model 2 is given in equation 4.8 and Model 3 

is given in equation 4.9. 

(4.8) TVr1. = 46.07 L - 3.391 2 

(4.9) TVCH = .197 H - .0000€8 H2 

All variables in bot1' equations are significantly different froro 0 at 

the .01 level. P21 s are .~55 for equation 4.r. and .~43 for equation 

4.9. Eecause of ne quadratic fonrs, ne cost equations \o.'OUld not be 

valid for sales larger than 6.79 lots or 1448.5 head.29 The average va-

riable cost (AVC) curves and marginal cost (YC) curves corresponding to 

equations 4.8 and 4.9 are given in equations 4.10 to 4.13. 

(4.10) AVC1 = 4£.07 - 3.39 L 

(4.11) AVrH .197 - .OOOOE8H 

(4.12) r.~c = I 46.07 6.78 1 

(4.13) ~Cp = .197 - .000136 H 
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how output is defined. 
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·d marginal cost are linear, regardless of 

As discussed earlier, the distribution of cost savings (or increas-

es) among participants in the marketing continuum is important. Table 

4.4 displays the distribution of varia1'le costs per head related to 

EIPC's computerized slaughter lamb auction. Per head charges accruing 

to individual larrb producers include $.30 for grading, $.75 to auction 

markets for asserrbl irg, lveigHng and loading and $.45 to ElPC for the 

sale, for a total cf $1.50. This is the same charge as the teleauction 

sales held previous to the corrputerized auction, and is $0 to $.50 per 

head higher than convertional rrarveting methods depending on the parti-

cular auction marvet used. FlPC pays $.25 per head for the use of EYA's 

computerized trading systerr. Per head costs for the previous teleauc-

t ion sales "·ere not cmrputed but Roy }'eek (rnanager of ELPC) has indicat-

ed that the $.25 per head is as low or lower than for the teleauction 

sales. niA's variable costs, as rrentioned earlier, have averaged $.16 

per tead for El.PC's sales. Finally, the lamb buyers l-.ave no variable 

cost other than· tbe negligible paper and electricity used by the cowpu-

ter terrrinal s. Pence, the cmrputerized trading systeJ11 has resulted in 

the same variable cost for producers, the senie or lower for EIPC, and 

the sarre for lamb buyers. 
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Table 4.4 Distribution of Variable Costs Per Head Related to the 
Computerized Lamb Auction Utilized by Eastern Lamb 
Producers Coop, Inc. (Dollars) 

Source 

1) Grading 

2) Charge by local 
auction markets 

3) ELPC charges 

4) EMA charges 

5) Average variable 
computer charges 

Individual 
Lamb 

Producers 

$ .30 

.75 

.45 

Total Variable Cost 
Attributable to 
Computerized Auction 

$ 1.50 

Eastern Lamb 
Producers 
Coop. Inc. 

$ 

.25 

$ .25 

Electronic 
Marketing 

Association, 
Inc. 

$ 

.16 

$ .16 

Lamb 
Buyers 

$ 

$ 0 



IV.2.2 Fixed Costs 

Fixed costs for the computerized system are relatively easy to det-

ermine but difficult to allocate to the appropriate activity. E¥A's ca-

pital investments have been made ";ith the a.ssumption that future growth 

~ill occur. A large proportion of the tirre of FJ~'s current personnel 

is spent trying to ensure that growth will occur -- in promotion, train-

ing, and n.odifying current progra1I'S to better fit the need..; of potential 

organizational rretr.ber s. As such, Fl-'A 's fixed expenses should. be al 1 o-

cated on expected potential rather than on current volun•es. Should this 

expected potential later fail to develop, adjust1I'ents couid then be made 

by curtailing some of the fixed expenses. 

Table 4.5 presents the allocation of appropriate fixed expense..; of 

EMA to EIPC' s ccrrputeri:zed slaughter lan+ sales under three alternative 

scenarios. Table 4.5 does not include a complete enumeration of all of 

n~A's fixed e>"penses. For exatrple, EMA owns approxi111ately $15,000 worth 

of telephone eqtiiptrent vHch enables n~A to trake conference telephone 

calls \>:ithout going through the telephone cotrpany's operatcr. This 

equiprr.ent was purchased to al le\>· sroal l buyers the opportunity to parti-

cipate in a computerized feeder livestock sale via a telephone call. No 

part of the expense of the equiptr.ent should be allocated to EI.PC's 

slaughter larrh sales and hence was not included in Tahle 4.5. 
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Table 4:s Allocation of Appropriate Fixed Expenses of Electronic 
Marketing Association, Inc. to Eastern Lamb Producers 
Coop's (ELPC) Computerized Slaughter Lamb Sales Under 
Alternative Scenarios (dollars). 

Type of Expense 

a Manager's Salary 
a Secretary's Salary 

Benefits/Taxes on Salariesa 
. a 

Office Rent 

Electricitya 

Phone (3 lines)a 

Paper and Suppliesa 

a Depreciation: 
TI74S ($1,500 + S) 

ADM103A ($750 + S) 

Office Furniture & 
Equipment ($2,000 + 10) 

Service on Terminalsb 
a Program Storage Cost 

TOTALS 

Annual 
Costs 

$21,000.00 

10,400.00 

4,396.00 

1,980.00 

381.36 

1, 080. 00 

120.00 

300.00 
150.00 

200.00 

236.71 

6,000.00 

$46,244.07 

Alternative Allocations to 
ELPC Sales 

(40 sales per year) 
1% 

$ S.2S 

2.60 

1.10 

.so 

.10 

.27 

.03 

.08 

.04 

.OS 

.06 

l.SO 

$11.S6 

3% 

$15.75 

7.80 

3.30 

1.49 

.29 

.81 

.09 

.22 

.11 

. lS 

.18 

4.50 

$34.68 

S% 

$26.25 

13 .oo 
5.50 

2.48 

.48 

1.35 

.15 

.38 

.19 

.2S 

.30 

7.50 

$57.81 

aEstimated from interviews with EMA personnel and from EMA records. 

bObtained from Chieruzzi's analysis. 
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Table 4.5 lists $46,264.07 annual fixed expenses of which a portion 

could be appropriately allocated to FIPC's slaughter lamb program. The 

cost of the soft~are ~as not included as this was developed by the In-

fonet Division of Computer Sciences C'orporation for EYA at no cost to 

El-"A. n~A later provided el"hancelT'ents to the basic prograTT', but the en-

hancements have been tr.ore concerned witr other conroodities and with re-

cord. keeping tl'an "'j tr the slaughter 1 a111b auction prograro. Similarly, 

the funds froro the llSD.A.-.Al'S grants were not included since they involved 

public funds at no cost to H~A. ~aturally, an organization developing a 

nel-.: cc1I1puterized system \.'ould need to consider tlie development cost ex-

cluded from these estirrates. 

Since all of the fixed resources could be uti 1 ized at 1 east 40 

hours per veek, it is possible to allocate fixed expenses to a specific 

activity by ne proportion of time the resources are utilized in that 

particular activity. Assuming 40 sales per year, the alternative allo-

cations of 17, 3i:, and Si{ would correspond to EJ.'.A utilizing its fixed 

resources for 31.2, f2.4, and ~3.6 ninutes for each EIPC sale. Consid-

ering the fact tlat FIPC sales have averaged 13.6 rrinutes in length, a 

3% allocation (correspondil"g to f2.4 minutes per sale) may be reasonably 

realistic. the additional lil'.8 rr.inutes (62.4-13.f) are used for data 

entry, telephone calls, education, etc. .Assuming a 3% allocation to be 

appropriate, the per sale allocated fixed cost ~ould be $34.68. 
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All ELPC l::uyers and FIPC management have a terminal which results 

in a total annual fixed cost of $454 ($300 for depreciation and $154 for 

service) or a fixed charge of $11. 35 per sale assuming 40 sales per 

year. This converts to $.12 per head for an average buyer and to $.02 

per head for the EIPC l!'anager.30 Individual producers have no direct 

fixed costs accruing to them. 

Hence, even at the relatively low current annual sales v.olume, fix-

ed costs on a per unit basis appear to be reasonable for buyers and the 

EIPC manager. Low (3%) allocations of EMA's fixed expenses to ELPC 

slaughter lamb sales is dependent on full utilization of EMA's fixed re-

sources. Should lower sustained levels of resource utilization appear 

likely, services currently provided to member organizations by EMA could 

be reduced, thus l Ol<'eri ng fixed expenses. Jn the 1 imi t, if FLPC were 

the only member organization, E~A could be dissolved with F.LPC handling 

the computerized sales. All of EMA's fixed expenses could be eliminated 

except progra~ storage which could be greatly reduced.3l 

IV.2.3 Total Costs 

Assuming 3% of EMA's fixed resources are allocated to EIPC lamb sa-

1es, the systems total cost (TC) and average codt (AC) functions would 

be represented by equationd 4.14 and 4.15. 

(4.14) TC = 34.68 + .197 H - .000068H2 

(4.15) AC= .197 + 34.68 (I/P.) - .000068H 
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A graphical representation of cost : 1rves generated from equation 4.14 

is depicted in Figure 4.1. As with the variable cost curves, the quad-

ratic nature of TC invalidates the function for sale sizes greater than 

1448. 5 head. 32 As the figures and functions demonstrate, the average 

cost per head ranges from $34.88 for a sale with one head to $.12 for a 

sale with 1,448 head. Assuming teleauction costs of $.30 per head, the 

computerized sales beccme cost effective at a 300 ~ead sale.33 ELPC's 

average sale size i.:as 740 head for an average cost of $ .19 per head 

($.11 per head lot-:er than the teleauction's assumed cost of $.30 per 

head) based on the fitted equation. 

Table 4.6 sumtl'arizes the distribution of per head costs for ELPC 

slaughter lamb sales. Assuming 40 sales per year, with an average of 

740 head per sale, individual lamb producers pay $1.50 per head. ELPC, 

EMA, and lamb buyers pay $.27, $.20 and $.12 per head in fixed and vari-

able costs respectively. It should be remembered that these costs are 

based on historical data (November, 1980-August, 1981) and are not per-

fectly indicative of future costs. Per head terminal costs can be re-

duced by using the terminals for other sales and in providing other ser-

vices. Auction charges can be reduced by increasing the number of head 

offered per lot and per sale. Increased bargaining power may lead to 

reduced grading and auction market fees. Hence, opportunity to reduce 

the current marketing cost of ELPC slaughter lamb sales exists. 
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Figure 4. 1 Cost Curves for ELPC's Computerized Lamb Sale 
(November, 1980 - August, 1981) 
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Table 4.6. Distribution of Per Head Costs Related to ELPC's 
Computerized Slaughter Lamb Sales (November, 1980 -
August, 1981)a 

Individual 
Lamb Lamb b 

Source Producers ELPC EMA Buyers 

Variable: $ $ $ $ 

Grading .30 
Charge by local 

auction markets .75 
ELPC fees .45 

EMA fees .25 
Computer charges • 16 

Fixed: 

3% Allocation of 
EMA' s Annual 
Fixed Expenses .04 

Terminal Depreciation 
and Servicec .02 .12 

TOTALS $1.50 $ .27 $ .20 $ .12 

a . Based of 40 sales per year, 740 head per sale. 

b Assumes buyer purchases 1/8 of lambs offered. 

cAssumes terminals are used 100% for ELPC sales. 
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IV.3 COMPUTERIZED SLAUGHTER HOG AUCTION 

In April, 1981 Eastern Electronic Marketing Association, Inc. sub-

mitted a proposal for a computerized hog marketing system to Producers 

I.ivestock Association (PLA) of Columbus, Ohio. Included in the proposal 

were estimated monthly costs for alternative sales volume and procedural 

scenarios. Although the system has not been adopted by PLA, examination 

of the eiJtimated costs of the proposed system should illustrate the 

bounds within which EMA's computerized system can operate. 

Table 4. 7 presents the estimated monthly cost of a computerized 

slaughter hog auction using EMA' s system. The estimated costs assume 

40-150 head per lot, 18-36 lots and 3 sales per day. Two control termi-

nals, 12 market terminals, and 10 buyer terminals are assumed to operate 

5, 2.5, and I hour per day, respectively. In the scenarios utilizing 10 

additional monitoring terminals, the terminals are asaumed to be used 50 

minutes per day. The monthly coat estimates include all on-line activi-

ty charges, coPnect charges, oh-line storage and tape storage expenses, 

and charges by H'A for their overhead. 

As Table 4.7 illustrates, estimated per head costs range from $.43 

for a system with accounting functions, 10 additional monitoring termi-

nals, and a monthly volume of 35,200 head to $.13 for a system without 

accounting functions, no additional monitoring terminals, and a monthly 



Table 4.7 Estimated Total Monthly Cost of a Proposed Computerized Slaughter Hog 
Auction for Producers Livestock Association (Eastern Electronic 
Marketing Association, Inc.) in Dollarsa 

Monthly 
Volume (head) 

35,200-52,800 

52,800-83,600 

83,600-118,800 

Monthly Cost 
With Accounting 

Functionsb 

$12,569.00 
($.35-.24 per hd.) 

$16,319.00 
($.31-.20 per hd.) 

$19,789.00 
($.24-.17 per hd.) 

Monthly Cost 
Without Accounting 

Functionsb 

$ 8,927.00 
($.25-.17 per hd.) 

$13,039.00 
($.25-.16 per hd.) 

$15,056.00 
($.18-.13 per hd.) 

Monthly Cost of 10 
Additional 
Monitoring 
Terminalsc 

$ 2,674.00 
($.08-.05 per hd.) 

$ 3,055.00 
($.06-.04 per hd.) 

$ 3,564.00 
($.04-.03 per hd.) 

alncludes all on-line activity charges, connect charges, on-line storage 
and tape storage expenses, and charges by EMA for their overhead. The 
estimated costs assume 40-150 head per lot, 18-36 lots per day, and 3 
sales per day. 

bEstimates assume 2 control terminals, 12 market terminals, and 10 buyer 
terminals. The control terminals are assumed to be in use 5 hours per 
day with a maximum auction time of 60 minutes. Similarly, buyer_terminals 
are assumed to operate 1 hour per day with a maximum auction time of 50 
minutes. Market terminals are expected to be used 2.5 hours per day. 

cCost estimates assumes the terminals will be used 50 minutes per day with 
a maximum auction time of 45 minutes. 

I-' 
I-' 
-...J 
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volume of 118,800 head. For a volume level of 500,000 head per year 

(PLA' s 1980 annual marketing volume - Baldwin) estimated system costs 

per head would be $.30 with accounting functions, $.21 without account-

ing functions, and $.06 for the addition of 10 monitoring terminals. At 

the same sales volume, a system which owns a mini-computer and uses ded-

icated telephone lines ~as estimated to cost $.65 per head (Baldwin). 34 

Hence, at PIA's current sales levels, EMA's time-sharing, non-dedicated 

.system appears to offer important cost savings. Again, however, one 

must avoid the temptation to over generalize these cost estimates. 

Changing any of tPe basic a.s.sumptions regarding number of head per lot 

or sale, length of sale, number of participants, or procedures used can 

significantly affect per unit costs. 
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IV.4 FOOTNOTES 

26Earl ier sales were excluded because the conversion of software 

from the ALADDIN language to the FORTRAN language was incomplete. 

27The Corn Pelt Iarrb Auction, a member of Equity Cooperative Pro-

ducers tivestock Sales Association, began using EMA's computerized sys-

tem during October, 1981. Early sales have averaged approximately 2,000 

head, taken 8-10 minutes, and had 7-8 terminals logged on. Although the 

bills for computer charges have not been received, the variable cost per 

head for these sales may approach $.05 (and not necessarily from above). 

28some may argue that because of sampling problems, positioning of 

the functions, etc. the models should include intercepts. Models 1 thru 

5 ~ere also fitted ~ith intercepts. Only models 4 and 5 possessed in-

tercepts \o.'hich were significantly different from 0 at the 10% level. 

Since models 1-3 are the preferred models in Table 4.3, it was felt that 

sufficient reason existed to argue tliat the models without intercepts 

are the correct specification. 

29The quadratic form of the cost functions reay be interpreted as a 

Taylor series approximation of the true cost curves over the intervals 

from 0 to 6.79 lots or from 0 to 1448.5 head. Were the sales of suffi-

cient length, the function should eventually reach the point where cost 

increases at an increasing rate. 
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30rhis also assutl'es that both buyers and ELPC tr.anagewent are not 

using the terroinals for anything except ElPC slaughter lamb sales. As 

EMA adds other sale groups and other services it becomes increasingly 

likely that buyers will use the tenrinals for other sales and for addi-

tional services thus reducing the per unit fixed cost of ELPC 

slaughter lalI'b sales. The ELPC roanager is already using his terninal 

for slaughter lamb and feeder cattle record keeping purposes. 

31As erophasized previously, such a scenario appears highly unlike-

ly. HIA' s computerized lamb sales have al ready expanded into eleven 

states. Inquiries have been received regarding slaughter cattle, 

slaughter hogs, feeder cattle, feeder pigs, and fruits and vegetables. 

Some associations have committed to sell over EMA's system, some appear 

close to commitment, others are in various stages of investigation. In 

short, there appears to be a high probability that El-fA will continue to 

expand in the foreseeable future. 

32Again, the quadratic ferro of the cost function may be considered 

a Taylor series approximation of the true cost curve for the interval 0 

to 1448.5 head. \..'ere the sales of sufficient length, the function 

should eventually reach the point where cost increases at an increasing 

rate. 

33According to Roy ¥eek (manager of ELPC), $.30 per head would be a 

reasonable assureption. 
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34Baldwin's estimates included terminal and modem costs. Since PLA 

already had terminals these costs were not included in Table 4.7. How-

ever, to make the cost estimates comparable per head costs using EMA' s 

system should be increased $.02 ($454 per terminal 24 terminals/500,000 

head) for basic service and $.01 ($454 per termnal 10 terminals/500,000 

head) for the addition of 10 monitoring terminals. 

35rhis assumes that ElPC and buyers only use their computer termi-

nals for ELPC slaughter lamb sales. As other sales and services become 

available, the validity of this assumption and the allocated cost will 

decrease. 

i 
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Chapter V 

PRICE CONSIDERATIONS 

V.l INTRODUCTION 

This chapter will analyze the price effects of Eastern Lamb Produc-

ers Coop's (ELPC) computerized slaughter lamb sales. Since FLPC used a 

teleauction previous to the computerized slaes, prices will also be com-

pared across electronic mediums. Price magnitudes and variances will be 

examined and comparisons with theoretical expectations wi 11 be made. 

The relationship between tlie prices of lambs sold through computerized 

sales and those sold through regular auction channels will be analyzed. 

V.2 ELPC PRICE MAGNITUDE 

The state graded slaughter laJPbs sold through EJ,PC 's computerized 

sales generally \;ave 6 or 7 packer buyers participating in the sale. 

This compares with sometimes as low as 1 or 2 active bidders on the of-

ten ungraded slaughter lambs sold at conventional auction market sa-

les.37 With such an increase in the number of buyers, theory would sug-

gest that the price of slaughter lambs sold in the computerized sales 

should be at least as high and probably higher than the price of compa-

rable lambs sold at conventional auction markets, assuming no changes in 

122 
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technical efficiency.38 Theory also suggests a state grade (obtained by 

a grader physically examining as well as looking at the lambs) should 

contain information of value to a buyer that should be reflected in 

higher bids for comparable but graded lambs, assuming adequate competi-

tion. 

However, the relationship between price levels and pricing effi-

ciency is not perfect. As demonstrated in Chapter II, changes in tech-

nical efficiency may al so affect price levels. Pricing efficiency in-

volves many issues besides price levels (for example, pricing accuracy, 

ability of price to communicate clear and timely signals, etc.). Ne-

vertheless, because of increased competition and the informational value 

of grades, one \>.'Culd expect higher prices for comparable lanibs sold 

through the computerized sales. If the higher prices are not just due 

to cost differences, inferences regarding increased pricing efficiency 

can then be made. 

To test the theoretical hypothesis regarding higher lamb prices, 

the national larrb price (PIN) and the regional lamb price (PlR) were 

subtracted from the prices received during the computerized lamb sales 

(PLC) to fortr two price series. All prices are expressed in dollars per 

cwt. The national lamb price was represented by the average price of 

prime and choice spriPg lambs sold at the San Angelo, TX; Sioux Falls, 

SD; and South St. Paul, MN markets from ~~ay-September, 1961-81 (only the 

years 1980-81 were used for tests involving only the c01t1puterized iSa-
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les). The regional price was represented by the average price of 95-125 

lb. prime and choice lambs sold at the Abingdon, VA and Staunton, VA li-

vestock markets from May-September, 1961-81 (only the years 1980-81 were 

used for tests involving only the computerized sales). PLC is baaed on 

a Virginia state grade called a Blue O. A Blue 0 i~ a U.S. high choice 

and prime lamb, weighing 95-125 lbs. and estimated to dress 50% or bet-

ter, hot weight. 

The national difference (NDF) was computed by subtracting PLN from 

PLC. NDF had a mean of $1.46 per cwt. which was significantly different 

fro~ 0 at the 10% level. The regional difference (RDF ~ PLC - PLR) had 

a mean of $1.86 per cwt. which was significantly different from 0 at the 

1% level. Several alternative explanations exist for the positive means 

of NDF and FDF. NDF could be positive because the national prices in-

clude a mixture of lambs with at least part of them grading low choice 

which would not be included in the Blue 0 grade. This could account for 

some of the difference. Higher prices through increased competition 

and/or reduced buyer risks through grading could account for the rest of 

the difference. 

It is even more difficult to explain t~e regional price difference 

without arguing electronic marketing promotes increased competition, 

provides infonration of value through grading, and/or reduces buyer 

costs. It should be noted t~at this difference is accentuated when Red 

0 lambs (U.S. dioice larebs "'eighing 85-125 lbs. and estimated to dress 
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47% or better, hot weight) are considered. EI.PC dii:1counts Red 0 lambs a 

fixed $3.00 per cwt. below the Blue 0 grade. For the last two years, 

the regional 1 ivestock markets have docked Red 0 lambs approximately 

$6.00 per cwt. below the price of Blue 0 lambs. 3 ~ A producer selling a 

large proportion of Red 0 lambs therefore would have found his effective 

price difference or FDF considerably higher than the observed $1.86 per 

cwt. for Blue O's. Hence, both the positive national and regional dif-

ferences support the hypothesis that the computerized 1 arnb sales have 

obtained higher prices when compared to conventional marketing techni-

ques. 

Within a particular electronic marketing system, varied parameters, 

procedures, and sale characteristics can af feet bidding activity and 

hence the final negotiated price. Table 5.1 presents econometric models 

used in explaining the price received for Blue 0 slaughter lambs (PLC) 

sold through EIPC computerized sales, Nay, l 9BO thru September, 1981. 

Yodel 1 depicts Plr in dollars per cwt. as a function of the bid-

ding time increment in seconds (BI), the number of lots offered per sale 

(LO), and the national price in dollars per cto:t. (PUr). Z..:odel 1 l<'ith t 

statistics in parenthesis is presented in equation 5.1: 

(5 .1) PLC = -3.84 
(. 97) 

-0.32BI 
(3.78)*** 

n = 145 

+1.7110 
(-6 .11 )*** 

DW = .73 

+0.94 PLN 
(17. 52)*** 

As evidenced by the Durbin-Watson statistic, positive serial correlation 

is a problem in Model I. After accounting for the first order serial 



Table 5.1. Models Explaining the Price Received for Blue 0 Slaughter Lambs Sold Through 
ELPC Computerized Sales (May, 1980 - September, 1981), n = 145a 

Bidding 
Time 

Intercept Increment 
Model (I) (BI) --

1 3.84 0.32 
(0. 97) (3. 78)*** 

2b 7.48 0.34 
(1.10) (2.39)*** 

3 2.15 0.09 
(0.75) ( 1. 38) 

Lots 
Offered 

__ (LO) 

-1. 71 
(-6 .11)*** 

-0.87 
(-3.38)*** 

-0.91 
(-4.25)*** 

National 
Price 
(PLN) 

0.94 
(17. 52) *** 

0.82 
( 8. 81) *** 

0.31 
( 4.64)*** 

Lagged Price 
from Computer 

Sales 
(LPLC) 

0.68 
(11. 43) *** 

R2 

• 72 

.41 

.85 

8Numbers in parenthesis are "t" statistics. One, two, and three asterisks indicate 10%, 5%, 
and 1% levels of significance, respectively. 

bEstimated to account for first order autocorrelation present in model 1. A method similar 
to the Cochrane-Orcutt iterative procedure was used. 

........ 
N 
O"I 
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correlation, ~odel 2 is the reestimated wodel and is presented in equa-

tion 5.2: 

(5.2) PLC 

R 2 a:: .41 

7.48 
(1.10) 

+ 0.34BI 
(2.39)** 

n == 145 

+ -0.8710 
(-3.38)*** 

+ 0. 82PLN 
(8.81)*** 

From the fitted models, the positive sign on BI indicates that giv-

ing buyers a little more tiwe to decide whether or not to bid has a po-

sitive influence on price. For a given amount of buying power and a 

given average lot idze, price should vary inversly with the number of 

lots offered -- the coefficient on I.O should be negative. It could also 

be assumed that most buyers would use a working knowledge of the nation-
al lamb price to fonnulate the maximum price they would be willing to 

pay for lambs offered in ELPC sales. As such, national price would 

be expected to vary directly with PLC. It should be noted that the 

number of buyers logged on, buying, or bidding, the bidding price 

increment, or the dropping price and time increments were not sig-

nificant in any of the models tested. 

Because of the serial correlation, the R2 of model 1 is likely to 

be biased upward (Maddala). The R2 of t-·oclel 2 is relatively low when 

compared to many time series econometric models. However, it 111ust be 

remembered that important explanatory variables (at least from a theor-

etical viewpoint) are not included because the data are not available. 

For example, a particular buyer's bids should be heavily influenced by 

his/her current inventories, future cof[!Jllitments, etc. Also, it can be 

difficult to explain behavior at the micro level when only a few (8-9 in 

this case) individuals are involved. 
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Model 3 is given in equation 5.3: 

PlC = 2.15 + 
(0.75) 

0.09BI 
(1. 38) 

+ 0.68LP1C 
(11.43)*** 

+ -0.911.0 + 
(-4.25)*** 

0.31PLN 
(4.64)*** 

n = 145 DW "D" "" 2.12 DW "H" = -1.10 

Including lagged price is intuitively appealing. ElPC sales appear to 

be a residual supply for at least some of the buyers on the system. 

Such buyers are more likely to rely on ELPC sales for a part of their 

supply of lambs if they have recently purchased lambs through ELPC. 

This increases the likeli~ood that sales with greater than average bid-

ding activity (and sul-sequent higher prices) will be followed by sales 

with active bidding (with subsequent higher prices) and conversely. 

Hence, one would expect a positive correlation betto.1een LPLC and PLC. 

Using a partial adjustment frame~ork, the mdoel implies that 32 percent 

of the adjustment towards long-run equilibrium price takes place in a 

one week period. 

Models I, 2, and 3 give insight into the effects-varied parameters, 

procedures and sales characteristics may have on prices received with an 

electronic marketing system. As noted in Chapters III and IV, ELPC com-

puterized lamb sales use only a small subset of the possible parameter 

settings, proced.ures, and sale characteristics available with EMA's 

electronic ~arketing system. Certainly, the set of buyers currently us-

ing the system is a small proportion of the universe of potential buy-
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ers. Generalization of the results of ~odels I, 2 and 3 across buyers, 

connnodities, electronic marketing systems, or different procedures is 

not justified at this time. Insight has been gained. As electronic 

marketing systems develop and the data base grows, more general theories 

can be formulated with more widespread applicability. 

V.3 ELPC PRICE VARIABILITY -----

Theoretically, if pricing efficiency has been increased, we would 

expect short-run price variability (price nervousness) to be greater for 

ELPC's slaughter larrb sales than for lambs sold through livestock auc-

tions. This would be expected to occur as prices react more quickly to 

new information and as lambs are priced more in accord with their indi-

vidual value rather than on group averages. 

Unfortunately, ElPC sales are just held once a week and intraday 

data for regular auction sales are not available. This means compara-

tive tests couJd not be perfor~ed regarding interday and intraday price 

variability between electronic and conventional markets. Interweek and 

intermonth tests were performed but theoretical expectations are less 

clear over these longer titl"e intervals. Interweek variances for the 

electronic marketing price, regional price, and slaughter lamb prices at 

the livestock auctions at Abingdon and Staunton, Virginia \\'ere 59.13, 

53.73, 44.09 and 66.58 ($/cwt.)2, respectively. Using F statistics, 
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none of tlie variances \o.'ere significantly different from the interweek 

variance of FIFC price at the 5% level. Jnterrr.onth variance was 40.83 

($/cwt.) 2 for ELPC prices and 36.24 ($/cvt.) 2 for regional lamb prices. 

Again, however, the variances were not significantly different at the 5% 

level. Therefore, in.sufficient evidence exists to say that interweek 

and intermonth price variances are different for prices negotiated in an 

electronic arena and those in conventional auction markets. Since these 

longer tenr. variances are often associated \o.'i th price "risks", these 

findings should prove comforting to potential participants of an elec-

tronic exchange. Data were not available to test variances of a shorter 

terrr. nature and hence no irrplications regarding pricing efficiency can 

be dra~~ from ElPC price variability. 

V.4 ELPC PRICE RESPONSIVENESS TO MARKET INFORMATION 

For a rrarketing system to be price efficient, it must receive and 

correctly interpret rrarket information in a timely manner. New market 

information should be quickly incorporated into the bids and offers of 

system participants. As such, one would expect price changes, due to 

changing market conditions, to be reflected more quickly in a marketing 

system which is more price efficient. Hence, if electronic marketing is 

more price efficient than conventional marketing methods, the price 

changes for electronic markets "·ould be expected to occur before the 

price changes from conventional markets. 
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Table 5.2 presents descriptions of variables uc>ed in models to 

evaluate the responsiveness of the price received in El.PC's computerized 

slaughter lamb sales to market information. Table 5.3 presents the mo-

dels. 

Using weekly data for the months May-September, 1980-81, the first 

differences of PLR (DPLR) were regressed with models containing O, 1, 

and 2 period lags of the first differences of PLC. The resulting models 

with t statistics in parenthesis are presented in equations 5.4, 5.5 and 

5.6. 

(5.4) DPLR = -0.83 + 0.15 DPLC 
(-1.40) (. 81) 

R2 = .035 n = 39 

(5.5) DPLR = -0.39 + 0.45 DPI.Cl 
(-. 80 (3.30)*** 

R2 = .391 n = 39 

(5.6) DPI.R = -1.05 + 0.005 DPLC2 
(-2.06) (.03) 

R2 = .001 n = 39 

Then, first differences of PLC (DPI.C) were regressed with models con-

taining O, 1 and 2 period lags of the first differences of PLR. The re-

s,ulting models \./ith t statistics in parenthesis are presented in equa-

tions 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9. 

(5. 7) DPLC = -0.64 + 
(-.80) 

n = 39 

(5.8) DPLC = -1.21 
(-J.55) 

0.24 DPLR 
(.81) 

0.07 DPLRl 
(-.25) 
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Table 5.2 Descriptions of Variables Used in Models to Evaluate 
the Responsiveness of the Price Received in ELPC's 
Computerized Slaughter Lamb Sales to Market Information 

Variable 

DPLR 

DPLRl 

DPLR2 

DPLC 

DPLCl 

DPLC2 

Description 

The first differences of PLR. PLR equals 
the average price of prime and choice, 
95-125 pound lambs at Abingdon and Staunton 
Va. Weekly data for the months May-
September, 1980-81 are used in these 
models. $/cwt. 

One period lag· of DPLR. 

Two period lag of DPLR. 

The first differences of PLC. PLC equals 
the average price of Blue 0 lambs at the 
ELPC computerized sales. Weekly data for 
the months May-September, 1980-81 are used 
in these models. $/cwt. 

One period lag of DPLC 

Two period lag of DPLC 



Table 5.3 Models Used to Evaluate the Responsiveness of the Price Received in ELPC's Computerized 
Slaughter Lamb Sales to Market Information, n = 39a 

Dependent 
R2 Model Variable I DPCL DPLCl DPLC2 DPLR DPLRl DPLR2 

1 DPLR 0.83 0.15 .035 
(-1.40) (. 81) 

2 DPLR 0.39 0.45 .391 
(- . 86) (3. 30) *** 

3 DPLR -1.05 0.005 .001 
(-2. 06) ( .03) 

4 DPLC 0.64 0.24 .035 
(- . 80) (. 81) 

5 DPLC -1.21 -0.07 .004 
(-1. 55) (-.25) 

6 DPLC -1.64 -0.43 .121 
(-2 .06) * (-1.09) 

~umbers in parenthesis are "t" statistics. One, two, and three asterisks indicate 10% 
5% and 1% levels of significance, respectively. 

...... 
w 
w 
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R2 c .004 n = 39 

(5.9) DPLC = -1.M 0.43 DPLR2 
(-2.06)* (-1.09) 

R2 = .121 n = 39 

~~en comparisons across equations 5.4-5.9 are made, the only coef-

ficient (excluding intercepts) which is significantly different from 0 

at the 10% level is the coefficient associated with DPLCl in equation 

5.5 (and it is significantly different from 0 at the 1% level). In oth-

er words, the weekly change in the price received for lambs at the com-

puterized sales, is explaining a statistically zlignificant portion of 

the weekly price change in the regional price for the next or following 

week. 

More sophisticated techniques exist (Granger-Sims tests of cauaali-

ty, for example) to test for causality. However, from the fitted equa-

tions there at least appears to be a tendency for the computerized sales 

to establish the price for the sales at Staunton and Abingdon, VA. At 

least tl>m reasons car he given to explain the phenolt'enon. First, the 

computerized sales may react to rrarket information more rapidly than the 

conventional rr.arkcts. If conventional rrarkets react to the same market 

information one week later than the computerized lamb sales ot as buyers 

in the conventioral markets look to the previoua EI.PC price changes aa a 

source of rrarJret information, a po1dtive correlation between DPLR and 

DPLCl would be expected. Such explanations would be consistent with the 

hypothesia that electronic rrarketing increaaes pricing efficiency. 
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Fo\<•ever, a second possible explanation also exists. Buyers in con-

ventional trarkets tright vie\\· the EIPC sales as a competitor likely to 

take lamb volume from conventional auctions. As such, these buyers may 

look to previous ELPC price changes to evaluate what happened in the 

competitive trarket. The buyers may then react to the competition by en-

suring a positive correlation with the computerized price changes in the 

conventional markets. Such behavior would also explain a positive cor-

re~ ;tion between DPLR and DPLCI but would not be indicative of increased 

pricing efficiency in the computerized sales. This type of behavior (if 

it exists) should decrease as the computerized sales become more firmly 

established. 

Hence, price changes in FlPC's computerized slaughter lamb sales 

appear to 1 ead changes in regional slaughter 1 amb prices by one week. 

This may be considered as evidence of the coroputerized sales ability to 

react to trarket information more quickly than conventional markets or as 

evidence that buyers consider the computerized sales a competitor. The 

fir.:>t rea.:>on would be indicative of superior pricing efficiency of com-

puterized sale.:>, the latter would not. The data, at present, do not al-

low the effects of the two possible explanations to be differentiated. 

Probably, Doth explanations have at least some validity. Hopefully, fu-

ture data will allow causal influences to be more fully separated. 
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V.5 IMPACT OF ELECTRONIC MARKETING ON OTHER PRICES 

Electronic rrarketing can affect prices traded outside the electron-

ic trading arena. Higher prices in electronic markets will generally 

mean higher prices for comparable products sold through conventional 

markets. Unless prevented by institutional or legal barriers, arbitrage 

will guarantee prices will not diverge much farther than the cost of ar-

bitrage -- assuming adequate competition. Even if the arbitrage process 

does not work perfectly, it will generally work well enough to establish 

a strong positive relationship for similar products marketed through al-

ternative channels. 

This section will analyze the average monthly price of prime and 

choice, spring lambs sold through the Abingdon, Virginia and Staunton, 

Virginia livestock markets from ~lay-September, 1~61-1981. As in previ-

ous sections, this average price {P1R) is intended to be representative 

of the regional area which FLPC serves.40 The time period 1961-1981 in-

eludes intervals when no ELPC lambs were sold electronically 

(1961-1970), when ELPC held teleauction sales (1971-1~79), and the last 

two years t.:hen ELPC has held computerized sales. This diversity will 

not only allow analysis of electronic marketing in general, but will al-

low comparisons of teleauction and computer sales. 

Table 5.4 gives a description of the variables used and Table 5.5 

presents the rrodels used in explaining the proxy for regional price 

(PLR). All of the models are modified versions of Holder's model. Mo-
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Table 5.4. Description of Variables Used in Models Explaining 
the Regional Price of Prime and Choice Slaughter 
Lambs (PLR) with Emphasis on Electronic Marketing 

Variable Description 

PLR Average price of 95-125 pound prime and choice 
lambs sold at the Abingdon, VA and Staunton, VA 
livestock markets in dollars per cwt., monthly 
data. 

LC SLR 

MD 

SR 

cs 

TD 

CD 

ED 

East coast lamb crop (Reg. 1, 2, 3) I July to 
September U.S. sheep and lamb slaughter, annual 
data. 42 

May intercept dummy variable. May= 1, other 
months = O. 

East coast slaughter (Reg. 1, 2, 3{ I U.S. sheep 
and lamb slaughter, monthly data.4 · 

Cold storage of sheep and lamb in thousands 
of pounds, monthly data. 

Teleauction intercept dummy variable. ELPC 
lamb teleauction operating= 1, otherwise= 0. 

Computerized auction intercept dummy variable. 
ELPC computerized lamb auction operating = 1, 
otherwise = 0. 

ELPC intercept dummy variable. ELPC selling 
lambs electronically= 1, otherwise= O. 



Table S.S. Models Explaining Regional Price of Prime and Choice Slaughter Lambs (PLR) with 
Special Emphasis on Electronic Marketing, May-September, 1980-81a 

Model I LCSLR MD SR cs TD CD ED R2 

1 -1 l. S2 193.29 S.32 80.25 ~0.0003 0.93 12.46 .93 
(-1. 76) ** (14.44)*** (5 .18) *** (2.20)** (-3.11)*** (. 96) (7. 2 7) *** 

2 2.73 163.13 S.11 17.31 .,..o.ooos 4.23 .90 
(.36) (9.30)*** (4.14)*** (.42) (-3.97)*** (2.61)*** 

3b - 7.80 189.22 4.94 SS.52 -0.0003 -0.31 9.94 .84 
(- 1.01) (11. 20) *** (6.64)*** (1.33)* (-2. 3S)** (-.21) (4.18)*** 

4b 1.33 162. 96 S.02 22.49 ..,-0.0004 4.26 • 72 
(.16) (7.04)*** (7. 01) *** ( .S 1) (-2. 67) *** (1. 68) ** 

aDescriptions of variables may be found in Table S.4. Numbers in parenthesis are "t" statistics. 
One, two, and three asterisks indicate 10%, S%, and 1% levels of significance, respectively. 

bEstirnated to account for first order autocorrelation present in models 1 and 2. 
similar to the Cochrane-Orcutt iterative procedure was used. A method 

..... 
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de! 1 expresses PIR as a function of an the lamb crop slaughter ratio 

(LCStR), a May durrmy variable (~D), the slaughter ratio (SR), cold sto-

rage (CS), a teleauction dummy variable, and a computer sale dummy vari-

able. Model I with "t" statisticti in parenthesis is presented in equa-

t ion 5. IO: 

(5.10) PLR = -11. 52 + 193.29 LCSLR + 5.32 MD 
(-1. 76 )*** (14.44)*** (5.18)*** 

+£10.25 SR 0.0003 cs + 0.93TD + 12.46 CD 
(2.20)** (-3.11 )*** (.96) (7. 27)*** 

R2 = .93 n = 105 DW = .9057 

All of the variables have the expected sign and all are tiignificant at 

the Si. level or higher except TD. Equation 5.10 did, however, have ser-

isl correlation problems. After accounting for the first order autocor-

relation, Pode! 3 is the reestimated rrodel and is presented in equation 

5 .11. 

(5.11) PLF - -7.80 + 
(-1.01) 

Je9.22 tCSLF 
(11. 20 )*** 

+ 4.9li MD + 
(6.E4)*** 

-0.0003 CS - 0.31 TD + 9.94 CD 
(-2.35)** (-.21) (4.18)*** 

R2 = 84 . n = 105 

55.52 SF 
(1.33)* 

Al though the coefficients changed somewhat, all variables main-

tained the proper sign with the exception of TD which was insignificant. 

LCSLR ~ould be expected to have a positive sign for two reasons. First, 

when the east coast has the potential to furnish higher proportions of 

summer slaughter, buyers which have the locational ability to buy either 
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eai:itern or western lambs are attracted into the eai:itern market. Second, 

the downward trending pattern of LCSLR corresponds closely to the loss 

of eastern packing plants. MD should be positive as early spring lambs 

command a premium. SR is positively related to PLR. The higher the 

proportion of eastern slaughter to U.S. slaughter, the greater the de-

mand for eastern lambs ai:i the eastern region becomes a more viable sup-

plier of lambs. CS should be negatively correlated with price as pack-

ers ~ould cut purchases to trim inventories and CS is an indication of 

supply. 

The teleauction and computer auction dummy variables give surpris-

ing results. 42 The coefficient for TD is insignificant and the coeffi-

cient for CD is surprisingly large. This is particularly puzzling when 

one considers that both the teleauction and cotrputer sales had the same 

buyers and the same selling organization. Fowever, differences between 

the teleauction and computer sales do exist. Examination of these dif-

ferences should shed light on the price i111plications of alternative 

electronic media for an electronic marketing system. 

First, the grading standards used for EIPC sales were changed at 

the sa111e time the computer sales were implemerited. The Blue 0 grade 

previously ~pecifying U.S. choice and prime graded lambs weighing 

95-125 lbs. ~as changed to include the requirement that the lambs be es-

timated to dress 50 percent or better, hot weight. The changes in grad-

ing standards had the effect of taking U.S. medium and low choice lambs 
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out of the Blue 0 grade, which should, theoretically, raise the price of 

Blue 0 lambs sold electronically. Because of the positive correlation 

between lamb prices in electronic and conventional markets, PLR would be 

expected to rise because of the change in grading standards. The size 

of the expected increase in PLR is dependent on the proportion of lambs 

dropped out of the Blue 0 grade because of the change in standards, the 

price of Blue 0 lambs, and the correlation between PLC and PLR. The 

change in grading standards should account for at least part of the 

$9.94 per cwt. attributed to the computerized sales by equation 5.5. 

Second, the introduction of computerized electronic marketing at-

tracted the attention of packer buyers, order buyers and auction market 

operators. Packer buyers (and one order buyer), who were purchasing 

lambs through Fl PC's tel eauction, greeted the prospect of computerized 

sales \.·ith enthusiasm at an educational and training seminar held in 

Washington, D.C. This excitement and enthusiasm could be reflected in 

higher prices at ELPC sales in the short-run, as buyers try to make the 

system successful. Siroilarly, the introduction of colT!puterized 111arket-

ing created excitement among order buyers and auction market operators, 

but for a different reason. Many feared that computerized electronic 

marketing could damage or destroy their current business.43 This fear 

would be expected to have a positive influence on PLR, at least in the 

short-run, as order buyers and market operators attempted to prevent the 

successful implementation of computerized trading by keeping convention-

al market prices artificially high. Hence, to the degree the introduc-
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tion of computerized trading created excitement among packer buyers, 

order buyers and auction market operators, PLR would be expected to be 

higher. The portion of the $9. 94 per cwt. attributed to computerized 

marketing which is due to this excitement is unknown. However, the am-

ount attributed to enthusiasm, excitement or fear should decrease as 

data for additional years become available. 

Third, the discounts between lambs grading Plue 0 and Red 0 (the 

next lower grade) are different for EIPC sales and conventional auction 

sales. ELPC sales use a fixed discount of $3.00 per cwt. whereas the 

discounts at Abingdon, VA and Staunton, VA are not fixed but vary with 

rrarket conditions frotr lo:eek to week. For 'tlay-September, 1981 the dis-

count at Abingdon and Staunton averaged $6.60 per cwt. Normally, one 

would expect the flexible discount to be more indicative of market va-

lue. However, in conversations ldth producers and area farm management 

agents, many indicated that local buyers at auction markets were unduly 

discounting Red 0 lambs to artifically raise the price on the more publ-

icized Blue 0 Jambs. Such a practice could have the benefit of keeping 

the weighted average price of a load of lambs approximately the same 

while raising Blue 0 prices at the conventional auctions. If true, part 

of the $9.94 per cwt. attributed to the computerized sales by equation 

5.11 could he exr1ained by the practice. Again, the exact amount con-

tributed by this practice (if any) is unknown. 
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Finally, two elements directly related to the nature of the elec-

tronic medium used may contribute to the price benefits attributed to 

computerized trading by equations 5.10 and 5.11. The ability of compu-

terized trading systems to provide detailed listings of lots to be sold 

hours before their actual sale and to maintain strict confidentiality of 

bids should provide price benefits. In a teleauction, buyers are usual-

ly informed of the lots to be sold either immediately preceding the sale 

via conference telephone call or previous to the sale via individual 

telephone calls. If a buyer calls (or is called) some t previous to the 

sale, he may receive a detailed description but the process is time con-

suming. If a buyer waits until the description is given immediately 

preceding the sale, it may be difficult to determine the appropriate 

price to bid for the respective lots (this is especially true when a lot 

contains a variety of ~eights, grades, etc.). The process of determin-

ing price bids hurriedly would pose risks and for the risk averse buyer 

would result in price discounts. 

In contrast, buyers participating in FIPC's computerized sales can 

obtain detailed listings of the lots to be sold at least two hours prior 

to the sale at the rate of thirty characters per second.44 The buyer 

can then examine the listings at his/her convenience and determine the 

maximum amount that could be bid. These early and printed listings 

should decrease risks of determining the maxireum acceptable price bids. 

For the risk averse buyer, a decrease in risk should result in a higher 

maximum acceptable bid (in other ~ords, the certainty equivalent would 
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increase).45 If the decrease of these risks resulted in higher prices 

for ELPC sales, regional prices should also benefit. The portion of the 

$9.94 which results from this is, again, uncertain. 

The ability of computerized sales to maintain strict confidentiali-

ty of bids rray also promote price benefits when compared to teleauction 

sales. Voice:> can be and are recognized in teleauction sales. Over 

time, some buyers will gain the reputation of being willing to pay above 

market prices if they need lambs. Others will become known as marginal 

buyer:> who only enter the market if there is a bargain to be found. If 

a buyer, who i:> usually willing to pay above market price to get needed 

lambs, begins bidding on an early lot, it will often be in other buyers 

interest to quit bidding on the current lot and wait for later offerings 

since the price of lots sold in a particular sale are often highly cor-

related .46 In other words, buyers may raise the price on all lots by 

continuing to bid on early lots. Other forms of collusion, both expli-

cit and irrplicit, are possible when anonymity is not J11aintained. Tel-

eauctions do not U'aintain anonyndty (unless participating buyers are 

constantly changing) while computerized trading systems do (or at least 

have the capacity to do so). In the computer sales, it is not unusual 

to see tl-.'O bidders compete long after other bidders have stopped. It 

would be interesting to see if such bidding would continue in a teleauc-

tion, "-'here each bidder recognized there was only one other buyer bid-

ding. 
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In sutrrrary, five factors tl'ay account for tlie $9.94 per cwt. in-

crease in regional price attributed to the computer sales of ELPC lambs. 

These include: 

1. The change in the grading standards used in ElPC sales which oc-

curred at the same time the computerized auctions began; 

2. The excitement and enthusiasm of EIPC buyers and the apprehension 

on the part of some order buyers and auction market operators be-

cause of the computerized sales; 

3. The unequal discounts between Blue 0 and Red 0 lambs for El.PC sa-

les and conventional auction sales; 

4. The abi 1 i ty of the computerized trading system to provide de-

tailed listings of lots to be sold in a quick ~nd efficient man-

ner before the sale; and 

5. The ability of the computerized trading system to keep individual 

price bids confidential. 

At the present time it is impossible to separate the causal influence 

each factor has had on price. Too, there is no adequate explanation as 

to why the teleauction dummy variable was insignificant. As further ex-

perience is gained with other systems and other commodities, and as the 

data base grows for FMA' s system, it may be possible to answer these 

questions. 

Models 2 and 4 correspond to models I and 3 with one exception. 

Instead of assuming PIR is a function of the type of electronic medium 
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usec!, Model$ 2 and 4 assutre PlC is a function of tlie organization sell-

ing the lambs. Yodels 2 and 4 with their t statistics in parenthesis 

are given in equations 5.12 and 5.13, respectively. 

(5.12) 

(5.13) 

R2 :: 

PLR = 2.73 + 
(.36) 

163.13 LCStR 
(9.30)*** 

+ 5.111-'D + 
(4.14)*** 

PLR =-

.72 

- 0.0005 cs 
(-3.97)*** 

n = 105 

+ 4.23 ED 
(2.61)*** 

DW == 1.27 

J.33 + 162.96 LCSLR 
C.16) (7.04)*** 

- 0.0004 cs + 4.26 FD 
(-2.67)*** ( 1. 68)** 

n = 105 

+ 5.02 YD 
(7 .01)*** 

+ 

17.31 SR 
( .42) 

22.49 SR 
(.51) 

Equation 5.12 Jiad positive serial correlation problems. Equation 5.12 

was re estimated correcting for tre serial correlation, resulting in 

equation 5.13. The signs of all variables are as expected. All varia-

hles are significant except SR. The magnitude of the coefficients are 

similar to those of trodels 1 and 3 ~·ith the exception of the intercepts 

which are not significant in models 2, 3, and 4 and SR which is not sig-

nificant in models 2 and 4. 

Theory does not help to explain if price is more a function of the 

electronic medium used or the organization selling the commodity. Equa-

tion 5.ll credits $4.26 per cwt. to the regional price (PLR) when ELPC 

began selling larr.bs. Fowever, it is also obvious that most of the price 

benefits have been received after ELPC s"7itched frotr teleauction sales 
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to computerized sales ":hen comparisons are made with equations 5. IO and 

5.11. Certainly, a sound organization is a prerequisite for successful 

electronic sales. Again, rrore experience vith electronic marketing may 

give insight into which is the correct specification. 
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Footnotes 

3fsee Chapter I for a review of Henderson and Baldwin's paper. 

37 Conversations \>:i th area fsrn manage1I1ent agents and Virginia De-

partrnent of Agriculture personnel document the fact that many lambs sold 

at conventional auction markets rr.ay have only 1 or 2 active bidders. 

38Nichols delilonstrated the validity of this state~ent when he cal-

culated that tte price of hogs would increase 58 percent and equilibrium 

volume 62 percent as a hypothetical market moved from collusive duopsony 

to pure competition. 

39using the Abingdon, VA and Staunton, VA weekly slaughter lamb 

prices from ·ray-September, 1980-81, Red 0 prices averaged $5.97 per cwt. 

below Blue 0 pdces for JSPO and $6.60 per cwt. below Blue 0 prices for 

1981. 

40This areci includes parts of North Carolina, Kentucky, West Virgi-

nia, Tennessee ~nd Ohio. 

41 . Region includes the states of l-!E, NH, VT, MA, CT and RI. Re-

gion 2 incluc1es i-:·y and NJ. Region 3 includes PA, WV, VA, DE and MD. 

42To further test the hypothesis regarding the sign of the coef fi-

cient on er, !'odel 3 \o.as reestimated without CD. R2 dropped to .70. 

Ninety-five percent confid~nce intervals were placed around the predict-
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ed values of PlF for the ten observations corresponding to computerized 

sales. Three of the ten observed values of PlR were outside the confi-

dence intervals. All were greater than the upper limit, averaging $1.81 

per cwt. and ranging from $1.12 to $3.16 per cwt. above the upper limit. 

43This fear appears to be somewhat unfounded. One order buyer uses 

the corr.puterized sales and the lambs sold through ElPC are assembled at 

several local auction markets. Progressive order buyers and market op-

erators can profit ti'rough the system. Order buyers and market opera-

tors \.:ho profit from current roarket inefficiencies will, however, be 

hurt financially. 

44 EMA has already purchased terminals, for use in the central off-

ice, which print 120 characters per second. Future buyers may well de-

cide to use faster terminals. 

45 For a detailed treatment of the relationship between risk, risk 

preferences, and certainty equivalence the reader should see Anderson et 

al. and von ~eurnann and Morgenstern. 

46A . 1 b h. h ' . ' 1 d ' part1cu ar uyer w 1c participates in FIPC sa ee an is known 

to pay above market prices when he needs larr.bs, paid an average of $.22 

per cwt. above the average sale price, in salee in which he participat-

ed, during ti'e last year of teleauction sales. The first year of the 

cornputer saled, this average increased 213 percent to $.69 per cwt. 

Although not proof of this hypothesis, it does lend support. 



VI. I INTRODUCTION 

Chapter VI 

PARTICIPANT EVALUATION 

Alternative methods exist to evaluate the success of an electronic 

marketing system. Examples would include using efficiency measures 

(pricing and/or technical), volume sold, participants served, profit-

ability, ease of adoption by the industry, likely future potential, and 

examination of the attitudes and perceptions of electronic marketing 

system participants as tt;ell as previous market participants excluded 

from the eJectronic uarketing system. Ideally, one would like to mea-

sure gains or losses in social welfare. Unfortunately, quantification 

of social welfare functions are impossible under most circumstances. 

If a situation existed in which an electronic marketing system both 

increased pricing and technical efficiency along the vertical continuum 

and did not result in private losses (econondc or noneconomic) to pre-

sent or past market participants, one could argue that electronic mark-

eting has increased social l<elfare. Fegrettably, few "real world" sce-

narios will yield such unanimity -0f results. Cains in both pricing and 

technical efficiency either may not occur or may be difficult to show. 

Usually one or rrore present or past market partjcipants will experience 

net private losses. Since interpersonal comparisons of utility are not 

possible, in the strictest sense, net gains or losses of social welfare 

150 
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cannot be determined. However, examination of the private gains (or 

losses) of past and current market participants can be made. In situa-

tions where many gain and few lose (or vice versa) inferences may be 

drawn about gains (or losses) in social welfare with low probability of 

error. 

This chapter will examine current attitudes and perceptions of buy-

ers and sellers experienced with Electronic ~arketing Association's 

(EMA) computerized trading syste111. Eoth participants in the unsuccess-

ful Virginia slaughter cattle program and in the successful El.PC 

slaughter lamb program were surveyed using the mirror-image survey tech-

nique. Inferences wi 11 be made as to why the slaughter cattle program 

was not successful in Virginia and why the slaughter larob program has 

been successful. 47 Since it has already been demonstrated the slaughter 

lamb progra111 has increased technical (Chapter IV) and pricing efficiency 

(Chapter V), inferences may ce drawn regarding net gains or losses in 

social welfare resulting from the coroputerized slaughter lamb program. 

VI.2 VIRGINIA SLAUGHTER CATTLE PROGRAM 

VI~2.1 Introduction 

DuriTlg February and Narch of 1979, a mirror-image survey was admin-

istered to €3 producers of Virginia slaurhter cattle and to 20 nor-

theastern packers. Copies of the producer and packer surveys may be 

found in Appendices A and B, respectively. The producers to be inter-
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viewed were selected via a stratified random process. A random 1 per-

cent sample was drawn for each producer category (beef cow-calf produc-

er, cattle feeder and dairyman) with a minimum of 20 names per category. 

An attempt was tr.ade to interview the entire population of packers who 

purchased Virginia slaughter cattle. 

Results from the surveys were used to design EYA' s computerized 

trading network. In April, 1980, the packers previously interviewed 

were invited to an electronic marketing informational and training semi-

nar held in \\'ashington, D.C. The el even attending packers indicated 

they would participate in future computerized slaughter cattle auctions 

-- all taking COl!lputer terrrinals rot11e after the seminar. Educational 

meetings for Virginia slaughter cattle producers to.'ere held throughout 

Virginia from April to August, 1980. Although some resistance by order 

buyers and some auction market operators was found, producers were gen-

erally receptive to computerized sales. 

In July, 1980, the first attempt to sell slaughter cattle was made. 

Hard\\·are and soft"to.-are problems delayed the 3 p.m. sale until the sale 

was eventually cencel led. l1'hen the al ready assetrbled cattle were of-

fered via teleacution the next morning, few bids were received. The 

cattle \..'ere sold at a discounted price damaging producer and auction 

market support. 

Later in the sawe month, a second atterr.pt to sell slaughter cattle 

was made. The corrputerized systet11 worked as planned. 'The cattle were 
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grouped into lots ranging in size frotr 2 to 10 head - smaller than most 

packers preferred. A terminal was set ~p in the local auction arena to 

allow local buyers to bid. The auction began, the cattle were sold, but 

no bids were received from other than local buyers even though many non-

local buyers i.·ere logged on. Additional auction market and producer 

support was lost. 

Several later attempts were made to sell slaughter cattle. Truck-

load lots were offe: ~d on both live weight and carcase> grade and yield 

basis. The hardware and software systems worked without a hitch. Buy-

ers were called previous to the sales, most indicated they were inter-

ested in the cattle, and most logged on during the sales. Fowever, no 

bids were ever received above the reservation price and reservation 

prices were comparable to local market price levels. I.ater, producers 

wanted to hold cotrputerized sales but no auction market would allow 

their yards or scales to be used. Order buyer pressure was becoming 

severe, with local auction markets being threatened with boycotts for 

all of their sales by order buyers if they participated in electronic 

sales. Presently, slaughter cows and fed cattle are being sold via tel-

eauctions but volume is low. 

In an effort to deterrr.ine why the slaughter cattle program was not 

successful and to examine present attitudes and perceptions of electron-

ic marketing (in view of past experiences),· a mirror-image survey was 

administered to Virginia slaughter cattle producers and northeastern 
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packers. In the following sections items unique to the producer survey, 

items unique to the packer survey, and the interface between the produc-

er and packer surveys will be examined. A summary and implications for 

future systems will be made. 

VI.2. 2 The Producer Survey 

In July, 1981 a survey was mailed to the 83 Virginia slaughter cat-

tle producers surveyed in the spring of 1979. Twenty-one completed sur-

veys were returned. To increase the data base, an additional 21 com-

pleted surveys were obtained via random follow-up phone calls. The 

resulting 42 completed surveys comprise irore than 50 percent of the 

slaughter cattle.producers participating in the 1979 survey. A copy of 

the producer survey used in system evaluation with a summary of their 

responses is given in Appendix F. 

Table 6.1 presents the distribution of slaughter cattle producers 

interviewed by the number of slaughter cattle sold per year. Seventeen 

of the 40 responding producers sell less than 6 slaughter cows per year, 

while only 6 sell rrore than 20 slaughter cows per year. The average 

beef cow-calf producer sold 7. 7 co"·s, whereas the average dairyman sold 

15.3 cows for slaughter per year. The average cattle feeder sold 171.1 

head per year with 71% of the feeders selling 1 ess than 100 head per 

year and 29% selling rr.ore than 300 head per year. 
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Table 6.1. Distribution of the Slaughter Cattle Producers 
Interviewed By the Number of Slaughter Cattle 
Sold Per year 

Number of Number of 
Slaughter Cows Producers Fed Cattle Feeders 

Sold/Yr. Interviewed Sold/Yr. Interviewed 

0 5 17 0 20 2 

6 - 10 9 21 - 100 3 

11 - 20 8 101 - 300 0 

21 - 50 6 301 - 500 2 
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Table 6.2 lists the number of head and percent of slaughter cattle 

sold through each marketing channel per year by the producers surveyed. 

Weekly auctions, teleauctions, direct sales to packers, and sales to 

order buyers accounted for 86.4, 2.6, 8.2 and 2.8 percent respectively 

of the slaughter co"·s sold. Surprisingly, n:ore fed cattle were sold 

through weekly auctions (42.l percent) than directly to the packer (34 

percent). 1his is probably due to the relatively small sized operations 

of the cattle feeders surveyed. Nineteen percent of the fed cattle were 

sold in special graded sales and 4.9 percent were sold directly to order 

buyers. 

Eight of the producers interviewed had sold either lambs, pigs, or 

slaughter hogs electronically. Of these 8 producers, 5 were highly sa-

tisfied, 1 was satisfied, and 1 was dissatisfied with the experience. 

The number and percent of slaughter cattle producers surveyed which have 

heard or read about electronic marketing from various sources are pre-

sented in Table 6.3. Virginia Ted personnel (100 percent), Virginia 

publications/magazines (50 percent), other producers (28.6 percent), 

talks/presentations (26.2 percent) and national publications/magazines 

have been the rrost corrmon sources of inforrration about electronic mark-

eting. 48 A majority of producers (54.8 percent) indicated that most of 

the information about electronic marketing had been positive, 35.7 per-

cent indicated it had been neutral, and 9.5 percent indicated it had 

been unfavorable. However, few producers ( 8) felt they were well in-

formed about electronic ll'arketing. Of fifteen producers who made com-
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Table 6.2. Number of Head and Percent of Slaughter Cattle Sold 
Through Each Marketing Channel Per Year By Producers 
Surveyed 

Slaughter Cows Fed Cattle 
Marketing Channel Head/Yr. % Head/Yr. % 

Weekly Auctions 332 86.4 504 42.1 

Special Graded Sales N/A N/A 228 19.0 

Teleauctions 10 2.6 0 o.o 
Direct 31 8.2 407 34.0 

Order Buyer 11 2.8 59 4.9 

TOTAL 384 100.0 1,198 100.0 
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Table 6.3. Number and Percent of Slaughter Cattle Producers 
Surveyed Which Have Heard or Read About Electronic 
Marketing· From Various Sources 

Source 

Talks/presentations 

Virginia publications/magazines 

National publications/magazines 

TV/radio 

Conversations with: 

EMA personnel 

Va. Tech personnel 

Va. Dept. of Agri. personnel 
Auction market operators 
Order buyers 
Other producers 
Farm Bureau personnel 
Packers 

Observing an electronic sale 

Producers Responding 
Number 

11 

21 

9 

0 

2 

42 
4 
5 
1 

12 
2 
1 

l 

% 

26.2 

50.0 

21.4 

o.o 

4.8 
100.0 

9.5 
11.9 
2.4 

28.6 
4.8 
2.4 

2.4 
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ments at the end of the survey, 5 expressed optimism, 5 listed problems 

and 5 indicated they didn't know much about electronic marketing. 

VI. 2. 3 The Packer Survey 

All of the slaughter cattle packers which attended the seminar in 

Washington, D.C. and who took computer tenr.inals home were interviewed 

via telephone cal 1 s in September, 1981. The procedure resulted in 11 

completed surveys -- the entire population of packers experienced with 

the slaughter cattle program. A copy of the survey used with a summary 

of their responses is given in Appendix G. 

Table 6.4 presents the distribution of the slaughter cattle packers 

interviewed by the number of slaughter cattle purchased per week. 

Eighty-two percent of the packers purchase less than 1,000 head of 

slaughter cows per week with the average being 528.6 head per week. Of 

the 7 packers who kill fed cattle, f kill less than 1,000 head per week 

with 3 of these killing 1ess than 100 head per week. The number of head 

and percent of slaughter cattle that were purchased through each pro-

curement channel per week by the packers surveyed are given in Table 

6.5. As expected, regular auction markets is the dominant procurement 

channel for slaughter cows (71.5 percent), and direct purchases is the 

dominant procurement channel for fed cattle (57.1 percent). 

The packers interviewed gave a variety of reasons why they did not 

participate in the computerized slaughter cow auctions. Table 6.6 lists 
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Table 6.4. Distribution of the Slaughter Cattle Packers 
Interviewed By the Number of Slaughter Cattle 
Purchased Per Week 

Number of Number of 
Slaughter Cows Packers Fed Cattle Packers 
Purchased/Week Interviewed Purchased/Week Interviewed 

1 - 100 4 1 - 100 3 

101 1,000 5 101 1,000 3 

1,001 - 2,000 1 1,001 - 2,000 0 

> 2,000 1 > 2,000 1 
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Table 6.5. Number of Head and Percent of Slaughter Cattle That 
Were Purchased Through Each Procurement Channel 
Per Week By Packers Surveyed 

Slaughter Cows Fed Cattle 
Procurement Channel Head/Week % Head/Week % 

Telephone auctions 0 o.o 154 2.9 

Regular auction markets 4,158 71.5 1,331 25.0 

Direct from producers 1,052 18.l 3,041 57.1 

Through order buyers 605 10.4 799 15.0 

TOTAL 5,815 100.0 5,325 100.0 
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Table 6.6. Reasons Given, By Packers Surveyed, For Nonparticipation 
in the Computerized Slaughter Cow Auctions Held During 
the Late Spring of 1980. 

Packers Responding 
Reason Number % 

I didn't trust the grades. 4 36.4 

The lots were too small. 4 36.4 

I didn't need cows at that time. 3 27.3 

I wanted to buy on a carcass basis. 3 27.3 

The price was too high. 3 27 .3 

I wanted to buy on a live weight basis. 1 9.1 

The sale time was too late. 1 9.1 

Time consuming for the number offered. 1 9.1 

Satisfied with the present system. 1 9.1 

Worried about trucking. 1 9.1 
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these reasons. Many of these reasons conflict with attitudes expressed 

in the 1979 surveys and in the seminar attended by all of the surveyed 

packers. For example, at the seminar packers expressed a general will-

ingness to give the system a chance by trusting the livestock descrip-

tions unti 1 proven otherwise. Yet, in the survey a large proportion 

said they did not participate because they either did not trust the 

grades ( 36 .4 percent) or did not want to buy on a 1 ive weight bads 

(27.3 percent). 

One wonders if order buyer pressure (so prevalent at auction markets) 

was a 1 so being fe 1 t at the packer 1eve1 • 49 Some of the reasons given 

are especially confusing when one considers that smal 1 and truckload 

size lots, live~eight and carcass grade and yield sales, and morning and 

afternoon sale times were all offered at various times in the sales. 

The reasons given for nonparticipation in the computerized fed cat-

tle sales are presented in Table 6.7. Again, the fact that sales were 

held which included a wide range of cattle types, sale times, lot sizes 

and picl<-up dates strains the credibility of the revealed responses. 

Before every sale, buyers were inforued that trucking would be arranged 

for them if they cesired. Reservation prices were comparable to local 

conditions and some of the packers were obtaining local cattle through 

theae local sales via order buyers. Hence, the reservation prices in 

the electronic sales were probably lower than the local price plus order 

buyer cormrission some packers were paying. 
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Table 6.7. Reason Given, By Packers Surveyed, For Nonparticipation 
in the Computerized Fed Cattle Auctions Held During the 
Late Spring of 1980. 

Packers Res,eonding 
Reason Number % 

I didn't need fed cattle at that time. 2 28.6 

I wanted to buy on a carcass basis. 2 28.6 

The price was too high. 2 28.6 

I couldn't use the "type" of fed 
cattle offered. 1 14.3 

I didn't trust the grades. 1 14.3 

I was worried about trucking. 1 14.3 
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The tiurveyed packers felt EJ.1A did a good job explaining the concept 

of electronic marketing and how to use the computer terminals. They 

altio felt EMA representatives were courteous and helpful when contacted. 

Table 6.8 lists additional information which slaughter cattle packers 

would like to see a co~puterized marketing system offer. Cash livestock 

prices, meat prices, aJ'ld outlook information were requested by 5 pack-

ers. Four packers requested livestock futures prices, 3 wanted to see 

cash grain prices and national weather information, and 2 requested news 

summaries. Eighty percent of the responding packers did not want to see 

a computerized accounting system developed which packers could use. Of 

six packers who made comments at the end of the survey, four indicated 

they would 1 ike to i>ee the system work in the future and t•m indicated 

they ~ould not.50 
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Table 6.8. Additional Information Which Surveyed Slaughter 
Cattle Packers Would Like to See a Computerized 
Marketing System Of fer 

Packers ResEonding 
Type of Information Number % 

Cash livestock prices 5 45.5 

Cash grain prices 3 27.3 

Meat prices 5 45.5 

Livestock futures prices 4 36.4 

Closing only 2 18.2 
Quotes within the day 2 18.2 

Grain futures prices 1 9.1 

Closing only 0 o.o 
Quotes within the day 1 9.1 

Outlook information 5 45.5 

National weather information 3 27.3 

News summaries 2 18.2 
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VI. 2.4 The Interface Between Producer and Packer Surveys 

~~en the interface between the producer and packer surveys was exa-

mined, areas of general agreement and disagreement were found. Table 

6. 9 prel3ents tre areas of agreement. 51 Poth producers' and packers' 

previous and current attitudes towards electronic ~arketing are usually 

neutral or po13itive. Most producers and packers either believe slaught-

er cows will be sold electronically in the future or are neutral on the 

matter. The ~ajority of producer13 and packers see advantages accruing 

to them when electronic marketing gets fully established and believe 

both buyer and seller support is esl3ential for a beginning electronic 

marketing 13ystem. 

Few packers and no producers fail to see potential in using elec-

tronic ~arketing to sell other types of livestock besides cattle.52 Few 

producers or packers would not like to see the co~puterized system uti-

lized for both slaughter cows and fed cattle. When Virginia packers are 

excluded, a strong majority of producers and packers indicate they would 

support the system by 13elling (buying) on it.53 

Producers and packerl3 disagree in treir preference of computer ver-

13us teleauction sales and in their outlook regarding the future of elec-

tronic marketing. Over 19 percent of producers prefer computer sales, 

63.4 percent are neutral, and 17.1 percent prefer teleauctions. In con-



Table 6.9. Areas of Agreement Between Virginia Slaughter Cattle Producers and the Eastern 
Packers Interviewed Concerning Electronic Marketinga 

Number Responding 
Producers Packers 

Attitude, Expectations SA A N D SD SA A N 

I previously had.a positive attitude towards 
electronic marketing. 1 22 18 1 0 0 5 6 

My present attitude towards electronic marketing 
is positive. 

I believe within one to two years, slaughter cows 
will be sold electronically. 

I can see advantages accruing to me when electronic 
marketing gets firmly established. 

Both buyer and seller support is essential for a 
beginning electronic marketing system. 

I can see potential for electronic marketing in 
livestock other than cattle. 

I would like to see the computerized system utilized 
for marketing slaughter cows. 

I would like to see the computer system utilized for 
for marketing fed cattle. 

1 22 17 

2 20 15 

6 26 7 

10 28 4 

6 19 16 

5 20 12 

5 12 6 

1 

5 

1 

0 

0 

2 

1 

0 2 4 

0 1 4 

0 1 4 

0 4 7 

0 2 3 

1 2 2 

0 1 2 

aSA, A, N, D and SD are defined as strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and strongly 
disagree, respectively. 

3 

3 

3 

0 

4 

4 

2 

D 

0 

2 

2 

2 

0 

2 

1 

1 

SD 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

1 

1 

...... 
°' 00 
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Table 6.9 (Con't.) 

Number Responding 
Producers Packers 

Attitude, Expectation SA A N D SD SA A N D SD -

I would support a computerized marketing system for 
slaughter cows by selling (buying) through the 
system. 7 20 10 1 0 1 5 2 1 1 

I would support a computerized marketing system for ....... fed cattle by selling (buying) through the °' \C 
system. 3 9 4 0 0 0 4 1 1 1 

-- --- - --· - --- - - -·- --- ----- -- - ··- -· - . ·- -- -- --- -- -----
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trast, 27.2 percent of packers prefer computer sales, 36.4 percent are 

neutral, and 3E.4 percent prefer teleauctions. Over 78 percent of the 

responding producers feel the outlook for electronic marketing is good 

or better compared to 50 percent for packers. However, both of the ap-

parent di sagree1Pents l-etween producer.s and packers would disappear if 

Virginia packers ~ere excluded. With their exclusion (because of possi-

ble biases) no packer would have preferred teleauction .sales over compu-

ter sales and the percentage of packers believing the future of elec-

tronic marketing is good or better would jump to 71.4 percent from 50.0 

percent. 

VI.3 CONCLUSIONS 

The computerized slaughter cattle sales in Virginia have not been 

successful for at least 5 reasons. They include: 

1. Software and hardware problems in the first sale; 

2. Crouping livestock in lots which were too small in early sales; 

3. Sale tirees were too late during early sales; 

4. Failure of computerized buyers to actively bid; and 

5. Order buyer pressure on auction market operators and possibly the 

p~ckers. 

Reasons 1-3 are short-run problems and can be corrected easily.54 Solu-

tions to reasons 4 and 5 are more difficult and depend upon underlying 

assurrpt ions regarding causality. In the mirror-image survey, packers 

(especially non-Virginian) indicated a generally positive attitude to-
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wards electronic marketing and a willingness to support future computer-

ized sales. However, when asked why they did not participate in previ-

ous sales, a variety of often conflicting reasons were giver.. One won-

ders if order buyer pressure was extended at the packer level as well as 

at the auction market level. 

Three important lessons have been lear~ed from the experiences with 

the slaughter cattle program. These are: 

1. Check snd recheck hardware, software and sales procedure tho-

roughly before the first sale; 

2. Use a producer organization to promote, coordinate, and oversee 

sales; and 

3. ~ake sure the producer organization has outside bids in case buy-

ers on a new systew are reluctant to bid. 

The proper application of these elements could have increased the 

probability that the slaughter cattle sales would have been successful. 

Hardware and software problems, small lot sizes, and inappropriate sales 

times "·ould not have occurred. A strong producer organization could 

have provided 8r educational function as well as develop producer sup-

port to ccunterhalar.ce any order buyer pressure that w.ight be present. 

Outside bids \ooul d l~ave encouraged other buyers to bid on the system. 

P.owever, based or. tl'.e sti 11 positive attitudes of many producers and 

packers, the future tray yet see Viqdnia slaughter cattle sold via com-

puterized auctions. 
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VI.4 ELPC COMPUTERIZED SLAUGHTER LAMB PROGRAM 

VI.4.1 Introduction 

In Decerober, 1979 Eastern Iamb Producers Cooperative (ELPC) made 

the decision to use EMA' s cotr.puterized tradjng system for its slaughter 

lamb sales. EIPC had previously held weekly teleauction sales since 

May, 1971 from at least ¥ay through September of each year. 

Lamb buyers, who had previously purchased lambs through FLPC's tel-

eauction, were invited to a one day seminar held in Washington, D.C. 

during April of 1~80. The purpose of the seir.inar was to infoI'lII buyers 

about the coniputerized auction, train them in the use of the computer 

terminals, and to allow them to take a terminal home (rent free for the 

first six months) if they so desired. All buyers accepted the offer to 

take a computer terminal. 

On May 13, 1980 the first coir.puterized sale was held. Three lots 

were sold which contained lambs from Virginia and Kentucky. No hardware 

or softt.:are problems occurred, bidding was active, and prices were at 

levels wliich satisfied ElPC rranagement. Since that first computerized 

sale, ELPC ~as sold lambs via computer from ~orth Carolina, Ohio, Ten-

nessee, Vermont, and West Virginia totaling more than 50,000 head.55 

Bet"·een July and Septerrber of 1981, t"·enty producers and eight 

packers were interviewed using the mirror-image survey technique. The 

survey was designed to determine why the computerized lamb sale has been 
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so successful, as well as to examine participant attitudes toward the 

computerized system being used and electronic marketing in general. In 

the following sections, items unique to the producer survey, items uni-

que to the packer survey, and the interface between the producer and 

packer surveys will be examined. A summary and implications for future 

systems will be made. 

Vl.4.2 The Producer Survey 

An attempt was made to interview (through personal telephone calls) 

the entire population of producers knowledgeable about the transition 

from the teleauction sales to computerized sales. A list of twenty-sev-

en producers was obtained from Roy Meek, manager of El.PC, and Cecil 

Goodlett, Kentucky Department of Agriculture. During the interview pro-

cess, seven producer a were found to be unf ami 1 iar · with the change to 

computer sales, resulting in twenty completed surveys. 

The distribution of the slaughter lamb producers interviewed by the 

number of slaughter lambs sold per year is given in Table 6.10. Eighty 

percent of the producers interviewed sell less than 1,000 lambs per year 

including 20 percent who sell a hundred head or less per year. Table 

6.11 presents the number of head and percent of slaughter lambs sold 

through each marketing channel per year hy the producers surveyed. ELPC 

was the dominant marketing channel used with 89.0 percent of the 

slaughter lambs being marketed through this means.56 This is followed 
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Table 6.10. Distribution of the Slaughter Lamb Producers 
Interviewed By the Number of Slaughter Lambs 
Sold Per Year 

Number of 
Slaughter Lambs Producers 

Sold/Year Interviewed 

1 100 4 

101 - 300 8 

301 1,000 4 

1,001 - 3,000. 2 

3,001 - 5,000 2 
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Table 6.11. Number of Head and Percent of Slaughter Lambs 
Sold Through Each Marketing Channel Per Year 
By Producers Surveyed 

Slaughter Lambs 
Marketing Channel Head/Year % 

Eastern Lamb Producers Coop. 13,608 89.0 

Regular Au·ction Markets 581 3.8 

Direct to a Packing Plant 673 4.4 

Direct to Consumers 229 1.5 

Direct to 4-H Members 199 1.3 

TOTAL 15,290 100.0 
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by direct markets (3.8 percent), direct marketings to consumers (1.5 

percent) and direct marketings to 4-H club members (1.3 percent). 

Table 6.12 gives the responses of producers to statements unique to 

the slaughter lamb producer survey. El.PC management will occas iona 11 y 

"no sale" a group of lambs when it feels bids are not representative of 

market value. The lambs, which are still on the farm, will typically be 

offered again the following week. Table 6.12 demonstrates 70 percent of 

the responding producers do not have serious objections to the practice, 

15 percent are neutral, and 15 percent do have serious objections. ELPC 

allows buyers to choose the pickup date within seven days of purchase. 

Eighty five percent of the producers surveyed believe the practice has a 

positive influence on price. Seventy-five percent of the surveyed pro-

ducers believe the higher price is usually worth the inconvenience of 

letting the buyer choose the pickup date. 

Only one producer felt that "feeder" livestock could not be sold 

electronically and all producers believed that lambs sold through ELPC 

brought higher prices than if they had been sold through other channels. 

When asked about deducting a pencil shrink from the weight of the lambs, 

60 percent of the producers indicated that it wouldn't have a positive 

influence on price and that they didn't want to see ELPC adopt the prac-

tice. All of the surveyed producers felt that ElPC' s commission charge 

was about right. 
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Table 6.12. Responses of Slaughter Lamb Producers to Statements 
Unique to the Producer Surveya 

Number Respondfng 
Statement 

I have not had serious objections when 
ELPC has decided to "no sale" a group of 
lambs and hold them over for next week's 
sale. 

ELPC's practice of allowing the buyer to 
choose the pickup date has a positive 
influence on the price I receive. 

I believe that "feeder" livestock could 
be sold electronically. 

I believe the price I receive for lambs 
sold through ELPC is higher than if I 
sold these same lambs through other types 
of markets. 

SA A N 

4 10 

8 9 

9 8 

13 7 

D 

3 

1 

2 

0 

a SA, A, N, D, and SD are defined as strongly agree, agree, 
neutral, disagree, and strongly disagree, respectively. 

SD 

2 1 

2 0 

0 1 

0 0 
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When asked to choose factors which helped ELPC receive a higher 

price, 100 percent of the producers surveyed cited a reputation for high 

quality lambs and offering lot sized lots. Other frequently cited fac-

tors included accurate grading, selling by description reduces buyer's 

coste, electronic marketing, letting the buyer choose the pickup date 

and superior management of ELPC. Sixty-five percent of the producers 

were aware EMA provided the computer services, with no producer having a 

negative reaction to EMA. 

The majority of producere who gave colil11!ents st the end of the sur-

vey were extretrely poeitive about electronic marketing. One producer 

did suggest that better quality lambs were bringing wore on a grade and 

yield basie. Two producere indicated they were still unsure regarding 

the benefits and costs of the computer sales. 

VI.4.3 The Packer Survey 

The entire population of slaughter lamb buyers who have used the 

computerized system were interviewed via personal telephone cal ls in 

September, 1981. The process resulted in eight completed interviews. 

The distribution of the slaughter lamb buyers interviewed by the number 

of slaughter lambs purchased per week is given in Table 6.13. More than 

62 percent of the lamb buyers purchase less than 1,000 head per week but 

the three packers killing more than 1,000 head per week push the average 

up to 1,706 head per week. The average weekly purchases range from 300 

to 6,000 head among the buyere interviewed. 
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Table 6.13. Distribution of the Slaughter Lamb Buyers Interviewed 
By the Number of Slaughter Lambs Purchased Per Week 

Number of 
Slaughter Lambs Lamb Buyers 
Purchased/Week ·Interviewed 

0 500 1 

500 - 1,000 4 

1,000 - 3,000 2 

3,001 - 6,000 1 
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Table 6.14 presents the number of head and percent of daughter 

lambs purchased through each procurement channel per week by the buyers 

surveyed. Regular auction markets are the principal procurement channel 

with 73.9 percent of the lambs purchased through auction markets. Tele-

phone auctions are a distant second with 8.9 percent of the lamb volume 

to be foll owed by order buyers (7. 4 percent), computerized sales ( 6. 3 

percent) and direct purchases from producers (3.5 percent). 

Responses of slaughter lamb buyers to statements unique to the lamb 

buyer survey are given in Table 6.15. Respo~ding buyers are almost ev-

enly split between preferences for large lots with some lambs at diffe-

rent locations and smaller lots at a single location. The table clearly 

demonstrates that trucking has not usually posed a major problem for 

buyers and the computer terminals have been relatively easy to use. Ac-

cording to the surveyed buyers, EMA has been courteous and helpful, has 

kept the buyers well informed regarding program changes, and is doing a 

good job in handling the technical (computer) component of the sales. 

Fifty percent of the buyers would prefer to buy more lambs electronical-

ly and the rest are neutral on the matter. Similarly, 50 percent of the 

buyers prefer to buy lambs over the computer rather than through a tel-

eauction and the rest are indifferent between the two methods. 

Four buyers indicated they pay an average of $1.13 per cwt. (range 

$1.00 -1.50 per cwt.) more for comparable lambs purchased electronically 

and four buyers indicated the price as no different. However, when the 
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Table 6.14. Number of Head and Percent of Slaughter Lambs 
Purchased Through Each Procurement Channel Per 
Week By Buyers Surveyed 

Slaughter Lambs 
Procurement Channel Head/Week % 

Computerized Sales 798 6.3 

Telephone Auctions 1,135 8.9 

Regular Auction Markets 9,400 73.9 

Direct from Producers 448 3.5 

Through Order Buyers 935 7.4 

TOTAL 12 '716 100.0 
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Table 6.15. Responses of Slaughter Lamb Buyers to Statements Unique to the Lamb Buyer 
Surveya 

Statement 

Number Responding 

SA A N D SD - - - ............ -
I would prefer larger lots with some at different locations 
rather than small lots offered at a single location. 2 

Trucking has not been a problem for lambs purchased through ELPC. 2 

I have found the computer terminals relatively easy to use. 0 

EMA has been courteous and helpful when I have needed their 
assistance. 

EMA has kept me informed when changes have occured in the 
slaughter lamb computer program. 

I feel EMA is doing a good job in handling the technical 
(computer) component of the sales. 

I would prefer to buy more lambs electronically rather than 
through other means. 

I prefer to buy lambs over the computer rather than through 
a telephone conference call. 

3 

2 

2 

0 

1 

1 2 3 

4 2 0 

8 0 0 

5 0 0 

6 0 0 

6 0 0 

4 4 0 

3 4 0 

aSA, A, N, D, and SD are defined as strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree and 
strongly disagree, respectively. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

...... 
CX> 
N 
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total delivered cost for similar lambs was compared across electronic 

and conventional markets, seven buyers indicated there was no difference 

and one buyer indicated the price in electronic markets averaged $3.00 

per cwt. higher. 

When asked to identify additional services they would like to see 

EMA provide through the computer, six buyers chose cash lamb and lamb 

carcass price8. Five buyers identified outlook infonration, national 

weather informationm and news summaries. Three buyers chose other cash 

livestock and meat prices, and two buyers chose cash grain and grain fu-

tures prices. Seventy-five percent of the buyers did not want to see a 

computerized accounting system developed which packers could use. 

Vl.4.4 The Interface Between Producer and Buyers Surveys · 

Product description factors and participant attitudes and percep-

tions of electronic marketing are examined along the interface between 

the slaughter lamb producer and buyer surveys. Table 6.16 presents the 

responses of slaughter lamb producers and buyers to statements related 

to product description. Eighty-five percent of the producers and 75 

percent of the buyers believe the grading standards used by ELPC do a 

good job of reflecting value differences in the lambs. Fifteen percent 

of the producers do not feel the grading standards do a good job, while 

25 percent of the buyers are neutral. 



Table 6.16 Responses of Slaughter Lamb Producers and Buyers to Statements Related to 
Product Descriptiona 

Number Responding 
Producers Buiers 

Statement SA A N D SD SA A N - - - -
The grading standards used by ELPC do a good job 
of reflecting value differences in the lambs. 3 14 0 3 0 0 6 2 

The state graders do an acceptable job in grading 
the lambs. 6 12 1 0 1 1 2 1 

The discounts used by ELPC (heavy lambs, bucks, 
Red O's, etc.) accurately reflect differences in 
value. 3 12 3 2 0 0 1 1 

When I have not felt the lambs I delivered 
(received) were graded accurately, ELPC has 
settled the issue to my satisfaction. 0 4 5 1 0 0 5 2 

aSA, A, N, D and SD are defined as strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and strongly 
disagree, respectively. 

D SD 

0 0 

3 1 

...... 
00 
.i::-. 

6 0 

0 0 
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Ninety percent of the surveyed producers believe the state graders 

do an acceptable job in grading the lambs. However, only 37.5 percent 

of the lamb buyers believe the state graders do an acceptable job. Buy-

er comments ranged from "graders aren't consistent" to "the grading ser-

vice doesn't appear to care". Such a lack of confidence in the quality 

of grading is alarming in an electronic system where trading by descrip-

tion is essential. It is especially surprisiq that such a lack of con-

fidence is found in a successful electronic marketing system.57 

Only 10 percent of the producers surveyed believe the discounts 

used by ELPC (~eavy lambs, bucks, Red O's, etc.) do not accurately re-

flect differences in value. Seventy-five percent of the buyers surveyed 

questioned the effectiveness of the grades. Most of the lamb buyers 

were concerned that the discount on heavy laU"bs (or premium on light 

lambs) and bucks is too low. When lambs delivered (received) were not 

believed to have been graded accurately, only one producer (and no pack-

ers) felt ELPC has not settled the issue to their satisfaction. 

Table 6.17 presents the responses of slaughter lamb producers and 

buyers to statements directly related to their attitudes and perceptions 

of electronic marketing. When asked if they were pleased with the ser-

vice provided by ELPC, 57.9 percent of the responding producers strongly 

agreed and 42.1 percent agreed. To the same state11"ent, 37.5 percent of 

the buyers strongly agreed and 62.5 percent agreed. All of the produc-

ers interviewed and 87 .5 percent of the buyers interviewed said they 



Table 6 .17 Responses of Slaughter Lamb Producers and Buyers to Statements Directly Related 
to Their Attitudes and Perceptions of Electronic Marketinga 

Number ResEonding 
Producers Buyers 

Statement SA A N D SD SA A N 

I have been pleased with the service provided by 
ELPC. 11 8 0 0 0 3 5 0 

I would recommend that others sell their lambs 
through ELPC (for buyers, recommend using the 
computerized method of purchasing lambs) 14 6 0 0 0 2 5 1 

I believe other types of slaughter livestock 
coUld be sold electronically. 11 7 2 0 0 1 6 1 

I believe the future of electronic marketing 
is promising. 14 6 0 0 0 2 5 1 

aSA, A, N, D, and SA are defined as strongly agree, agree, neutral, disagree, and strongly 
disagree, respectively. 

. 
D -sn 

0 0 

0 0 
1--' 
00 

°' 0 0 

0 0 
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would recommend the method of selling (buying) lambs to otheu -- the 

one dissenting buyer was neutral. 

Ninety percent of the producers and 87.S percent of the alaughter 

lamb buyers think other typea of slaughter livestock can be sold elec-

tronically. One hundred percent of the producers and 87. 5 percent of 

the buyers believe the future of electronic marketing is promising 

again, the one dissenting buyer was neutral. Fence, Table 6.17 demons-

trates high levels of satisfaction with ELPC' s computerized lamb sales 

and optimism for electronic marketing in general by both the slaughter 

lamb producers and buyers. 

VI.4.5 Conclusions 

This section has demonstrated that ELPC computerized slaughter lamb 

sales have gained widespread acceptance and support fr0111 participating 

producers and buyers. The success of the computerized sales can be at-

tributed to the well managed and organized ELPC, the well designed com-

puterized trading system of EMA, the support of ElPC by its member pro-

ducers, and the willingness of progressive buyers to try a new method of 

purchasing lambs. The previous experience with the teleauction provided 

a smooth transition to computerized sales. 

The analysis did, however, identify four areas in which El.PC might 

improve the sales. These are: 
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I. Grading. The relatively high levels of buyer dissatisfaction 

with the quality and consistency of grading suggests that im-

provements must be made. Failure to do so will damage the system 

and may lead to its eventual collapse. Perhaps producers could 

be trained to grade and/or experienced graders could be identi-

fied by the grading service to grade ELPC lambs. Whatever the 

case, a solution must be found. 

2. Discounts. The large number of buyers who believe the current 

discounts are inappropriate should provide incentive for addi-

tional research in the area. The surveys did not provide the so-

lution, but they did indicate the presence of a problem. 

3. Flexibility. ELPC should offer large producers (who can put to-

gether a load cf lambs) the flexibility to sell on a grade and 

yield basis if they desire. Such a practice could be instituted 

at low cost to ELPC and could promote retention of present large 

scale producers and might attract new large scale producers. 

4. Education. The interviews with several producers suggest that 

the EI.PC educational effort could be improved. A quarterly news-

letter or other publication is a possible solution. 

Hence, even though the surveys revealed the widespread support by parti-

cipantc1 in El.PC's sales, improvements can be made. 

The 1111 idespread support for the computerized slaughter lamb sales 

allow inferences to be made about gains (or losses) in social welfare. 

Since the same participants were involved in both the teleauctions and 
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computerized sales, and since all respondents either considered the 

switch from the teleauction to c01r.puterized sales tr.ethod an improvement 

or were indifferent towards it, it can be inferred that there has been a 

gain in social welfare because of the change. 
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VI.5 FOOTNOTES 

47other organizations (outside Virginia) have expressed considera-

ble interest in the slaughter cattle program. Although firm commitments 

have not been made, it appears likely that the slaughter cattle program 

will be operational as early as spring, 1982. 

48since the surveys to.•ere administered by Virginia Tech personnel, 

it should come as no surprise that 100 percent of the respondents listed 

Virginia Tech personnel as a source of information about electronic 

marketing. 

49rf this were the case, one could understand the reluctance of 

packers to discuss it, in view of the many Federal anti-trust regula-

tions. 

solt is interesting that both negative C01M11ents were from Virginia 

packers. Virginia packers could have a vested interest against increas-

ing the number of packers bidding on Virginia slaughter cattle. 

Slit should be noted that all packer "disagree" and "strongly disa-

gree" responses were from Virginia packers. 

52The bias in some of the Virginia packers' responses'is particu-

larly obvious in two of them disagreeing with this statement. The Vir-

ginia based EMA operates the only successful computerized lamb auction 

in the. country. In addition, successful feeder pig teleauctions have 

been held for years in Virginia. 
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53Again, one has to wonder why no bids were received above the res-

ervation price in previous attempts if this is "truly" their attitude. 

54However, critical beginning support may be damaged irreparably by 

unsuccessful early attempted sales. 

55As mentioned earlier, the Corn Belt Lamb Auction has already be-

gun using EMA's system, also. Other organizations are also in various 

stages of commitment although no firm commitments have been made. 

56This illustrates the unrepresentativeness of the sample if viewed 

from a total lamb producer perspective. In Virginia, less than 20 per-

cent of the slaughter lambs are sold through ELPC sales. 

57 EI.PC has, in a few instances, given buyers partial payment for 

losses received due to inaccurate grading. Had FlPC failed to make 

these payments, inaccurate grading might have damaged or destroyed 

ELPC's electronic sales. 



VII.I INTRODUCTION 

Chapter VII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

An electronic market may be defined ss a market whose trading arena 

is some electronic medium. The medium used may be a computerized sys-

tem, teletype, conference telephone or some combination of these or oth-

er cotr.munciation networks (Ruasell and Purcell). Electronic markets are 

of relatively recent origin and have been gaining increased attention. 

Teletype aystems have been used to aell slaughter hogs (Peer) and con-

ference telephone auctions have been used to sell feeder pigs, slaughter 

hogs, feeder and alaughter lambs, and feeder and slaughter cattle (Hen-

deraon et al., 1976). Computerized systems have been used to sell cot-

ton, eggs, wool, feeder cattle, hogs, and lambs (Ethridge; Cox; Computer 

Sciences of Australia; Sporleder; Baldwin; Va. Dept. of Agriculture and 

Consurr.er Servicea, 1980). 

Analysts have suggested that electronic marketing has the theoreti-

cal potential to increase both technical and pricing efficiency (Hender-

son et al., 1976; Henderson et al., 1979; Johnson). The limited empiri-

cal work that has 1:-een done has tended to confirm the theoretical 

expectations (Engleman et al.; Helmreich; Henderson et al., 1979; Hen-

deraon and Baldwin; Holder; Lu, 1968; Lu, 1969). 

192 
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Ho~•ever, as Russell and Purcell point out, the existence of suc-

cessful electronic exchanges, the development of sound theoretical argu-

ments, and positive results from empirical studies do not ensure that a 

proposed electronic marketing system will be successful. The validity 

of this statement is exemplified by Virginia's unsuccessful lamb tel-

eauction in the early 1960's (Rolder), little participation on the elec-

tronic marketing system for eggs (Schlei), shutting down a computerized 

slaughter hog auction system due to insufficient consignments (Henderson 

and Baldwin), and the unsuccessful attempts to sell slaughter cows by 

computer in Virginia. Electronic marketing is not without its opponents 

and even some i;upporters deserve the right to be slreptical (Rhodes, 

1979; Rhodes, 1980). 

In short, most analysts feel that electronic ~arketing has poten-

tial if properly designed electronic systems could be implemented. But 

beliefs about electronic marketing appear to be based on a combination 

of facts, supposition, and ignorance. Future decisions regarding elec-

tronic marketing ~ill be important to the nation. The impact of these 

decisions will be felt at all levels of the marketing continuum. 

The problem is that very little is known about electronic marketing 

especially computerized electronic marketing. Questions concerning 

benefits, costs, distribution of benefits, effect on industry structure 

and· needed regulation all remain unanswered (Sch lei). Research is need-

ed to provide the information base to help answer these questions. Work 
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needs to be done in the area of system design, in developing conceptual 

frameworks to determine the feasbility of electronic marketing, and in 

the implementation of electronic systems. Conceptual, theoretical and· 

empirical work is needed if intelligent decisions are to be made regard-

ing electronic marketing. 

This study was b~sed around the working hypothesis that an increase 

in the theoretical and empirical base of knowledge about electronic 

marketing will aid in determining its feasibility and in system design, 

implementation, and evaluation. The specific objectives of this study 

were: 

1. to build a theoretical base from which the broad issues of elec-

tronic marketing may be examined; 

2. to conceptualize, articulate and illustrate the issued involved 

in determining the feasibility and design of an electronic mark-

eting system; 

3. to examine the coBts of electronic tl'larketing both theoretically 

and empirically; 

4. to explore the relationships between price level and price vari-

ability and electronic tl'larketing; and 

5. to demonstrate, theoretically and empirically, a means of evalu-

ating an electronic marketing syBtetr. 

ExperienceB gained from participation in the design and implementation 

of the computerized trading system of Electronic Marketing Association, 

Inc. (EMA) as well as analysis of the data generated by EMA's electronic 

marketing system were used in fulfilling the objectives. 
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VII.2 THEORY 

The study gradually built the theoretical base from which the broad 

issues of electronic marketing can be examined. It used the definition 

of agricultural marketing advocated by Purcell (1979) that "agricultural 

marketing is the set of economic and behavioral activities that are in-

volved in coordinating the various stages of economic activity from pro-

duction to consumption". The study also used a systems orientation re-

commended by Godwin and Jones, Kohls, Purcell (1979), and Shaffer. 

In developing a theoretical base, the study first examined an ideal 

marketing system follo~ed by some c0trmon system shortcomings (including 

a brief literature review on thin markets). Possible solutions to these 

marketing problems were then examined. Finally, the theoretical impli-

cations of electronic marketing regarding both pricing and technical ef-

ficiency were discussed. 

An ideal marketing system is both technically and price efficient. 

It supplies the consumer the product in the fonr., time and place he or 

she desires at t~e lowest possible cost. Unfortunately, system short-

coming.s will often keep the ideal sy.stem out of reach. Thin markets, 

conflicting goals, lack of effective grades, lack of informed partici-

pants, unequal bargaining power, unequal access to information, and in-

adequate informaton can all foster inefficiencies. 
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Vertical integration, contractural arrangements, improvements in 

price reporting, legislation, research, teaching, extension and elec-

tronic marketing were examined as possible solutions. Vertical integra-

tion and contractual arrangements appear to reduce private costs but 

questions remain about social costs and benefits. Improvements in price 

reporting should have social benefits but one wonders if the private 

cost would be prohibitive. Legislation can be lielpful or harmful de-

pending upon its wording and timing. Research, teaching and extension 

possess the potential to increase marketing efficiency. Although the ev-

idence is not all in, electronic marketing appears to have the ability 

to improve technical and pricing efficiency. 

Technical efficiency could be iwproved via moves to electronic 

marketing systems by reducing transportation, transaction, and assembly 

costs. Additional services provided by a computerized trading system 

might further increase technical efficiency. Examples of such services 

include accounting, market news and market analysis. Electronic market-

ing does involve additional costs which must be more than covered by 

cost savings for the system to make a positive contribution to technical 

efficiency. The distribution of benefits sliould be important in deter-

mining system feasibility and in establishing fee structures. 

It was determined that if a system is technically efficient, equi-

librium quantity wi 11 be expected to increase and price at the retail 
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level will be expected to fall assuming adequate levels of competition 

at all levels in the system. The direction of price changes for other 

levels is not theoretically determinate as tlie solution is dependent 

upon distributional factors. The impacts of electronic marketing will 

be felt at all levels in the marketing continuum. 

Factors such as increasing the number of buyers and sellers, pro-

viding tiwely and accurate tr.arket information, increasing emphaBiB on 

value related characteristics of the product, and possible structural 

changes should allow electronic marketing to increase pricing efficien-

cy. It is difficult to conceive of situations where pricing efficiency 

would decrease but such might occur in a beginning system. Price vari-

ability will be expected to increase as products are sold at prices that 

more nearly reflect their economic value and reactions to changes in 

market information are completed more quickly. If the present roarket 

environment is characterized by insufficient competition, electronic 

marketing should increase price levels. 

In short, the findings of this study do not contradict the conclu-

sions of other writers. Electronic marketing does appear to have the 

theoretical potential to increase technical and pricing efficiency. 
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VII.3 SYSTEM FEASIBILITY, DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION 

The study developed a conceptual framework for determining the 

feasibility, designing and implementing an electronic marketing system. 

Theory from the fields of economics, finance, organizational behavior, 

and other disciplines guide the developnient and methods used in mirror-

image surveys and technical studies. Output fr0111 these studies can then 

be used to determine the feasibility of a particular system or aid in 

determining the best system out of a set of alternatives. Should it be 

determined that electronic marketing is not feasible, the process stops. 

If, however, electronic marketing is determined feasible, additional re-

search should be completed to aid in system design. When the electronic 

system has been designed it must then be successfully implemented. The 

operating trading system would then generate data useful in additional 

research, system redesign, and in modifying, validating, or rejecting 

current theories. The sequential relationships established with the 

conceptual framework were used as patterns by which the research was 

organized. 

Vll.3.1 Theory 

Determining the feasibility of a proposed electronic marketing sys-

tem is an investment decision ·under conditions of risk or uncertainty. 

l~plementing a new electronic system involves motivational factors. 

Neither the investment decision nor the implementation process can be 
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separated from system design. This study examined theoretical founda-

tions of the investment decision and potential trader motivation. To do 

so required drawing on the theories of economics, finance and organiza-

tional behavior. 

Theoretically, the net present value method is the preferred method 

of evaluating the investroent decision (Van Horne). But when risk is in-

troduced, two difficulties arise. One involves the need to determine 

the expected cash flows and the other deals with how the investors pre-

ferences towards risk affect the investment decision. Bayesian analysis 

(Eidman et al.) and simulation (Hertz) are often used to determine ex-

pected cash flows. The expected utility theorem considers the investors 

attitude toward risk, equates the utility of a risky· prospect with it's 

expected utility, and assumes the investor is a utility maximizer (An-

derson et al.; Van Horne; Von Neumann and Morgenstern). 

To date, most electronic systems have been developed by groups of 

individuals (coops, for example) or by govern~ent entities. Elicitation 

of risk pref~rences in such situations would be difficult if not impos-

sible because of the large number of participants. The limited experi-

ence with electronic marketing makes the determination of probabilities 

associated with alternative cash returns more complicated. As time and 

experience increase, more reliable probabilities can be generated across 

systems, commodities and participants. With this, the quality of the 

investment decision regarding electronic marketing should improve. 
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Trader motivation is important in any electronic marketing system, 

but is particularly important in designing and irrplementing a new elec-

tronic marketing system. Using a modified version of the Porter and 

Lawler model of motivation, the study illustrated many important theor-

etical considerations when designing and/or implementing an electronic 

n:arketing system. The path from the participant's effort to desirable 

rewards must be well defined and understood by all. The individual re-

quirements by the system should not unduly restrict the potential trad-

er's perceptions of his or ~er ability to participate. This has impli-

cations regarding the type of performance guarantees, procedures, 

hardware and software utilized by the system. Similarly, the system 

characteristics should be such that they instill a high degree of confi-

dence in the individual that the system can and will be successful. Po-

tential participants should be involved in the earliest stages of system 

design. Such a policy will not only increase the quality of decisions 

in system design, but has an educational dimension as well. 

Potential traders must also see positive reinforcement accruing to 

them when the system is successful. An educational effort needs to un-

derscore the potential benefit8 accruing to tradert1 should the system 

prove succet1sful. If feelings of inequity exit1t with the present mark~ 

eting system, the educational effort t1hould draw upon these feelings to 

promote electronic marketing. Continued participation by a trader will, 

to a large part, hinge on individual satisfaction received from previous 

participation. This exemplifies the importance of successful sales --
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especially the first few sales when uncertainty concerning the system is 

highest. 

VII.3.2 Mirror-Image Surveys 

A mirror-image survey involves the use of paired questions to exa-

mine key areas of concern along two related stages of economic activity 

in a marketing syste111. Information from such surveys can provide the 

invaluable insight which is so necessary to perfor111 an accurate and ob-

jective feasibility study for a proposed electronic marketing system. 
,. 

Such surveys provide a useful vehicle to examine the attitudes of buyers 

and sellers towards the present marketing system, their awareness of the 

value-related dimensions of the product, their ability to identify im-

portant dimensions of the pricing process, their attitudes toward pro-

duct liability and when it should change, and their perception of the 

organization that should operate an electronic marketing system. It 

should then be possible to estimate the level of participation for a 

proposed electronic marketing system. The study illustrated the use of 

the mirror-image survey technique and demonstrated the information that 

can be gained from suer a technique, by discussing the surveys used to 

design EMA's computerized trading system. 
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VII.3.3 Technical Studies 

Technical studies refer to all scientific analyses, both theoreti-

cal and empirical, having applicability to electronic marketing. Stu-

dies concentrating on cost, pricing implications, feasibility and/or 

distirbutional impacts of either electronic marketing in general or spe-

cific electronic systems provide examples. likewise, studies estimating 

the efficiency, capacity and/or flexibility of different hardware and 

software configurations constitute examples of technical studies. Just 

as mirror-image surveys are needed to discern the attitudes, goals and 

perceptions of potential system participants, technical studies are 

needed to determine the particular electronic systew which will provide 

the greatest benefits at the lowest possible cost. With information 

from both wirror-image surveys and technical studies, one has the neces-

sary data to coroplete a thorough and accurate feasibility study. 

VII.3.4 Feasibility Study 

This study presented a generalized outline of a feasibility study 

for beginning a new co~rnterized electronic marketing system. The out-

line is divided into environmental conditions and factors exerting a 

more direct influence. The current marketing situation, goals and ob-

jectives and resources available are classified as environmental condi-

tions. To assess the current marketing situation, the present competi-

tive environment must be examined to see if proble111s are evident. The 
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adequacy of product grades and standards and the effectiveness of cur-

rent assembly procedures must be examined. The attitudes of market par-

ticipants towards the current rrarketing system must be obtained as this 

may be indicative of initial support for a beginning electronic market-

ing system. The willingness of producers to organize for a common 

purpose is important and efforts should be wade to determine the degree 

of their ";illingness to organize. Finally, likely opponents to elec-

tronic marketing spould be identified, their bargaining strength esti-

mated, and their probable objectives considered in developing an educa-

tional program. 

The goals and objectives of the proposed computerized electronic 

marketing system and of the feasibility study should be explicitly stat-

ed. Both human and capital resources available for the development of 

the computerized system should be inventoried. Expertise and industry 

contracts should not be overlooked. Potential for outside support from 

grants, personnel, publicity, etc. should be evaluated and sought. In 

some cases, tte feasibility study might only show the system feasible 

contingent upon the support of one or more of these agencies or groups. 

Product supply, buying strengtP, structure of the selling organiza-

tion, equipment needs, procedures and financial considerations are all 

classified as directly influencing factors. Seller identification, es-

timates of tPe initial and potential sales volume, and the likely time 
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frames are necessary to estimate product supply. Similarly, buyer iden-

tification and estimates of the initial and potential purchase volume 

with their likely time horizons are necessary to assess buying strength. 

The structure of the selling organization could be correctly clas-

sified as a directly influencing factor or as an environmental condition 

depending on whether a new organization must be established to sell 

electronically or whether a previously organized association will handle 

the function. Regardless, at some time or another, decisions must be 

made regarding whether it is to be operated for profit or at cost, the 

type of ownership arrangement, whether it is to be a cooperative or not, 

and who ~ill manage and control the association. 

Decisions must be made regarding the type of computer, terminal and 

communications network to utilize. Ownership, leasing and time-sharing 

alternatives should be evaluated. The benefits and costs of dedicated 

and nondedicated communciation networks need to be COll'pared. Brand de-

cisions must be made considering costs, service arrangements, and reli-

ability. Such evaluations should not be taken lightly as decisions made 

will affect cost, flexibility and reliability of the computerized sys-

tem. Procedural alternatives must also be examined. Chocies must be 

made regarding product description, performance guarantees, auction 

characteristics, size of lots, time of sale, means of access, control 

features and contractursl arrangements. Throughout the study, invest-
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ment capital needs should be considered, operating budgets prepared and 

cash flow analysis performed for each likely alternative. 

Each feasible alternative should be evaluated financially. The net 

present value technique should be utilized. Based upon the financial 

evaluation, as well as factors such as ease of industry acceptance and 

adaptability of the system to future growth and/or unanticipated changes 

in market factors, a recommendation should be made. 

If the feasibility study indicates that electronic marekting is not 

feasible at the present time, that conclusion should be accepted until 

circumstances indicate otherwise. If the feasibility study indicates 

that electronic D"arketing is feasbile, it will usually point to addi-

tional research that needs to be done. Generally, this research is 

needed to provide answers which will fine tune the system. 

VII.3.5 Design 

The design of an electronic marketing system may be subdivided into 

organizational, hardware, software and procedural design. There is no 

single optimal design across commodities and different marketing situa-

tions. The optimal design will be contingent on a variety of factors, 

including: the commodity involved; expected volume levels; the progres-

siveness of ~arket participants; current marketing procedures and cus-

toms; perceptions of the current D"arketing system; the degree of market 

power held by current market participants; past current and expected go-
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vernment actions; and the amount of investment capital available. How-

ever, the absence of an optimal universal design does not preclude a 

particular system design (or parts of it) from having widespread appli-

cability. Even electronic marketing. systems which prove to be unsuc-

cessful can provide valuable insight to future designs. The study de-

scribed the organizational, hardware, software and procedural design of 

the computerized electronic marketing system used by Electronic Market-

ing Association, Inc. (EMA). 

The organizational design factors which have proved beneficial to 

EMA include: 

1. the nonprofit nature of the corporation; 

2. the involvement of industry leaders early in design and develop-

ment; 

3. the concentration on computer aspects of the sale, while allowing 

eac~ member organization of EMA to focus on procedural aspects; 

4. tying membership, voting rights and representation on the board 

of directors to participation; and 

5. maintaining confidentiality of roember organization's buying 

lists. 

It is hoped these experiences will prove useful to future designers of 

electronic marketing organizations. 

El-'A' s computerized trading system i8 a remote access, time-sharing 

13ystem utilizing the services of the INFONET Division of Computer Sci-
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ences Corporation. EMA also owns telephone equipment which can link as 

many as 18 buyers (via a conference telephone call) to the computerized 

sale or can be operated independently as a teleauction. 

Utilizing a time sharing system has allowed EMA to implement a com-

puterized tradng network without incufring the high fixed costs of ob-

taining and maintaining a computer. The minimal fixed costs (manager 

salary, office equipment, tenninals in the central office) are then 

shared by many users which allow computerized electronic marketing sys-

tems to be feasible at much lower levels of sales volume. By using a 

commercial vendor, access to multiple computer centers is acquired, re-

sulting in important redundancy features. 

Flexibility is maintained by the acceptance of a wide variety of 

computer terminals, the world wide communications network, the use of 

co111D1ercial phone lines in accessing the computerized system, and EMA's 

telephone conferencing equipment. New participants in the computer sa-

les can be added quickly and efficiently without the expenses and the 

sometimes long delays of providing dedicated phone lines. Small buyers 

who purchase infrequently can gain access to the system through the te-

leconferencing equipment. In short, the hardware used by EMA has proved 

to be reliable, flexible, and cost efficient .in its first year and half 

of operation. Such characteristics would be beneficial to any electron-

ic marketing system. 
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The success of E?"'.A' s software development suggests five factors 

which should aid in the successful development of software for future 

electronic marketing systems. These are: 

I. Mirror-image surveys and technical studies should precede the de-

velopment of the software. This will ensure that the resulting 

program will more closely fit the needs and biases of system par-

ticipants. 

2. To encourage quick and efficient program design, effort should be 

made to keep initial computer programs as simple as possible. 

3. Since many questions remain until the system becomes operational, 

initial computer programs should be as flexible as possible. 

4. To increase the security and integrity of the system, a terminal 

hierarchy should be established. Buyer, seller and control ter-

minal identification numbers should be established "'hich will 

limit the activity of a specific terminal to the types of activi-

ty allowed by the identification number. 

5. The control terminal should possess the ability to direct the 

system in the event quick and decisive action is needed. 

Considering these five factors will allow future designers to avoid 

potential problems. The cost of software design should be lowered. The 

likelihood that the software will form the basis of a successful compu-

terized electronic marketing system should be increased. 
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Procedures used by a particular electronic marketing system may 

vary across commodities or trade groups. As such, a specific procedural 

design is less likely to have general applicability than either organi-

zational, hardware or software design. This is especially true when 

transferred across systems. Nevertheless, to demonstrate a successful 

procedure, E~.A's computerized slaughter lamb program utilized by Eastern 

Lamb Producers Coop., Inc. (ElPC), was discussed. 

VII. 3. 6 Implementation 

A well designed electronic marketing system, which has been deter-

mined feasible and is the result of input from industry participants, 

will be implemented with less effort and a higher probability of success 

than a system not so designed. The importance of early successful sales 

cannot be over emphasized. To ensure that this occurs, all components 

should be thoroughly tested before the first sale. This is particularly 

true with a computerized system where complexity is greatest. The human 

factor must also be considered. Euyers may be reluctant or slow to be-

gin bidding during the first sale. A wise marketing agency will make 

efforts to guarantee bids over the system before the sale starts to en-

sure the lots are sold. Similarly, a wise marketing organization will 

ensure through pledges, contracts or other means that sufficient offer-

ings are available with reasonable reservation prices. Following these 

procedures should increase the likelihood of successful implementation 

which in turn should increase the likelihood that the electronic market-
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ing system will be successful. Clearly, a strong measure of backing and 

acceptable perfonr.ance guarantees subsidy must be available from the 

producer organization or other marketing agency to ensure the success of 

early efforts with a new system. 

VII.3.7 Implications 

The importance of this part of the study must be emphasized. All 

electronic marketing systems will not be feasible in all .t1ituations. 

Feasibility must be determined. The design and implementation of an 

electronic marketing system will to a large extent determine the success 

of the system. The steps and procedures identified above will not guar-

antee a successful electronic marketing system. If followed, however, 

these guidelines should increase the probability that a feasible elec-

tronic marketing system will in fact be successful. The future of elec-

tronic marketng of agricultural products may hinge, to a large extent, 

on the ability to determine the feasibility, design and implement spe-

cific electronic marketing systems. 

VII.4 COST CONSIDERATIONS 

If electronic marketing is to increase technical efficiency of the 

marketing system, it rrust reduce marketing costs. The distribution of 

co.tit savings (increases) along the marketing continuum i.t1 important and 

may affect the feasibility of the electronic marketing system. An elec-
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tronic marketing system may be characterized by high fixed and low vari-

able costs, low fixed and high variable costs, or an almost infinite 

number of alternative cost scenarios. Within a given electronic market-

ing system, costs will vary by procedure, sales volume, and number of 

system participants. llo\o.'ever, system design will deteruiine the bounds 

within which cost may fluctuate. 

The costs asociated with EMA's computerized trading system were ex-

amined. Fixed and variable costs of FlPC's cotrputerized slaughter lamb 

sales (which uses n•A' s system) were esti11'ated. During the period No-

vember, 1980 thru August, 1981, per head variable costs {excluding 

transportation) have averaged $1. 50 for latrb producers "'hi ch included 

$.25 for EIPC, $.16 for EMA, and $0 for lamb buyers. Per head fixed 

costs averaged $0 for lamb producers, $.02 for EI.PC, $.04 for EMA, and 

$.12 for lamb buyers. The resulting per head total costs are the same 

for lamb producers, lower for ELPC and higher for lamb buyers compared 

to previous teleauction sales. In previous teleauctions, ELPC initiated 

all phone calls which means buyers had no out-of-pocket expenses. How-

ever, additional buyer time was involved and the computerized sales save 

the buyer approxiwately 15 minutes per sale in addition to the signifi-

cant advantage of having printed descriptions of the lots to be sold. 

It should be noted that all buyers purchased computer terminals, indi-

cating the value of time saved was greater than terminal costs. It was 

concluded the computerized sales increased technical efficiency when 

compared to previous teleauctions. 
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Estimated hardware and software costs of a proposed computerized 

slaughter hog trading system were also examined. Estimated per head 

costs ranged from $.43 for a system with accounting functions, 10 addi-

tional monitoring terminals, and a monthly volume of 35,200 head to $.13 

per head for a systell' without accounting functions, no additional moni-

toring terminals, and a monthly volume. of 118,SOO head. When compraed 

to a system which owns its Ol>."'ll mini-computer and uses dedicated phone 

lines at a volume level of 500,000 head per year, estimated per head 

costs ranged from $.29 to $.44 per head lower using EMA's system, de-

pending on tlie option chosen. Hence, EMA' s coll'puterized system could 

operate at lower cost than a system using a mini-computer and dedicated 

lines (at least for a volume of 500,000 head per year). Comparisons 

with conventional marketing methods would involve assembly, grading, and 

transportation costs. However, since Baldwin indicated a system utiliz-

ing a mini-coll'puter and dedicated lines would be cost competitive with 

an annual volume of 900,000 head and a hardware and software cost of 

$.30 per head, one could infer that EMA's system would be cost effective 

at a much lo~er volume. The particular level would be dependent on the 

particular option chosen. Therefore, it appears EMA's system at least 

has the potential to improve technical efficiency for Ohio's slaughter 

hog marketing system. 

As reiterated throughout, the costs of an electronic marketing sys-

tem are dependent on such factors as system design, head per lot, lots 

per sale, procedural considerations, etc. As such, only a small subset 
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of poaaibl e cost scenarios for EMA' s system was examined. Cost func-

tions for specific aales using specific procedure;; were estimated and 

shown to result in cost savings. Cost functions for a wider range of 

aales utilizing a broader set of procedures need to be estimated and/or 

simulated. At present, data does not exist to estimate such functions 

and experience is just accumulating to the point where realistic simula-

tion;; are possible. 

In addition to E~A's system, research needs to examine alternative 

hardware, software and colillT'unication configurations. Little to no work 

has been completed concentrating en electronic markets using multiple elec-

tronic mediums. The long run average cost function needs to be estimat-

ed. Research should be on the leading edge of technological advances 

considering and estimating the cost and applicability of advances in 

data processing, data storage, and comreunication. Today, the potential 

exists for many electronic marketing systems to be cost efficient. To-

morrow, the set of possible cost efficient electronic marketing systems 

will grow. Research must sift and measure the cost effectiveness of al-

ternative electronic marketing systems. 
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vn.s PRICE CONSIDERATIONS 

The study analyzed the price effects of Eastern Lamb Producer 

Coop's (ELPC) computerized slaughter lamb sales. Price magnitude, price 

variability, and responsiveness to 111arket information were examined for 

ELPC sales. Relationships between the price of lambs sold through com-

puterized sales and those sold through conventional channels were ana-

lyzed. Co111parisons were 111ade across electronic mediums and inferences 

were drawn. 

ELPC slaughter lamb prices fro111 computerized sales average $1.86 

per Cl>:t. above regional price and $1.46 per cwt. above the national 

price. The differences were significantly diffeent from 0 at the 1% and 

10% levels respectively. In models attempting to explain the ELPC 

price, the bidding ti111e increment, the number of lots offered, the na-

tional lamb price and the one period lagged ELPC price were all found to 

be significant in one or more models. Data were not available to test 

interday and intraday price variability. Yhen interweek and intermonth 

price variability comparisons were made across electronic, regional and 

local markets, no significant differences were found -- suggesting com-

puterized roarketing did not increase pri.ce risk. ELPC price changes 

were found to lead regional price changes by one week. Because of high-

er prices received for FLPC lambs, the tendency for ELPC price changes 

to lead regional price changes, and the informational gains to system 

participants through grading, it can be concluded that the computerized 
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system has increased pricing efficiency when· compared to conventional 

auction ~arkets. Any of the factors taken alone would not be sufficient 

to conclude that pricing efficiency has increased. However, when taken 

together a convincing argument is presented. 

Models ~ere estimated which attempted to explain the regional 

slaugther lamb price. Using intercept dutJ1I11y variables, the computerized 

sales were found to have added $9.94 to $12.46 per cwt., depending upon 

the particular model. A teleauction dummy variable was insignificant in 

all nodels. Five factors t-.'ere identified to explain the effect the com-

puterized sales had on regional price. These include: 

I. the change in the grading standards used in ELPC sales which oc-

cured at the same time the computerized auctions began; 

2. the excitement and enthusiasm of ELPC buyers and the apprehension 

on the part of some order buyers and auction market operators be-

cause of the computerized sales; 

3. the unequal discounts between Blue 0 and Red 0 lambs for ELPC sa-

les and conventional auction sales; 

4. the coirputerized trading system's abi 1i ty to provide detailed 

listings of lots to be sold in a quick and efficient manner be-

fore the sale; and 

S. the computerized trading system's abi 1 i ty to keep individual 

price bids confidential. 

At the present time it is impossible to separate the casual influences 

each factor has had on price. Too, there is no adequate explanation as 
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to why the teleauction dulllJlly variable was insignificant. As further ex-

perience is gained with other systems and other colt!l11odities, and as the 

data base grows for FMA' s system, it may be possible to answer these 

questions. 

When the influence of ELPC was included as an explanatory variable, 

it was found to have raised regional price $4.23 tc$4.26 per cwt., de-

pet'ding upon the particular 111odel. The limited experience t-d th elec-

tronic F-arketing does not allow one to determine if the particular elec-

tronic tredium used or the selling organization is most important in 

determining price. Certainly, however, a sound organization is a neces-

sary prequisite for a successful electronic marketing system. 

This part of the study showed that a computerized trading system's 

prices can be higher and its price changes can lead prices from more 

conventional markets. In addition' it was shown that the presence of a 

computerized trading system can significantly affect prices outside the 

electronic ~arketing system. Insight has been gained, but questions re-

main. The robustness of parameters and inferences from this study 

across time, oner electronic trading systems, other commodities, and 

other buyer's needs to be tested. 
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VII.6 EVALUATION 

The mirror-image survey technique was used to examine the unsuc-

cessful introduction of a computerized slaughter cattle trading system 

and El PC's successful computerized slaughter lamb program. Surveyed 

Virginia slaughter cattle producers and northeastern cattle packers rev-

ealed attitudes which were still generally positive towards electronic 

mareketing. It was deteridned the computerized slaughter cattle sales 

were not successful because of at least five reasons: 

1. software and hardware problems in the first sale; 

2. grouping livestock in lots which were too small in early sales; 

3. sale times were too late during early sales; 

4. failure of computerized buyers to actively bid; and 

5. order buyer pressure on auction markets operators. 

Three important lessons were learned from the experiences with the 

slaughter cattle program w1'ich have iroplications for implementation of 

future electronic marketing programs. These are: 

1. check and reclieck hardware, software and sales procedures tho-

roughly before the first sale; 

2. use a producer organization to promote, coordinate, and oversee 

sales; and 

3. rrake sure the producer organization has outside bids in case buy-

ers on a new system are reluctant to bid. 
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The proper application of these principles should increase the probabil-

ity that implementation of future electronic marketing programs will be 

successful. 

Surveyed slaughter lamb producer and buyers ir.c ~.cated widespread 

acceptance and support of ELPC' s computerized slaughter lamb c3ales by 

participants in the system. Reasons for the success of the computerized 

lamb sales included: 

1. the ":ell managed and well organized El.PC; 

2. the well designed computerized trading system of EMA; 

3. the support of ELPC by its member producers; 

4. the willingness of progressive buyers to try s new method of pur-

chasing lambs; and 

5. the previous experience of buyers and sellers with the slaughter 

lamb teleauction. 

The mirror-image surveys did, however, suggest four areas in which im-

provements ~ay be made. These include: 

1. the quality of grading; 

2. the size of the various price discounts from the Blue 0 grade; 

3. the degree of flexibility offered large scale producers; and 

4. the educational effort to ELPC members. 

The surveys did suggest that switching from the teleauction sales method 

to computerized sales has increased social welfare. 
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VII. 7 CONCLUDING REMARKS 

This study has built a theoretical base from which tbe broad issues 

of electronic marketing may be examined. It has conceptualized, articu-

lated and illustrated the issues involved in determining the feasibili-

ty, designing , and implementing an electronic marketing system. The 

study has examined the cost and price considerations associated with the 

ELPC computerized slaughter lamb sales and has demonstrated the use of 

the trirror-image survey technique in evaluating electronic marketing 

systems. 

However, most of the inferences have been based on either personal 

experiences with El'iA or data which has been generated from EMA sales. 

Such inferences should be restrained until their robustness has either 

been proven or disproven with further research. Additional research is 

needed in electronic marketing across systems, commodities and different 

sets of participants. The future of electronic marketing looks promis-

ing. However, a truch broader research base (theoretical and empirical) 

is needed if intelligent decisions are to be made regarding electronic 

marketing. 
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Appendix A 

VIRGINIA SLAUGHTER CATTLE PRODUCER QUESTIONNAIRE USED IN 
SYSTEM DESIGN WITH A SUMMARY OF THEIR RESPONSES 

A.1 COVER PAGE 

2. Addre.s.s 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

3. Phone number 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

4. How many head of .slaughter cattle do you .sell through each mark-

eting channel per year? 

Slaughter Cowi> Fed Cattle 

Weekly auctions 811 (97.1%) head/yr. 214 (11. 2%) head/yr. 

Special graded .sale.s N/A head/yr. 510 (26.6%) head/yr. 

Tel-o-auction 0 head/yr. 0 head/yr. 

Direct 17 ( 2.0%) read/yr. 1192(62.2%) head/yr. 

Order buyer 7 ( .9%) head/yr. 0 head/yr. 

5. Pow rrany head of .slaughter cow.s do you normally market in each of 

the following rronth.s? 

58 (7.8'%) Jan. 82(11.1%) 1-lay 64 (8.f.%) Sept. 

53 (7. 2%) Feb. 69 (9.3%) June 104(14 .1%) Oct. 

41 (5.5%) Mar. 46 (6.2%) July 67 (9.1%) Nov. 

37 (5.0%) Apr. 56 (7. 6%) Aug. 63 (8.5%) Dec. 

6. How rrany head of fed cattle do you normally market in each of the 

foll ol-:ing months? 
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77 (3.7%) Jan. 

77 (3.7%) Feb. 

167 (8.1%) Yar. 

24 7 (12. 0%) Apr. 
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224(10.9%) May 

224(10.9%) June 

79 (3.8%) June 

100 (4.8%) Aug. 

87 (4.2%) Sept. 

3 7 3 (18. 1 % ) Oct. 

322(15.6%) Nov. 

87 (4.2%) Dec. 

7. How would you classify the slaughter cows you sel 1 (check only 

one)? 

26 fat 38 medium flesh 2 thin 

8. lihat 1S the average weight of the slaughter cattle you sell? 

slaughter cows 1,086 pounds {Range 700-1,450) 

fed steers 1,096 pounds (Range 1,000-1,200) 

feel heifers 911 pounds (Range 800-1,000) 

A.2 PART I. THE CURRENT SITUATION AND PRESENT ATTITUDES 

1. Do you feel you receive a fair price for the slaughter cows you 

market? 

45 yes 20 No 

If no, "·hy not? Not enough buyers; buyers collude. 

2. Do you feel you receive a fair price for the fed cattle you mark-

et? 

13 Yes 4 No 

If no, l-:hy not? Market adjusts slowly for price increases and 

rapidly for price declines; price here is belo~ midwestern 

quotes. 
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3. Are yo.u satisfied with the convenience (time required, frequency 

of sales, etc.) offered by the marketing method you are presently 

using? 

For slaughter cows: 59 Yes 

titre. 

For fed cattle: 16 Yes 

tirr.e. 

7 No; ~~y? No -takes too much 

1 No; Why? No -takes too much 

4. Would you like to see changes in the marketing system you are now 

using? 

For slaughter cows: 32 Yes 34 No; What type of changes? 

20 more buyers; 5 better physical facilities; 2 electronic mark-

eting; 2 others. 

5. Have you sol~ cattle on the rail or on a carcass weight and grade 

basis? 

29 Yes 54 No 

If yes, is you reaction positive or negative and why? 11 po.'li-

tive, l~ negative; negative - just didn't like, low price, low 

weights, cidn't get as l!'uch money; positive - good if you have 

good cattle. 

6. If the packer were willing to allow you or your representative to 

observe his plant operations w~enever you choose, would it make 

selling on the rail 

12 much ~ore acceptable 

17 slightly more acceptable 
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48 wouldn't change my attitude towards selling 

on tbe rai 1 

7. Assume it takes 10 hours from the time the cattle are weighed un-

til they reach the packing plant. On a liveweight basis, what 

percent shrink of weight loss would you expect? 

5.80 (Range 1.5-15) % for slaughter cows 

4.13 (Range .5-10) % for fed cattle 

If these same cattle were sold by carcass weight would you expect 

tissue (carcass) shrink to be a problem? 

13 Yes 37 No If yes, what percent shrink 

would you expect? 

2.12 (Range 1-4.5) % for slaughter cows 

cattle 

No Answers % for fed 

8. Assume each slaughter animal is sold by carcass weight and grade. 

Would you be willing to comingle your cattle with other similar 

cattle and sell them as a group if you thought you could get a 

better price? 

8 No, if no why not? 

better price anyway. 

Just don't want to; ~ouldn't get a 

72 Yes, if yes, how much price increase do you feel would 

be appropriate? $1.63 per cwt., (Range $.60-$8.00) 

9. Assume an electronic marketing system exists which sells slaught-

er cattle by descriptior and which has 10 or more buyers tied 

. : 
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into the system. Compared to your present marketing costs would 

you be willing to pay 

42 More 3 The Same 

per head to sel 1 cattle over such a system. \o'ould your answer 

change if you could leave the cattle on the farm until they are 

sold? 

42 Yes 34 No I would be wi 11 i ng to pay $10. 6 7, (Range 

$1.00-$50.00) per head more to sell the cattle while they are 

still on the farm. 

10. Do you have any objections to an auction system that uses regres-

sive bidding rather than progressive bidding? 

45 No 26 Yes 12 Uncertain 

Why? Yes uPfamiliar with regressive bidding, buyers may col-

lude, will bring lower price. 

11. Do you think slaughter cattle can be sold effectively from the 

viewpoint of the seller, when the buyer cannot see the cattle and 

trade is on a description basis? 

41 Yes 27 No 

Why? No - would still want to see the cattle. 

12. ~nich procedure would you prefer? 

22 1) the cattle are sold by description on the farm and are de-

livered to a pickup point on a day the buyer specifies (within a 

week of purchase) 
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33 2) the cattle are Bold by deBcription at an assembly point 

such as a local auction, etc. 

Would you say your choice above is 

13 much better 23 a little better 32 about the same as the 

second choice? 

13. Do you think the trend l>:e are seeing to"-ard tel-o-auctions or 

other electronic methods of selling cattle is a desirable trend? 

60 Yes 10 No 

~'hy? Yes - should increase number of buyers, should increase ef-

ficiency; No - satisfied with present system. 

14. Would you be interested in marketing any of your slaughter cattle 

by tel-o-auction or other electronic medium? 

53 Yes 19 No 11 Uncertain 

Why? Yes - willing to try; no - satisfied with present system, 

too much trouble; uncertain - need to know more about it. 

15. In an electronic marketing system how would you prefer to sell 

your cattle? 

41 each set of cattle is auctioned separately 

25 conduct the auction and let the high bidder pick one or more 

lots and then repeat the procedure on the remaining lots 
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A.3 PART II. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

1. For slaughter cattle of the same class, how rruch difference can 

there be in value between anirrals? 

slaughter cows $ 7.46 per cwt. (Range $0-20) 

fed steers $ 6.16 per cwt. (Range $1.50-17.00) 

fed heifers $ 6.10 per cwt. (Fange $1.50-16.00) 

2. Besides livel•'eight, what is the single most important determinant 

of value in slaughter cattle? 

26 quality grade, 19 dressing percent, 6 yield grade, 4 breed, 4 

age, 3 others slaughter cattle 

8 quality grade, 4 dressing percent, 2 yield grade fed cattle 

3. Rank in order of importance (l=most important) all the following 

you feel should be used in describing a slaughter animal if trade 

is on the basis of description of live animals and the buyer can-

not see the cattle? 

Slaughter Cows Fed Cattle 

Times Average Times Average 
Chosen Rank Chosen Rank 

Sex N/A N/A 16 1.00 
Breed 38 3.08 4 4.12 
Age in years 74 2.67 3 3.67 
Li velo:eig1' t (estirrated) 12 2.58 0 N/A 
I.i vel-ce i gh t (l>.·eighed) 51 3. 18 14 3.29 
Oualtiy grade 46 2.26 13 2.31 
Yield rrade 29 2.52 e 3.00 
Dressing percent (yield) 24 2.33 6 4.00 
Arrount of flesh or finish 37 2. Li 6 5 5.20 
Fill 8 3.50 4 4.25 
State of 1'ealth 35 2.34 4 4.50 
Other 0 N/A 0 N/A 
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4. If you were the pacyer, would you be willing to buy cattle on a 

live basis using the terminology or descriptive terms you identi-

fied in f/3? 

72 Yes 10 No 

If yes, what questions concerning the cattle would still be unan-

swered? 

None; reputation of producer; origin of cattle; history of anti-

biotic used; bruise damange. 

What would you do to offset these unanswered questions? 

Discount price; wouldn't buy. 

If no, what other conditions would you require? 

Would still want to see the cattle. 

5. Eow t.'ould you like to sell your slaughter cattle if they were 

sole live on a description basis? 

56 1) Competitive bids on each ardmal or groups of 1 ike kind in 

ter~s of sex, breed, class and weight. 

19 2) Competitive bids on an average animal with price premiums 

and discounts tied to the differences by grade, weight, finish, 

etc. in some market report such as the yellow sheet. 

6. If the cattle are being bought on the rail or on a carcass grade 

and weight basis, what variablies do you feel need to be identi-
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fied to sort the cattle into loads so the buyer will know what he 

is getting? 

Sex 
Breed 
Age in years 
Liveweight (estimated) 
Liveweight (weighed) 
Quality grade 
Yield Grade 
Dressing percent (yield) 
Amount of flesh or finish 
Fill 
State of health 
Other 

Times Chosen 
Slaughter Cows Fed 

N/A 
32 
19 
58 

4 
40 
25 
27 
33 

9 
29 
0 

Cattle 
14 

9 
4 

11 
2 

11 
7 

10 
5 
6 
3 
0 

7. If the cattle are sold on the rail, what carcass characteristics 

should be used to describe carcasses of different value which 

ought to go at different prices? 

Slaughter cows Fed cattle 

Carcass weight 64 15 

'{r;hat l-:eight increments? 91.10 lbs. 82.14 lbs. 

Quality grade (USDA grade) 63 15 

Yield grade (USDA grade) 62 15 

Sex of animal (if fed cattle) N/A 13 

Other 
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A.4 PART III. PERFORY.ANCE GUARANTEES 

1. Assutre ycu are sell inF cattle through a new system which de-

scribes the cattle and sells them before they leave the farm. 

You later haul the cattle to a collection point to be picked up 

by the buyer. When do you think title to the cattle (and liabil-

ity for death loss, etc.) should change? 

50-wt>en delivered to assembly point; 10-when loaded on buyers 

truck; 10-when sold; 7-when loaded at the farm; 5-when weighed. 

2. Another approach would be to have you move your cattle to a local 

holding facility and have them described there and sold to buyers 

who buy on a description basis. ~hen should the title of owner-

ship (and liability) change? 

43-when delivered to assetrbly point; 30-when sold; 3-when loaded 

on buyers truck; 3-when loaded at the farm; 1-when weighed. 

3. ~ould you be willing to sell cattle under an agreement where you 

guarantee live delivery to the packing plant, if you thought you 

could receive a higher price? 59 Yes 23 No 

If yes, how much higher would the price have to be? $2.24 per 

cwt. (Fange $0-8) 

If no, ~hy not? Don't know how truckers ~ill treat the cattle; 

don't have any control over the cattle. 

4. If tliere "'as a trarketing orFanization providing the connection 

between you and the buyer and handling the sale by telephone or 

other electronic tr.edium, do you think it would 1l1ake sense for the 
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marketing organization to guarantee live delivery to the packing 

plant? 

Why? 

48 Yes 32 No 

Yes-just makes sense; No-paclcer and trucker should ahare 

the responsibility after the cattle are picked up. 

If yes, how should the cost of this guarantee be met? 24-by pro-

ducers and packers; 11-by producers; 6-by packers. 

5. If t1'e buyer were asked to accept the liability of death lou 

after the cattle left your fart11, do you think this would influ-

ence their price bids? 

51 Yes 24 No 

If yes, how much? $2.32 per cwt. (Range $.25-9.00) 

6. In a ~arketing system ~here trading occurs by telephone or other 

electronic medium, what arrangement would you like to see to in-

sure the performance of both buyer and seller? 

Buyer 

12 oral agreement 

38 written contract 

31 written contract with performance bond 

other 
--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Why? 

Seller 

21 oral agreement 

48 written contract 

11 written contract with performance bond 

other 
--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Why? 

A.5 PART IV. ORGANIZATION AND OPERATION 

1. Assume an electronic marketinr orranization is established. Who 

or what groups should own and control the organization? 

29-producers and packers; 26-producers; 15-third party; 4 produc-

er, packer and third party; 3 other combinations. 

How should the organization be financed? 

38-producers and packers; 32-producers; 1-packers; I-indifferent. 

2. The current system is based on direct movement, order buyer ac-

tivity, and local auction markets. Shold local auction markets 

be involved in a new system where cattle are sold by description? 

63 Yes 16 No 

If yes, what role should they play? assembly; weighing; arrang-

ing turcking; accepting and dispursing payments; agent. 

3. Producers are sellers and packers are buyers. There is a natural 

conflict of interest. If cattle are sold by description on a 

liveweight basis, should there be SOll'e objective third party out-

sid~ t~e warket or~anization to grade or describe the cattle or 

do you feel the marketing organization should handle this task? 

67-third party; 14-marketing organization 

Why? 1hird party - more objective, more likely to be able to 

grade cattle correctly; market organization - why pay third par-

ty, don't like state graders. 
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4. Assume you are selling cattle through an electronic marketing 

system whj ch has at 1 east teri buyers tied into the system. Do 

you feel "no sale" provisions t.·ould be necessary to insure you 

always yet a fair price? 45 Yes 38 ~o; If yes, which "no 

sale" provisions would be acceptable to you? 

61 1) You set a minimum price when you consign the cattle 

77 2) You give the marketing organization the authority to stop 

sales when it feels the bids are not reflecting a fair 

market price. 

0 3) other 

5. In the event of a disagreement between a particular buyer and 

seller ~hen cattle are sold by description, who should settle the 

dispute? 

31 the manager of the marketing organization 

20 Board of Directors of the marketing organization 

19 independent third party 

0 other 
~~~~~~~~~~ 

6. In the event of a disagreement between a particularr buyer or 

seller and the marketing organization which is the middle man in 

sales by description, who should settle the disputes? 

9 a special producer committee 

33 Board of Directors of the marketing organization 

21 independent third party 

0 other 
~~~~~~~~-
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EASTERN PACKER QUESTIONNAIRE USED IN SYSTE¥ DESICN WITH A SUMNARY 

OF THEIR RESPONSES 

A.6 COVER PAGE 

2. Address 

3. Phone number 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

4. Pot..' roany head of slaughter cows do you buy through each marketing 

channel per year? How many fed cattle? 

Slaughter Cows Fed Cattle 

Weekly auctions 304' 877 (68.9%) 15,415 (17.8%) 

Special graded sales N/A 2,453 ( 2.8%) 

Tel-o-auction 100 ( .1%) 100 ( .1%) 

Direct 28,940 ( 6.5%) 55,775 (64.3%) 

Order buyer 108,267 (24.5%) 13,060 (15.0%) 

Frore Virginia 114 '852 ( 2E.0%) 17,111 09.7%) 

5. How many head of slaughter cows do you normally buy each week? 

598 hd./wk average, Range 50-2,613 hd./wk. 

6. How many head of fed cattle do you normally buy each week? 

374 hd./wk. average, Range 40-2,000 hd./wk. 

7. ~hat percent of your slaughter cattle are bought FOB plant? 

Slaughter cows 29.6%, Range 0-80%; Fed cattle 30.9%, Range 

0-90% 

242 
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8. Do you have a Federal grader in your plant 

8 Daily? 6 plants average 1.9 days per week? 5 no grader 

Do you have a state or Federal inspector in your plant 18 Daily? 

2 plants average 3 days per week? 

9. What type of slaughter cows do you buy? 

8 all types 

1 commercial 

5 utility breaker 

8 utility boner 

10 cutter 

6 canner 

10. What l.S the average weight of the slaughter cattle you 

slaughter CO\\'S 1090 pounds, (Range 900-1,360 lbs.) 

fed steers 1070 pounds, (Range 900-1,250 lbs.) 

fed heifers 923 pounds, (Range 800-1,100 lbs.) 

PART I. THE CURRENT SITUATION .AND PRESENT ATTITUDES 

buy? 

1. Do you feel you get your slaughter cows bought at a reasonable 

cost into the plant? 

15 Yes 4 No 

If no, l-:hy not? 

2. Do you feel you get your fed cattle bought at a reasonable cost 

into the plant? 

10 Yes 4 No 

If no, why not? 

3. Are you satisfied with the convenience (ti~e required, frequency 

of sales, etc.) offered by the procurement method you are pre-

sently using? 
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For .slaughter cows: 14 Yes 6 No; Why? 

For fed cattle: 10 Yes 4 No; Why? 

4. Would you like to see changes in the procurement system you are 

now u1:iing? 

3 No 16 Yes: What type of changes? Cheaper procurement 

costs; Spend less time buying; use outweights; schedule kill. 

5. Have you bought cattle on the rail or on a carcass weight and 

grade basis? 

18 Yes 2 No 

If yes, is your reaction positive or negative and why? 

IS-positive, 2 negative_. Positive - get tdiat you pay for; Nega-

tive - too much trouble. 

If no, wculd you be willing to buy on the rail? I Yes 

I Uncertain 

0 No 

6. If you are now buying or are willing to buy on the rail would you 

allow producers or their representative to observe your plant op-

erations ~henever they choose? 

Why? Would encourage it. 

20 Yes 0 No 

7. Assu111e it takes JO hours frcll' the time the cattle are weighted 

until they reach the packing plant. On a liveweight basis, what 

percent shrink or weight loss would you expect? 

4.5% (Range 3-11%) for slaughter cows 

3.6% (Range 1-8.5%) for fed cattle 
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If these same cattle "·ere sold by carcass \./eight, l>.'Ould you 

expect tissue (carcass) shrink to be a problem? 2 Yes 

If yes, what percent shrink would you expect? 

2.5% for slaughter cows 1.3% for fed cattle 

7 No 

8. If producers comingled their cattle so you could buy truck loads 

of fairly uniform cattle at one location, would you pay more for 

these cattle than for the same cattle at 3-4 separate locations? 

20 Yes 0 No 

If no, "'PY not? If yes, how truch more? 7 

responding averaged $.35 per cwt., 13 no answers Most no answers 

said they l-:ould pay at least the savings in transportation ex-

pense. 

9. Assume an electronic marketing system exists which provides in-

forrnat ion on the number of slaughter cattle being offered for 

sale (by location and grade) and sells the cattle by description. 

Would you be willing to pay a fee to tie into this system (assume 

all questions about description are worked out to your satisfac-

ti on)? 12 Yes 6 No 

If no, why not? Producers responsibility 

If yes, cotrpared to your present procurement cost would you be 

willing to pay 3 more, 8 the same, or 1 less per head? Would 

your answer change if you could decide what day the cattle could 

be picked up? 

7 No 10 Yes - I would be willing to pay $.24 per cwt. more to 

schedule the pick-up date on the cattle. 
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10. Do you have any objections to an auction system that uses regres-

sive bidding rather than progressive bidding? 9. No 9 Yes; 

Why? 

Yes - unfamiliar with system, prefer old system; No - regressive 

system is best, big guy can't push little guy around. 

11. Do you think slaughter cattle can be bought fr01I' your viewpoint, 

when you cannot see the cattle and trade is on a description ba-

sis? 

15 Yes 5 No; t--'by? No - want to see the cattle; Yes - must 

have accurate description, will know with experience. 

12. ~bich procedure would you prefer? 

18 1) the cattle are held on the farm and then are 

delivered to a pick-up point on the day you 

specify (within a week of purchase) 

2 2) the cattle go to an assembly point where they should 

be picked-up in 24 hours 

Would you say your choice above is 10 rruch better, 6 a little 

better, er 1 about the same as the second choice? 

13. De JOU think the trend we are seeing toward tele-auctions or oth-

er electronic methods of selling cattle is a desirable trend? 

12 Yes 2 ~o; ~hy? Yes - more efficient, less cost, opens new 

procurement crannels; No - no small lots 

14. In an ~lectronic marketing system, how irrportant is it to you to 

have a description of all the lots of cattle available before the 

sale is begun? 
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12 essential 6 ill'portant slightly important 1 not 

important 

~hy? ran plan buying 

15. If you have seen description of all the cattle by number, grade, 

and location, which of the following procedures would you prefer? 

15 each setof cattle is auctioned separately 

5 conduct the auction and let the high bidder pick 

one or wore lots and then repeat procedure on the remaining 

lots. 

A.7 PART II. PRODUCT DESCRIPTION 

I. For slaughter cattle of the same class, how much difference can 

there be in value between anireals? 

slaughter cows $9.33 per cwt., (Range $0-15.00) 

fed steers $4.50 per cwt., (Range $0-10.00) 

fed lieif ers $4.83 per cwt., (Range $0-10.00) 

2. You buy cows or fed cattle by the load. Put a price on the best 

and "or.st individual animal in the average or typical load if you 

have: 

A. A load of fed steers at $60.00 per cwt. (all grade 
cl~oi ce) 

The best steer is worth $63.17 per cwt. 
The "orst steer ·is worth $54.94 per cwt. 

B. A load of canner and cutter slaughter COl>.'S at 
$50.00 per cwt. 

The best cow is worth $54.96 per cwt. 
The worst cow is worth $44.77 per cwt. 
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3. Besides liveweight, what is the single most important determinant 

of value in slaughter cattle? 

10 dressing percent, 7 quality grade, 2 finish, 1 fill slaughter 

9 yield grade, 7 quality grade, 2 dressing percent fed cat-

tle 

4. Rank in order of importance (1 = most iroportant) all the followng 

5. 

you feel should be used in describing a slaughter animal if trade 

1s on the basis of description of the live animals and you cannot 

see the cattle. 

Sex 
Breed 
Age in years 
Live~eight (estimated) 
J.iveweigl~t (weighed) 
Qualtiy grade 
Yield grade 
Dressing percent (yield) 
Amount of flesh or finish 
Fill 
State of health 
Other location 

grub treatment 
roud 

Slaughter Cows 

Times 
Chosen 

N/A 
16 

3 
12 
13 

17 
6 

19 
8 
6 

11 
1 
1 
0 

Average 
Fank 

tv./A 
2.00 
5.33 
1. 75 
1.E2 
2.12 
2.17 
1.47 
1. 75 
3.50 
2.73 
1.00 
1.00 
N/A 

Fed Cattle 

Times 
Chosen 

13 
14 

5 
10 
10 
14 
14 

6 
2 
2 
3 
1 
l 
1 

Average 
Rank 
1.31 
2.43 
1.00 
1.50 
1.20 
1. 71 
1.64 
2.17 
2.50 
1.00 
3.00 
1.00 
1.00 
5.00 

Would you be willing to buy cattle on a live basis using the ter-

minology or descriptive terms you identified in #4? 

18 Yes 2 No 

If yes, what questions concerning the cattle would still be 

unanswered? Feeding conditions, grub treatment, weighing 

conditions; most said no questions would be left. 
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What would you do to offset these unanswered questions? 

Discount price. 

If no, what other conditions would you require? 

Would want to see the cattle. 

6. If the cattle are being bought on the rail or on a carcass grade 

and weight basis, what variables do you feel need to be identi-

fied to sort the cattle into loads so you will know what you are 

getting? 
Time Chosen 

Slaughter Cows Fed Cattle 

Sex N/A 15 
Breed 17 13 
Age in years 2 5 
Liveweight (estimated) 18 13 
Liveweight (weighed) 9 6 
Quality grade 18 15 
Yield grade 5 16 
Dressing percent (yield) 9 1 
Fill 3 2 
State of health 8 2 
Other amt. of finish 5 1 

how fed 0 1 

7. If the cattle are sold on the rail, what carcass characteristics 

should be used to describe carcasses of different value which 

ought to go at different prices? 

Carcass weight 
what weight increments? 

Quality grade (USDA grade) 
Yield grade (USDA grade) 
Sex of animal (if fed cattle) 
Other color of fat 

Slaughter Cows Fed Cattle 

19 
77 lbs. 
18 

8 
N/A 

1 

14 
120 lbs. 

14 
14 
14 

1 

*In cows: 2 wanted break at 350, 3 at 400, 2 at 450, and 1 

<300 and >500. For fed cattle: 1 wanted break at 

650, 1 at 550, 1 at 500 and 900. 
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A.8 PART III. PERFORMANCE GUARANTEES ----
1. Assume you are buying cattle through a new system which describes 

the cattle and sells them before they leave the farm. The pro-

ducer later hauls the cattle to a collection point to be picked 

up by you. When do you think title to the cattle (and liability 

for death loss, etc.) should change? 

16-when loaded on buyers truck; 2-when weighed; 2-when the cattle 

reach the packing plant. 

2. Another approach would be to have the producer move his cattle to 

a local holding facility ~here they are then described and sold 

on a description basis. When should ne title of ownership (and 

liability) change? 

11-when loaded on the buyers truck; 4-when sold; 2-when the cat-

tle reach the packing plant; I-when weighed. 

3. Would you prefer the producer guarantee 1 ive delivery to the 

packing plant if it required either a fee or a higher price for 

the cattle? 

8 Yes 11 No 

If yes, what would be a reasonable aroount? $.23 per cwt., (Range 

$.035-.50) 

If no, "·hy not? l'1ot feasib1 e; would expect it anyway, not fair 

to proclucers. 

4. !f U:ere t-·as a TI"arketing organization providing t1'e connection 

between you and the seller and hancling the sale by telephone or 
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other el~ctronic medium, do you think it would make sense for the 

marketing organization to guarantee live delivery to the packing 

plant? 7 Yes 9 No 

Why? Not feasible; producer should do it. 

If yes, how should the cost of this guarantee be roet? 

1-by producers; 1-by packers; 1-by producers and packers. 

5. If you were asked to accept the liability fo death loss after the 

cattle left the farm, would this influence your price bids? 

15 Ye::; 3 No; If yes, how much $.50 per cwt. 

6. In a marketing sy::;tem where trading occurs by telephone or other 

electronic medium, \.:hat arrangement::; would you like to see to in-

::;ure the performance of both buyer and seller? Buyer 

18 oral agreement 

2 written contract 

0 written contract with performance bond 

0 other 

Why? 

Seller 

12 oral agreement 

2 written contract 

0 written contract with performance bond 

0 other 

\..'hy? 
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PART IV. OFCANIZATION Mm OPERATION 

1. Assume an electronic marketing organization is established. Who 

or what groups should own and control the organization? 

5-producers; 5-third party; 5 doesn't matter. 

How should the organization be financed? 

7-by producers; 4-by both producers and packers; 1-doe•n't mat-

ter. 

2. The current system is based on direct moverrent, order buyer ac-

tivity, and local auction markets. Shold local auction markets 

be involved in a new system where cattle are sold by description? 

11 Yes 6 No 

If yes, what role should they play? assembly; weighing 

3. Producers are sellers and packers are buyers. There is a natural 

conflict cf interest. If cattle are sold by description on a 

live"eight basis, should there be some objective third party out-

side the rrarket organization to grade or describe the cattle or 

do you feel the rrarketing organization should handle this task? 

10-third party; 6-marketing organization 

~~y? Third party - more unbiased. 

4. Assume you are buying cattle through an electronic marketing sys-

tem "·liich lias at least nine other buyers tied into the system. 

Do you feel that sufficient competition \Wuld exist to insure 

that bid prices would always be a reasonable approxitr.ation of 
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true slaughter value? 19 Yes 1 t\o If the marketing 13ystem 

contained ''no sale" provisions, which would be acceptable to you? 

In 

8 1) the producer sets a minimu~ price when he 
consigns the cattle to 
the marketing organization 

9 2) the producer gives the rr.arketing organization 
the 

authority to stop sales when it feels the 
bids are not reflecting a fair 
trarket price 

0 3) other 
3 4) no sale provisions would not be acceptable to me 

the event of a disagreement between a particular buyer and 

seller when cattle are sold by description, who Bhould Bettle the 

diL'lpute? 

12 the manager of the marketing organization 

4 Board cf Directors of the marketing organization 

2 independent third party 

1 other doeL'ln't matter 

6. In tloe event of a disagreement between a particularr buyer or 

seller and the marketing organization whic~ is the widdle man in 

L'lales by description, who should settle the disputes? 

1 a special producer committee 

7 Board of Directors of the marketing organization 

4 independent third party 

0 other 
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ARTICIES OF INCOPPOPATION OF ELECTRONIC MARKETINC ASSOCIATION, INC. 

This is to certify that the undersigned desire to associate them-

selves to establish a corporation not organized for profit and in which 

no capital stock is required or issued, under and by virtue of Chapter 2 

of Title 13.i of the Code of Virginia, and the Acts of the General As-

sembly amendatory thereof and supplemental thereto, and to that end set 

forth the following: 

A - The name of the corporation hereinafter referred to as the cor-

poration, shall be ElECTRONIC ¥ARKETING ASSOCIATION, INC. 

B - The purpose for which the corporation is formed and the powers 

which, in addition to those conferred by law, it shall have are as fol-

lows: 

1. To encourage and promote more effective marketing of agricultural 

products through the use of electronic marketing. 

2. To provide electronic marketing services to agricultural produc-

ers, processors, auctions, packers, buyers, wholesalers, retail-

ers and others involved in marketing agricultural products. 

3. To organize and operate the agricultural 111arketing servicei; in 

suc!i a wDy that no part of tlie net income of tlie corporation 

srall inure to any rnernber or other individual. 
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4. To have and possess and exercise any and all of the powers con-

ferred by law on like corporations. 

C - The directors constituting the initial Foard of Directors shall 

hold office until the first annual meeting of the tr1embers. Thereafter 

the directors not more than twenty (20) and not leu than three (3), 

shall be elected by the tr1err.bers as follows: One-third Cl/3), or as 

nearly as rr.ay be, of the directors shall be elected for one year, and 

one-third (1/3), or as nearly as may be, of the directors sliall be 

elected for two yeers, and one-tliird (1/3), or as nearly as may be, of 

the directors shall be elected for three years, and thereafter each di-

rector shall be elected for three years. 

The tr.embers of the corporation shall elect the directors in accor-

dance with, and subject to, such rules as set forth in the by-laws of 

the corporation, to the extent such rules are not inconsistent with this 

charter or lat-:. 

D - There shall be only one class of tr1embers of the corporation and 

any producer or marketer of an agricultural product interested in the 

advancement of electronic marketing of agricultural products may become 

a member of the corporation by agreeing to comply with the bylaws of the 

corporation and said members shal 1 have full voting rights. 
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E - The address of the initial registered office of the corporation 

shall be , Daleville, Virginia, 24083, which is in the Coun-

ty of Potetourt and the initial registered agent at such address shall 

be , "'ho is resident of Virginia and a director of 

the corporation. 

F - The number of directors constituting the initial Board of Di-

rectors is ten {10) and the names and addresses of the persons who are 

to serve as the initial Directors are: 

Delaplane, VA 22025 

, VA 24523 

Culpeper, VA 22701 

, Verona, VA 24482 

, Pulaski, VA 24482 

Draper, VA 24324 

22801 

24134 

, Harrisonburg, VA 

, Pearisburg, VA 

, Richmond, A 23261 

Daleville, VA 24083 

The duration of the association shall be perpetual. Given undet my hand 

this day of ------ 1980. 
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Incorporators 



Appendix D 

BY-JAWS CF El.ECTRONIC ¥AFKETING ASSOCIATION, INC. 

A Non-Stock Associatin Incorporated Under Chapter 2 of Title 13.1 

of the Code of Virginia 

ARTICLE I 

PURPOSE 

The members of this corporation have voluntarily associated them-

selves together into an organization to carry out the following purposes 

as set forth in the certificate of incorporation: 

1. To encourage and promote more effective marketing of agricultural 

products through the use of electronic marketing. 

2. To provide electronic marketir.g services to agricultural produc-

ers, processors, auctions, packers, buyers, wholesalers, retail-

ers,and others involved in marketing agricultural products. 

3. To organize and operate the agricultural marketing services in 

such a ~'ay that no part of the net income of the corporation 

shall inure to any member or other individual. 

4. To have and possess and exercise any and all other powers confer-

red by law on like corporations. 

ARTICLE II 

MEMBERS 

258 
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Section 1. l-'e1!'.bership. Any corporation, finr., association, part-

nership or person who contracts for and patronizes the electronic mark-

eting or other services of the corporation, pays such membership fees, 

makes such initial capital investment, or meets other conditions as may 

be prescribed by the board of directors, may hecome a member of the cor-

poration. 

Section 2. l:'uties of ¥embers. Each 1!'ernber shall in good faith 

comply with tliese by-laws and any amencltl'ents thereto duly adopted and 

with rules and regulations adopted by the association and ":ith terms and 

conditions of any and all agreements with the association. The conduct 

of the rnember in all rratters shall not be detrimental to the rights and 

interests of the association. 

Section 3. Resignation, Suspension or Termination. Any member may 

resign their trerrbership upon giving notice in writing to the secretary. 

Upon failure of tre rrerrber to patronize a spor.sored activity of the as-

sociation during a period of two preceding years prior to the date of 

any annual rreeting, or to pay the prescribed dues, the member will auto-

matically be drcpped from roembership. ~embership shall tenriinate when 

the member ~ithdraws, or the board of directors cancel the membership. 

The board shal 1 l-ave the rirht at all titres to dismiss any member 

who has been judred by a t¥o-thirds vote of the board to be acting con-
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trary to the purposes and interest of the associatio~ provided that any 

such roember shall have the opportunity to appear in his own defense be-

fore the n.ext regular or special 111eeting of the metrbership. In such 

case the dismissed member may be reinstated by a two-thirds vote of the 

members present. 

Section 4. I iabi 1 i ty. Except for debts lawfully contracted bet-

ween him and the association, no member shall be liable for the debts of 

the association to an amount exceeding the sum remaining unpaid on his 

subscription to capital in the association, including any unpaid balance 

or any promissory notes given in payment thereof. 

Section 5. Annual Meeting. The annual meeting of the association 

shall be held each year during the month of February, the exact time and 

place to be deter111ined by the board of directors. 

Section 6. Special Yeetings. The board of directors shall have 

the right to call a special meeting of the tre111bership at any time. Ten 

percent (10 percent) of the members may file a petition stating the spe-

cific business to be brought before the association and demand a special 

meeting of the membersliip. Such nieeting shall thereupon be called by 

the President and Secretary. 

Section 7. Notice. Notice of all 111embership rneetinrs, together 

with a statement of the purposes thereof, shall he mailed to each member 

at least 10 days, but no trore than 50 days, prior to the meeting. No 
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business shall be transacted at special meetings other than that refer-

red to in the call. Notices and services thereof may be waived in writ-

1ng or by the attendance in person, of all the members. 

Section 8. Quorum. Two percent (2%) of the members, present in 

person or represented by proxy, shall constitute a quorum for the tran-

saction of business of any meeting. A meeting may be adjourned from 

tiree to ti~e by those present until the quorum is obtained. 

Section 9. Payment of Dues and Voting Rights. Only qualified mem-

bers, who have patronized the activities of the corporation at least 

once during the two years preceding any annual meeting and paid the pre-

scribed dues, shall vote and each such member shall have one vote and 

only one vote at all meetings of the membership or each question pre-

sented. Firus, partnerships, corporations, or associations may be 

represented by a duly authorized individual, associate, officer, or mem-

ber thereof, who shall register with the Secretary prior ta any regular 

or special meeting and who srall vote for the fir111, partnership, corpo-

ration, or association which he represents. 

Section 10. Proxy Voting. Proxy voting shall be permitted under 

such conditions as may be prescribed by the board of directors. 

ARTIClF III 

DIRECTOFS A~D OFFICF.RS 
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Section I. Number and Composition. The business of this corpora-

tion shall be managed atld conducted by a Board of Directors cOll!posed of 

at least six (6) but not trore than twenty (20) directors. The board 

shall be composed of persons who represent any corporation, finn, asso-

ciation, partnership, or persons who are members of the association. 

Section 2. ri rector Fepresentation. Insofar as possible, di rec-

tors shall represent members in proportion to the dollar volume of busi-

ness each trember conducted with the corporation during the preceeding 

two (2) years. Directors shall be selected as (a) allocated directors 

or as (b) at large directors. 

(a) Allocated Directors Allocated directors shall 
represent larre dollar volume users and shall be selected by 
the rrember as their director to the association. A member may 
qualify for one or more allocated directors based on the mem-
ber's share of the total dollar voluwe. The number of direc-
tors allocated to a trember shall be proportional to the mem-
ber's share of the dollar volume of business conducted during 
the h·o previous years reduced to the nearest whole nut11ber. 
For exarrple, if the total number of directors is assumed to be 
10, then 10 to 19.9% of the volutre would qualify for one di-
rector, 20 to 29.~7' would qualify for h:o cirectors and mem-
bers with vclmres of le,;s than 10~ would be represented by 
more than one-half of the total nutrber of directors of the as-
sociation. 

(b) At-large Directors - •1etrbers tdth insufficient voluem to 
qualify for an allocated director shall be represented by at-
large director,;. ?-'embers qualifying for at-large directors 
shall be entitled to one vote for each at-larFe director va-
cancy. 
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Section 3. rirector ~omination and Reallocation. At least six (6) 

months prior to each annual 1reeting the Director No111ination and Reallo-

cation Cowmittee srall submit to the board a plan for the next fiscal 

year for the total number of directors, the number of allocatd and at-

large directors, and the dollar volume represented by each. The board 

must approve this or a reodified plan at least four (4) months prior to 

the annual rreeting. 

Members qualifying for allocated directors shall be notified of the 
. 

allocation at least three (3) 111onths prior to the annual meeting. Such 

merrbers shall select their on1 clirector prior to the annual meeting. 

The Nominations and Real 1 ocation C'orr.mittee shall solicit nominations for 

the at-large directorships from mewbers not qualifying for allocated di-

rectors. At least (2) nominees shall be nominated for each at-large va-

cancy. 

Section 4. Advisors to the Board. The president, subject to con-

finr.ation of the board, shall appoint one or more advisors to the board 

to represent land grant universities and state departments of agricul-

ture. 

Section S. Election of Directors. Each director shall be elected 

for a term of three (3) years and any director may succeed himself for a 

second term of three years and then may not be returned to the board un-

til one (1) year has elapsed. The imtrediate past president shall remain 

on the board for one year if not serving an elected tenr. No director, 
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during the tern1 of his office, shall be party to a contract with the 

corporation differing in any way from those accorded other tr.etr.bers of 

the corporation. 

Section 6. Transition. All directors elected prior to the 1982 

Annual Meeting shall complete their elected terms. Directors succeeding 

these directors shall be elected as al located or at-large directors 

based on dollar volurr.e of business. At-large directors rr.ay be elected 

at the first annual meeting following the adoption of these by-laws. 

Section 7. Officers. The Board of Directors may meet immediately 

but not later than 30 days following the annual meeting and shall elect 

a president and a vice-president from atrong theroselves, and a treasurer 

and a secretary or a secretary-treasurer, who may or may not be a member 

of the corporation. Such offices shall hold office for one year, or un-

til their successors are duly elected and qualified, unless earlier re-

moved by deatt, resignation, or for cause. The board shal 1 also have 

the power to elect or appoint a general manager and any other officers 

or assistant officers that shall be found necessary in the operation of 

the corporation, who may or may not be a member of the corporation. 

Section 8. Meetings and Attendance. The Board of Directors shall 

meet at least quarterly at a place and time set by the President. Spe-

cial meetings of the hoard of directors shall be held upon call of the 

President or upon written request of a majority of the directors. 
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Whenever a board member fails to attend three (3) consecutive meet-

ings and in the judgement of the other board members there are no exten-

uating circumdtsnces' then the board shall declare ne directorship va:... 

cant. 

Section 9. ~otice of Meetings. Notice of both regular and special 

meetings dhall be mailed by the secretary to each member of the board at 

his last known post office addrE~J not less than ten (10) days before 

any such meeting; however, such notice may be waived in writing, or by 

the attendance iP person of all of the directors. 

Section 10. Ouorum. A majority of the board of directors shall 

constitute a quorum at any meeting of the board. 

Section 11. Vacancies. When a vacancy on the board of directors 

occurs, other than by expiration of term, the remaining board members, 

by a majority vote, may fill tlie vacancy until the annual meeting, when 

the membership of the association shall elect a director for the balance 

of the term. 

Section 12. Cotrpensation. The compensation, if any, of the mem-

bers of the board of directors and of the executive c01111r.ittee shall be 

determined by the board subject to approval of the members at any annual 

or special meeting of the association, provided; however, that no member 

of the board other than one who is acting as an officer of the associa-

tion and receiving a regular salary theefore, shall receive compensation 
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or allowance for services rendered the association for more than thirty 

(30) days in any one year, exclusive of the periods for which compensa-

tion is paid for attendance at director's meetings or at meetings of the 

executive comrr.ittee. 

ARTICLE IV 

DUTIES OF DIRECTORS 

Section l. Responsibi 1 ites. The board of directors st-all have 

general responsibility for the control of the association and its af-

fairs, and st-all make all rules and regulations not incondistent with 

law, or with these by-laws, for the roanagement of the association and 

the guidance of the members, officers, employees and agents. 

Section 2. Bonds and Insurance. The board of directors shall re-

quire all officers, agents and employees charged by the corporation with 

responsibility for the custody of its funds, on negotiable instruments, 

to give adequate bond. Such bonds, unless cash security is given, shall 

be furnished by a responsible bor.~ing company and approved by the board 

of directors. The board shall provide for the adequate insurance of the 

property of the corporation, or property which Fay be in the possession 

of the corporation, or stored by it, or not otherwise adequately in-

sured, and in addition for adequate insurance covering liability for ac-

cidents to all employees. 
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Sction 3. Audits. At least once in each year the board of direc-

tors shal 1 secure the services of a competent and disinterested public 

auditor or accountant, or appoint a disinterested committee of three 

persons, who shall make a careful audit of the books and accounts of the 

association and render a report in writing thereon, which report shall 

be submittted to the members at their annual meeting. Th report shall 

include at least (1) a balance sheet, (2) an operating statement and (3) 

a statement showing the amount of capital, if any, furnished by the mem-

beriS during the period under review. Special audits shall be made upon 

order of the board of directors or upon a majority vote of the members 

at any regular or called meeting. 

ARTIClF. V 

DVTIES OF OFFICERS 

Section l. Duties of President. The president sliall (1) preside 

over all meetings of the association and of the board of directors, (2) 

call special meetir:gs of the bo£Jrd of directors, (3) perform all acts 

and duties usually performed by an executive or presiding officer, and 

(4) sign all such papers of the corporation as authorized or directed by 

the board of directoriS; provided, however, that the board of directors 

may authorize any person to sign any or all checks, contracts and other 

instruments in l>:ri ting on behalf of the association. The president 

shall perform such other duties as rr.ay be prescribed by the board of di-

rectors. 
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Section 2. Duties of the Vice-President. In the absence or dis-

ability of the president, the vice-president shall perform the duties of 

the president; provided, ho~ever, that in case of death, resignation, or 

disability of the president, the board of directors may declare the off-

ice vacant and elect a successor. 

Section 3. Duties of Secretary. The secretary shall keep a com-

plete record of all rreetings of the membership and of the board of di-

rectors and shall have general charge and supervision of the books and 

records. The secretary shal 1 serve al 1 notices required by lato.· and by 

these by-laws and shall ~ake a full report of all matters and business 

pertaining to tHs office to the members at the annual meeting. The 

secretary shall act as secretary to the executive cotmrittee, and shall 

perform such other duties as may be required by the board of directors. 

Upon the election of a successor, the secretary shall turn over all 

books and other property belonging to the corporation. 

Section 4. Duties of Treasurer. The treasurer shall perform such 

duties with respect to the finances of the association as may be pre-

scribed by the board of directors. The treasurer shall make all reports 

pertaining to finance required by law. 

Section 5. Duties of General ¥anager. Under the direction of the 

board of directors, the general ~anager shall have general charge of the 

ordinary and usual ~usiness operations of the association. The general 

manager shall, so far as practicable, endeavor to conduct the business 
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of the association in such a manner that the members will receive just 

and fair treattr.ent. lTpon the appointment of a successor, the general 

manager shall c!el iver al 1 property belor.ging to the association to the 

succe1:H1or. 

Section 6. relegation of ruties. Any of the above duties may be 

delegated by the board of directors to any assistant officers they reay 

appoint or elect. 

ARTICLE VI 

COl-o/ilTTEES 

Section I. Executive Ccmmi ttee. The executive co1!"11littee shall be 

composed of the president, the vice president and at least one (1) other 

member who shall be selected from the board by the board membership. 

The executive corr.mittee shall have the power to act for the board on all 

matters which tlie board prescribes to the executive co1T11'1ittee. 

Section 2. Director 1''01l'inations C011?111i ttee. The president shall 

appoint a Director Nominations Coll'lTlittee of not less than three (3) mem-

bers prior to each annual 1T1eeting. This co1J1111ittee sl->all make nomina-

tions for board vacancies to be submitted to the membership at the annu-

al meeting. 
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Section 3. Other Committees. The president shall appoint other 

co1Il1Ilittees as may be needed and determine their tenure and duties. 

ARTICLE VII 

METHOD OF OPERATION 

Sec ti on 1. C'eneral. This association shall be so operated that 

the current and active members will be treated on a fair and equitable 

basis in the performance of services for them and in the pro-ration of 

the operating costs of the association to them. 

Section 2. Business Policies. The board of directors shall enter 

into such agreements and contracts as may be deemed desirable in correc-

tion with the business of the association. The board shall adopt oper-

ating policies which shall guide tlie business activities spon8ored by 

the association. 

ARTICLE VIII 

MISCHI.ANEOUS PROVISIONS 

Section 1. Fiscal Year. The fiscal year of this association shall 

begin on January 1 and shall end on December 31 of each year. 

ARTICI.E IX 

AMEND?-'ENTS 
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Section 1. Py the Me1!"bers. These by-lat..'S may be amended, rep-

ealed, or altered, in whole or in part, by a roajority vote of the mem-

bers present in person at any regular or special meeting at which there 

is a quorum and the notice of which contained a statetrent covering the 

proposed amendment. 

Section 2. Ey the Board of Directors. These by-laws also may be 

amended repealed, or altered, in whole or in part, by a two-thirds ma-

jority of the board of directors of the association at any regular meet-

ing of the board or at a special meeting of the board called for the 

purpose of a11"ending the by-laws. All amendments made by the board of 

directors shall become effective ten (10) days after the members are no-

tified of the arrendment in writing, unless the secretary of the associa-

tion receives, by that date, a petition for a special 1!'eeting of the 

members to consider the arrendment signed by ten (10) percent of the mem-

bers. 

.ARTICI.F X 

I'ISSOLUTICN 

Upon dissolution of this association and after payment of all debts 

of the association, the remaining assets of the association, if any, 
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shall be transferred to a charitable or non-profit organization as may 

be designated by the board of directors charged with dissolution. 

As Amended August 25, 1981. 



Appendix E 

A WORKING AGREE}~NT BETWEEN ELECTRONIC MARRETING ASSOCIATION, I~C. AND 

?-1E~BER OFGANIZATrors 

Electronic }larketing Association (hereafter EMA) and any member or-

ganization shall jointly agree to abide by the following statement of 

definition of parties, objectives, and operating procedures: 

1. E¥.A is an association of agricultural commodity marketing organi-

zatio.ns (where organizations includes individuals, cooperatives, 

corporations, partnerships or other legal forms of ownership). 

ENA is organized to furnish electronic marketing services through 

whicb member organizations rnay t11arket their products. All other 

marketing and related functions such as quality control, product 

promotion, assembly and packaging, financial responsibility, ap-

proval of buyers and buyer and membership relations will be the 

responsibilty of the individual mamber organization. 

2. Any applicant organization who desires to be a met11ber and use the 

services of EYA wi 11 he considered by the Board of Directors of 

Fl-~ and will be accepted as a mel!'ber when it pays such membership 

dues, rrekes such capita] investments, and/or meets such other 

conditions as ll'ay be prescribed by the Foard of Directors of EMA. 

Each t11errher organization which meets dollar volurre requirements 

establshed by the Foard will be entitled to place a person on the 
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Board. Additional board representation will be permitted when 

the dollar volu111e of coII1111odities marketed tlirough EYA meets re-

quinrents, established by the Foard of Directors of EMA, for ad-

ditional representation. 

3. Prior to the acceptance into membership of any organization that 

markets the same products as an existing member, the Board of Di-

rectors of EMA will confer with representatives of the existing 

member organization. If it is determined there may be a conflict 

of interest, a meeting of representatives of the boards of direc-

tors of the existing rr·ember organization(s), the organization 

seeking membership, and the Eoard of Directors of H'A will be 

held. If after this meeting the Board of Directors of EYA deter-

mines that an agreement would strengthen the total marketing pro-

gram for the particular cotrrnodity, Ff.AA wi.11 proceed with a sepa-

rate marketing agreement with the new applicant. 

4. Buyers list furnished by a member organization to market its pro-

ducts will be kept in strict confidence and will not be divulged 

or used by H'.A to market 1 ike products for other member organiza-

tions. 

5. This agreement can not be changed without proposed changes being 

reviewed by al 1 active members of EYA and subsequently voted on 

by the board of directors of EMA. 



Appendix F 

VIRGINIA SLAUGHTER CATTLE PFODUCER QUESTIONNAIRE USED IN SYSTEM 

EVALUATION WITH A Sl™YARY OF THEIR RESPONSES 

NAME 

ADDRESS: 

PHONE: 

1. During an average year how reany head of each type of 1 ivestock 

will you normally sell? 

Slaughter dairy cows 15.3 (n=JO) 

Slaughter hogs 485.0 (n=5) 

Slaughter beef cows 7.7 (n=30) 

Feeder pigs 228.~ (n=4) 

Fed cattle 171.1 (n=7) 

Slaughter lambs 176.7 (n=3) 

Feeder cattle 83.0 (n=36) 

Feeder lambs 0 

2. About what percentage of your yearly slaughter cow sales are sold 

through each of the following channels? 

Regular weekly auction markets 86.4 

Tel-0-Auctions 2.€ 

Direct to a packer 8.2 

Other (please list) 

TOTA I. 100% 
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3. About t.•hat percentage of youryearly fed cattle sales are sold 

through each of the following channels? 

Regular weekly auction markets 

Special graded fed cattle sales 

Tel-0-Auctions 

Direct to a packer 

Direct to an order buyer 

Other (please list) 

TOTAI. 

42.1 

19.0 

o.o 
34.0 

4.9 

100% 

4. Other tl:an cattle, have you sold any 1 ivestock electronically 

(either telephone auction or computerized auction)? 

Yes 8 No 34 

If yes, what types of 1 ivestoclc? 3 lambs, 2 pigs, 1 slaughter 

hogs 

If yes, were you (circle your response) 

5-highly satisfied, 

0-highly dissatisfied 

1-sat isfied, 0-neutral, 1-dissati s fied, 

5. Please check every source from which you have heard or read about 

electronic ttarketing, (teletype or computerized markets). 

a) Talks/presentations 11 

b) Virginia publication/magazines 21 

c) National publication/magazines 9 

d) TV/Padio 

e) Conversations with others 
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Please check vith whom: 

Eastern Electronic Marketing Personnel 2 

Virginia Tech personnel 42 

Virginia Dept. of Agriculture personnel 4 

Auction rearket operators 5 

Order Buyers I 

Other producers 12 

Others (please list) 

Wert to sale 1 

Farm Eureau 2 

Packers 1 

f) I have never heard or read about electronic rr.arketing 

6. I am very familiar with electronic marketing and how it operates. 

0-Strongly agree, S-Agree, 20-Neutral, 12-Disagree, I-Strongly 

disagree 

7. Have most of the things you have heard or read about electronic 

marketing been 

0-Highly favorable, 23-Favorable, JS-Neutral, 4-Unfavorable, 

0-Highly rnfavorable 

8. I previously had a positive attitude towards electronic marketing 

in general. 

I-Strongly arree, 22-Ar.ree, IP-Neutral, I-Disagree, 0-Strongly 

disagree 
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9. I presently have a positive attitude towards electronic marketing 

in general. 

I-Strongly agree, 22-Agree, 17-Neutra], I-Disagree, 0-Strongly 

Disagree 

During the past two ye2rs, my attitude toward electronic market-

ing has 

2-Improved significantly, I-Improved slightly, 36-Stayed same, 2 

Become Slightly Negative, 0-Turned sour 

10. I believe "·hen any operational problems are overcome, resistance 

to change \o.·ill disappear and within 1 to 2 years slaughter cows 

will be bought and sold electronically. 

2-Strongly agree, 20-Agree, 15-Neutral, 5-Disagree, 0-Strongly 

disagree 

11. I can see advantages for the producer when electronic marketing 

gets firmly established. 

6-Strongly agree, 26-Agree, 7-Neutral, I-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

The advantages I see are: 

23 Access to wore buyers 25 Feduced Higher price 

marketing costs 8 Eliminating middlemen I3 Yore flexibility in 

Others (Please list) 

marketing 7 

~~ich of the above advantages do you feel is most important (list 

1 or more with the most important first)? 
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6-Eliminating middlemen, 13-Access to more buyers, 8-Higher 

price, 2-Reduce marketing cost 

12. Do you see any disadvantages to electronic marketing? 

7-Yes, 28-No 

If yes, please list any disadvantages starting with the one you 

think is reost important. 

1-Lower price, 2-Difficult to assemble large lott1, I-Problems for 

small farmert1, 1-Animals would have to be pooled, 2-Must have ac-

curate grading, 1-Market might take advantage of you. 

13. I l-:ould prefer a computerized system rat lier than a conference 

telephone auction. 

0-Strongly agree, 8-Agree, 26-Neutral, 7-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

14. Both buyer and seller support is et1sential for a beginning elec-

tronic system. 

10-Strongly agree, 28-Agree, 4-Neutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly 

disagree 

15. I can .:1ee potential for electronic marketing in farm product.ii 

other than cattle. 

6-Strongly agree, 19-Agree, 16-Neutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly 

disagree 

Which far~ products? 

I-All livestock, 3-Truck crops, I-Feeder pigs, I-Feeder cattle, 

7-Slaug~ter togs, 4-lambt1, 7-Grain, I-Tobacco, 3-All products •. 
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16. I would like to see the computerized system utilized for market-

ing slaughter cows. 

5-Strongly agree, 20-Agree, 12-Neutral, 2-Disagree, I-Strongly 

disagree 

If you agree with the above staterrent, would you be willing to 

support the systeni by sel 1 ing some of your a laughter co"·s over 

the computerized aystem? 

7-Definitely Yes, 20-Probably Yea, IO-Don't Know, I-Probably Not, 

0-Definitely Not 

I 7. I would like tc see the coroputerized system utilized for market.;.. 

ing fed cattle. 

5-Strongly agree, 12-Agree, 6-Neutral, I-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

If you agree with the above statement, would you be willing to 

support the syatero by sel 1 ing soire of your fed cattle over the 

computerized syatem? 3-l'efini tel y Yes, 9-Probabl y Yes, 4-Don' t 

Know, 0-Pro~ably ~ot, 0-Definitely Not 

18. I think the future for electronic niarketing looks 

2-Excellent, 15-Proniising, 16-Good, 8-Fair, 1-Poor 

I9. Please use tl1e space 't-elow for any cotm,ents you would like to 

make. 

I-Satisfied with present system 

5-Don't know rruch about it 

I-Would like to know more about electronic marketing 

1-~ot that interested in electronic roarketing 
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5-Electronic rr-arketing is the coming thing 

1-~'.ust be truck load lots before buyers can afford to buy 

1-Hard to get market operators to cooperate 



Appendix G 

Eastern Packer Cuestionnaire Used in System Evaluation 

With a Summary of Their Responses 

Firm Name: 

Address: 

Name and title of person completing survey 

1. l'uring an average week approximately how many of each of the fol-

lm.1ing types of livestock will your firm buy? 

Slaughter cows 528.6 (n=ll) head per week 

Feel cattle 887.5 (n=6) head per week 

Slaughter hogs 1100.0 (n=5) head per week 

Slaughter lambs 375.0 (n=2) head per week 

Slaugtiter ewes 60.0 (n=l) head per week 

2. About what percentage of your cows are bought through each of the 

fol lowing cham1el s? 

Telephone auctions (by you or your buyer) 0.0% 

Regular auction markets (by you or your buyer) 71.5% 

Direct fro1!l producers (by you or your buyer) 18.1% 

Through order buyers 10.4% 

Other (Please explain) 

TOT Al JOO % 
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3. About what percentage of your fed cattle are bought through each 

of the following channels? 

4. 

Telephone auctions (by you or your buyer) 2.9% 

Regular auction markets (by you or your buyer) 25.0% 

Direct from producers (by you or your buyer) 57.1% 

Through order buyers 15.0% 

Other (Please explain) 

TOTAL 100 % 

Please check reasons l<'hy you didn't part id pate in Hoe cow auc-

tions held over the computerized system in late spring of 19eo. 
3 a. I didn't need cows at that time 

0 b. I couldn't use the type of COWB offered 

4 c, I didn't trust the grades 

0 d. I ots were too big 

4 e. lots "'·ere too small 

1 f. I "-'anted to buy on a live weight basis 

3 g. I Fanted to buy on a carcass basis. 

1 }1 • The 3:00 pm time of the sale was 

inconvenient. 

0-Too early? I-Too late? 

0 i. I didn't want to try to use tlie terminal 

0 J. I had trouble using the terminal 

0 k. I was asked not to by others within my firm 

0 1. I was asked not to by others outside my firm 



3 m. Price ~as too high 

n. Other reasons (Please explain) 

1 Time consuming for number had 

1 Satisfied with present system 

1 Worried about trucking 

5. Of the reasons above (a through n), which were the most impor-

tant? (list I or more with most important first.) 

4-Didn't trust ne grades, 2-Price was too high, I-Didn't need 

cows at Hat time, I-Satisfied with presnt system, 2-Wanted to 

buy on a carcass basis, 1-Lots were too small. 

6. Please check reasons why you didn't participate in the computer-

ized fed cattle auctions held. 

4 a. I don't kill fed cattle 

2 b. I didn't need fed cattle at that time 

1 c. I couldn't use the type of fed cattle 

offered 

1 d. I didn't trust the grades 

0 e. l.ots were too big 

0 f. lots were too Stra 11 

0 g. I wanted to buy on a 1 ive weight basis 

2 h. I wanted to buy on a carcass basis 

0 1 • The 3:00 pm time of the sale \\'BS 

inconvenient 

0 J• I didn't want to try to use the terminal 

0 k. I had trouble using the terminal 
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0 1. I was asked not to by others within try firm 

0 m. I "·as asked not to by others out:dde 

try finr 

2 n. The price was too high 

o. Other reasons (Please explain) 

1 Worried about trucking 

7. Of the reasons above (a throug~ o), whicr "'ere the most impor-

tant? (List 1 or more with the most important first.) 

2-Price was too high, 1-High trucking cost, 1-~ar.ted to buy on a 

carcass basis, 4-Don't kill fed cattle 

8. Before the computer 1>ales, I tad a positive attitude towards 

electronic trarketing in general. 

0-Strongly agree, 5-Agree, f-Neutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

9. Py present attitude twoards electronic marketing is positive. 

2-Strongly agree, 4-Agree, 3-~eutral, 2-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

10. I believe "-hen ary operational problerrs are overcome, resistance 

to cl'ange "'i 11 disappear and "'i thin one to two years slaughter 

co":s "'i 11 be bought and sold electronically. 

I-Strongly agree, Li-Agree, 3-Neutral, 2-Discigree, I-Strongly di-

<>agree 

11. I believe ..,:hen any operational problerrs are overcome, resistance 

to change ~ill disappear and within one to two years fed cattle 

will be toupht and sold electronically. 
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2-Strongly agree, 3-Agree, 4-Neutral, I-Disagree, 0-Strongly 

disagree 

12. I can see advantages for the packer when electronic marketing 

gets finrily established. 

I-Strongly agree, 4-Agree, 3-t\eutral, I-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

The advantages I see are: 

6 Reduced procurement cost 

5 Access to more cattle 

2 Better conditions of cattle (fresher cattle) 

0 Other (Please explain) 

I3. I "t-:ould prefer a cou:puterized system rather than a conference 

telephone auction. 

2-Strongly agree,· I-Agree, 4-t\eutral, 3-Disagree, I-Strongly di-

sagree 

I4. Both buyer and seller support is critical for an electronic sys-

tem to succeed. 

4-Strongly agree, 7-Agree, 0-Neutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

15. I can see potential for electronic ~arketing for livestock other 

than cattle. 

2-Strongly agree, 3-Agree, ~-Neutral, 2-risagree, 0-Strongly di-

,:;agree 

What type,:; of Uve,:;tock? 

2-Feeder cattle, 3-Iarnbs, 3-hogs 
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16. Representatives of the Eastern Electronic Y.arketing Assoc. (EEMA) 

did a good job in explaining the concept of electronic rearketing 

to me. 

5-Strongly agree, 5-Agree, 0-Neutral, I-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

17. EF.MA representatives did a good job in explaining ~ow to use the 

terminal. 

4-Strongly agree, 7-Agree, 0-Neutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

18. EEl-'iA representatives have been courteous and lielpful when I have 

called ~ith questions. 

6-Strongly agree, 5-Agree, 0-Neutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

19. Please chec·{ any additional information you would like to see a 

computerize~ rr.arketing system offer. 

Y.arket Ne~s Reports 

cash livestock prices 5 

grain futures prices 1 

cash grain prices 3 

closing only 0 

meat prices (such as yellow sheet 5 

quotes ~ithin the day 1 

lvstk. futures prices 4 

National ~eather info 3 

Closing only 2 



News su1r111aries 2 

Quotes within the day 2 

Other (please explain) 

Which of the above services do you think is most important? 

(List 1 or more with most important first, please.) 

3-Cash livestock prices, 1-¥eat prices 

20. Would you like to see a computerized accounting system developed 

which packers could use? 

2-Yes, 8-No 

Would you be interested in using such a system? 

0-Definitely Yes, 2-Probably Yes, I-Don't Know, 0-Probably Not, 

0-Definitely Not 

How important would this service be to you? 

0-Very important, 2-Some importance, I-Neutral, 0-Prefer not to 

see done, 0-Very negative on any such attempts 

21. I would like to see the computerized system utilized for market-

ing slaughter cows. 

2-Strongly agree, 2-Agree, 4-Neutral, I-risagree, I-Strongly di-

sagree 

22. If the computerized syste1J1 were avialable for slaughter cows, I 

would support the system by bidding if prices were at competitive 

levels. 
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I-Strongly agree, 5-Agree, 2-Neutral, I-risagree, I-Strongly di-

sagree 

23. I would like to see tt>e cotr.puterized system utilized for market-

ing fed cattle. 

1-Strotigly agree, 2-Agree, 2-Neutral, I-Disagree, I-Strongly di-

sagree 

24. If the coroputerized system were avialable for marketing fed cat-

tle, I would support the system by bidding if prices were at com-

petitive levels. 

0-Strongly agree, 4-Agree, I-Neutral, I-Disagree, I-Strongly di-

sagree 

25. I think the future for electronic marketing looks 

I-Excellent, 2-Promising, 2-Good, 5-Fair, 0-Poor 

26. Please use the space below for any cornroents you would like to 

make. 

I. Well pleased with system - prices were just too high. Hope 

it ~orks in the future. 

2. Would like to have seen the rovernment money spent on chang-

ing yard scales to outweights instead of on electronic marketing. 

3. Think ttis whole idea was just a waste of taxpayers money for 

slaughter covs. Yay work for fed cattle and other species of li-

vestock. 

4. Good system. Rope it works in the future. 
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5. \.:ould like to see the system work in the future. 

6. Would probably try again. 
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Appendix H 

Slaughter lambs Producer Quet1tiormaire Used in System 

Evaluation With a Su11!11lary of Their Respont1es 

~ame: ----------------------------------

Address: -------------------------------

Phone: ---------------------------------

1. During an average year how ~any ~ead of each type of livet1tock 

will you normally sell? 

slaughter lambs 764.5 (Range 5-5,000) 

feeder Iambs .3 (Fange 0-6) 

slaughter cattle 27.5 (Range 0-300) 

feeder cattle 97.4 (Range 0-900) 

slaughter cows 5.2 (Range 0-20) 

slaughter liogs 3.7 (Range 0-75) 

feeder pigs 0 

slaughter horses 0 

2. About "'Pat percentage of your slaughter lamb t1alet1 are &old 

through each of the following channels? 

Eastern Iamb Producers Coop 

Regular auction markets 

Direct to an order buyer 

Direct to a packing plant 

Other (Please explain) 

Direct to consumers 
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89.0 (Range 33-100%) 

3.8 (Range 0-40%) 

0 

1.5 (Range 0-10%) 



Direct to 4-H ~ids 

TOTA!. 
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1.3 (Range 0-25%) 

100 7,'. 

For the following statements, please circle your response. 

3. The grading standards being used by Eastern lamh Producers Coop 

(ElPC) do a good job of reflecting value differences in the 

lambs. 

3-Strongly agree, 14-Agree, 0-Neutral, 3-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

4. The state graders do an acceptable job in grading the lambs 

6-Strongly agree, I2-Agree, I-Neutral, 0-Disagree, I-Strongly di-

sagree 

5. When I have not felt the larrbs I delivered were graded accurate-

ly, ELPC has settled the issue to my satisfaction. 

0-Strongly agree, 4-Agree, 5-Neutral, I-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 10-Not applicable 

6. The discounts used by ELPC (heavy lanibs, bucks, Fed O's, etc.) 

accurately reflect differences in value. 

3-Strongly agree, 12-Agree, 3-~eutral, 2-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

7. ElPC's practice of offering large sized lots for sale has a posi-

tive influence on the price I receive. 

IO-Strongly agree, 10-Agree, 0-Neutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly 

disagree 
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8. ELPC' s practice of allowing the buyer to choose the pickup elate 

has a positive influence on the price I receive. 

8-Strongly agree, 9-Agree, I-Neutral, 2-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

If you agreed with the above statment, is the higher price worth 

the inconvenience of letting the buyer choose the pickup date. 

IS-usually, 2-sometirnes, 1-sel dom 

9. Pany lamb teleauctions across the country deduct a pencil shrink 

from the ":eight of the latrbs. Do you feel this practice has a 

positive influence on price. 

I-Definitely Yes, 3-Probably Yes, 4-Don't ¥now, 9-Probably Not, 

3-Definitely Not 

Do you feel a pencil shrink 'lll:ould help ELFC attract new buyers 

and/or retain the present buyers on the system? 

0-Definitely Yes, 2-Probably Yes, 6-Don' t Know, 8-Probably Not, 

4-Definitely Not 

Would you like to see ElPC adopt a pencil shrink? 

0-Definitely Yes, ]-Probably Yes, 7-Don't ¥now, 8-Prohably Not, 

4-Definitely Not 

If you agree with the previous statement, what pencil shrink do 

you feel vould be appropriate? 

0-6%, 0-5%, 0-4%, 0-3%, 1-2%, 0-1%, 2-Unsure 

IO. I l-ave not had serious objections when FIPC has decided to no 

sale a group of lambs and hold them over for next week's sale. 



4-Strongly agree, IO-Agree, 3-Neutral, 2-Disagree, I-Strongly di-

sagree 

11. I believe the price I receive for 1 ambs sold through FlPC is 

higher than if I so 1 d these same 1 arrbs through other types of 

markets. 

13-Strongly agree, 7-Agree, 0-Neutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

12. I believe the ELPC'.s colt![J1ission charge is 

0-much too lo~, 0-too low, 20-right, 0-too high, 0-much too high 

13. I have been .s~tisfied with the .service provided by the ELPC. 

II-Strongly agree, 8-Agree, 0-Neutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

14. I would recomrrend that others sell their lambs through ELPC. 

14-Strongly agree, €-Agree, 0-Neutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

15. If you believe that FlPC has received s higt-ier price for the 

lambs ney have sold, put a deck beside the reasons you think 

are on the cause. 

19 selling by description reduces buyer's costs 

18 electronic marketing (teleauction & computerized 

.sales) 

20 reputation for high quality lambs 

20 offering large .size lots 

17 letting the buyer choose the pick-up date 

19 accurate grading 
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17 superior management of ELPC 

other (Please describe) 

~~ich reason do you feel is the most important (one or more with 

the rrost important first). 

2-Buyer cboosing pickup date, 9-C.ood reputation, 3-Electronic 

marketing, 2-Large lots, 2-Accurate grading. 

16. Are you aware that FIPC is now selling it's lambs through a com-

puterized sale rather than through a telephone auction? 

20-Yes, 0-No 

17. Are you aware that the ELPC has used Fastern Electronic Marketing 

Association (EH1A) to provide the computer services? 

13-Yes, 7-No 

If yes, has your reaction to EE~A been 

IO-Positive, 0-~egative, 3-Uncertain 

18. I believe that other types of "slaughter" livestock could be sold 

electronically (corrputer or conference telephone). 

11-Stronrly Egree, 7-Agree, 2-Neutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

19. 

l,:hat type,;? 12-Cattle, ?-Hogs, ii-All types. 

20. I believe that "feeder" livestock could be sold electronically 

(computer or conference telephone). 

9-StrC'ngJy apree, P-/.gree, 2-reutral, ('-Disagree, 1-Strotigly di-

sagree 
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21. I believe that the future of electronic marketing is promising. 

14-Strongly agree, f-Agree, 0-Neutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

22. Please use tl'e space below for any comments you ~rnuld like to 

make. 

1. Flectronic marketing has done more for lamb marketing in this 

area than anything in the last 20 years. 

2. ~eed to get ~ore producers to sell electronically. 

3. Better lambs have been bringing more on a grade and yield ba-

4. Electronic marketing is the thing of the future. 

5. Still l'ave doubts about computer sales-prefer teleauctions. 

6. Have not made up mind regarding computer sales yet. 

7. Very impressed with everything. 

8. Corrpt1terizecJ marketing takes pressure off FIFC's manager. 

Electronic marketing raises all prices. 
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Slaughter l.amb F.uyer Questionnaire Used in SystelY' Evaluation 

With a Sutr.mary of Their Responses 

Firm Name: 

Address: 

Name and title of person completing survey 

1. During an average week approximately how many of each of the fol-

lowing types of livestock will your firm buy? 

Slaughter lambs 1,706 (Range 300-6,000) l>ead per week 

Slaughter cows 64 (Range 0-500) head per week 

Slaughter hogs 2,156 (Range 0-17,000) head per week 

Slaughter ewes 133 (Range 0-500) head per week 

Fed cattle 204 (Range 0-900) head per week 

Slaughter horses 0 head per week 

2. About "'hat percentage of your 1 anib purchases are bought through 

each of the following channels? 

co1!'puterizec1 sales 

telephone auction 

regular auction markets 

direct from proclucers 

thrcu?~ orcler buyers 

Other (Please explain) 
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18 

9 

58 

7 

€ 

(Range 0-75%) 

(Range 0-40%) 

(Rar.ge 25-90%) 

(Range 0-20%) 

(Rarige 0-30,;) 
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TOTAL 100 % 

For the following state~ents, please circle your response. 

3. The grading standards being used by Eastern lamb Producers Coop 

(EIPC) do a good job of reflecting value differences in the 

lambs. 

4. 

0-Strongly agree, 6-Agree, 2-~eutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

List anything ~hich you feel would improve the grading standards: 

I-Need some indication of breakdown bet~een prime & choice, 

I-Need rrore experienced graders, I-Graders aren't consistent, 

I-Grading service doesn't appear to care if they do a good job, 

I-Weight::> need to be accurately called. 

The state graders do an acceptable job in grading the lambs 

I-Strongly agree, 2-Agree, 1-reutral, 3-Disagree, I-Strongly di-

sagree 

5. when I have not felt the larrbs I delivered were graded accurate-

ly, ElPC ha::> settled the issue to rey satisfaction. 

0-Strongly agree, 5-Agree, 2-Neutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree J-rot applicable 

6. The discounts used by F1-PC (heavy lambs, bucks, Fed O's, etc.) 

accurately reflect differences in value. 

0-Strongl y agree, I-Agree, 1-r-·eutral, 6-Disarree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 
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Suggestions: I-Should be a premiurr for lirht Ja111bs, 2-Peavy 

lambs aren't discounted enough, 3-Pucks discount isn't high 

er.ough, 1-~'eed a t:eavier lamb, I-Red 0' s need to be discounted 

more after July I. 

7. How many lambs would you prefer ElPC offer in each lot they put 

together for the auction? 

1--0-100, 3--101-200, 2--201-300, 3--301-400, 3--0ver 400 

8. I would prefer larger lots with some at different locations rath-

er than small lots offered at a single location. 

2-Strongly agree, I-Agree, 2-Neutral, 3-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

9. Allowing me to choose the pickup date is an important advantage 

of buying through EIPC. 

4-Strongly agree, 4-Agree, O-reutral, 0-Disayree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

10. Trucking !-as not been a problem for lambs purchased through ELPC. 

2-Strongly agree, 4-Agree, 2-~eutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

11. I have been satisfied with the service provided by EI.PC. 

3-Strongly agree, 5-Agree, 0-,eutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

12. I prefer to buy lambs over the cotrputer ratlier than through a 

telephone conference call. 
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I-Strongly agree, 3-Agree, 4-~eutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

13. I ~ould prefer to buy more lambs electronically (computer or tel-

eauction), rather than through other means. 

0-Strongly agree, 4-Agree, 4-Neutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

14. The prices I pay for lambs purchased electronically are generally 

(4-higher, 0-Lower, 4-No different) than the price of comparable 

lambs purchased through other channels. Please estimate the am-

ount of this difference. 

$.56 (Range 0-1.50)$/cwt. 

15. The total delivered cost (price, transportation, cotmr..issions, 

etc.) of larrbs purchased electronically are (I-Higher, 0-Lower, 

7-No different) than the total delivered cost of comparable lambs 

purchased through other rreans. 

this difference. 

$.3P (Range 0-3) $/cwt. 

Please estitrate the at11ount of 

16. I have found the computer terminals relatively easy to use. 

0-Strongly agree, B-Agree, 0-Feutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

17. How many tirres do you normally dial the corrputer before you are 

able to get through? 

7-1, 1-2 0-3, 0-4, O-¥ore than 4 

@ 
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18. Is the 20 second ti~e interval thet is presently being used dur-

ing the ales, 1-Too slow, 0-Too fast, 7-about Fight? 

Suggestions: 1-12 Seconds 

19. I believe that the future of electronic marketing is promising. 

2-Strongly agree, 5-Agree, I-Neutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

20. I would recoI!11llend tbe computerized trethod of purchasing lambs if 

asked by another buyer. 

2-Strongly agree, 5-Agree, l-Neutr2l, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

21. I believe other types of slaughter lievstock could be sold elec-

tronically. 

I-Strongly agree, E-Agree, 1-t.leutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

22. Eastern Electronic }'arketing Assn., Inc. (EH'A) has been courte-

ous and helpful when I have needed their assistance. 

3-Strongly agree, 5-Agree, 0-Neutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

23. FH'A has kept me infort11ecl \\'hen changes have occured in the 

slaughter lamb computer program. 

2-Strongly agree, 6-Agree, 0-~eutral, 0-Disarree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

24. I feel EH'A is c1oing a good job in handl :ing the technical (compu-

ter) component of the sales. 
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2-Strongly agree, 6-Agree, 0-~eutral, 0-Disagree, 0-Strongly di-

sagree 

25. Please check all additional services you would eventually like to 

see EE~A provide through the computer. 

f.larket News 

cash lamb prices 6 

other cash livestock prices 3 

lamb carcas prices 

other meat prices 

cash grain prices 

6 

2 

3 

livestock futures prices 2 

grain futures prices 2 

outlook information 5 

National "·eather information 5 

News Summaries 5 

Other (Please list) 1-Volumes 

~~ich of the above services do you think is most important (List 

1 or more vith the most important first, please). 

1-All rrarket news, I-Outlook, l-lat11b carcass prices, 2-Cash lamb 

prices, I-Cash livestock 

How often would you like to see prices updated? 

3-Daily, 2-Twice a day, 0-Three times a day, 1-Yore than 3 times 

a day 
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26. ~ould you like to see a coroputerized accounting system developed 

which packers could use? 

2-Yes, 5-No, 1-Not Applicable 

Would you be interested in using such a system? 

I-Definitely Yes, I-Probably Yes, 0-Don't fp,ow, I-Probably Not, 

0-Defini tel y Not 

How i11'portant would this service be to you? 

.O-Very irrportant, 2-Soroe importance, 0-Neutral, I-Prefer not to 

see done, 0-Very negative on any such atteropts 

27. Please use tl-e space below for any colPlt!ents you "·ould 1 jke to 

1rake. 

1. Very rood staff. Pleasure to work with. Personal touch 

makes a difference. Price is about the same as auction market 

lambs, hut you know what you are getting. 

2. Electrcnic marketing is the teclinology of tomorrow applied 

today. Tal(es sorre cf the personal touch out which I miss. 

3. Pave teen disappointed about the high nu1!'ber of no sales on 

the cowputer. Pave just been wasting my time getting on. 

4. Cui t tuyinr fro1r Eastern lamb because we need heavier lambs 

than ,.ere being offered - not because of the coniputer. I person-

ally 1 ike the co1rputer sales, but some of the old timers in the 

firrr don't care for it. 



5. Gra~ing service should be held responsible when they misgrade 

a load of lambs, not the coop. Grading is good in some areas, 

bad in others. I like the system overall. 

6. \-.'eigh up condition is bad. l.ambs should be shrunk 3% at time 

of arrival. Some producers abuse the situation. Unfair to both 

packers and producers who don't overfill .the la~bs before weigh-

ing. Another alternative would be to deliver the lambs the night 

before, and weigh them the next morning. 
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ELECTRONIC MARKETING: CONCEPTUAL, THEORETICAL 
AND EMPIRICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

by 

James R. Russell, II 

(ABSTRACT) 

This study was based around the working hypothesis that an 

increase in the theoretical and empirical base of knowledge about 

electronic marketing will aid in determining its feasibility and in 

system design, implementation and evaluation. The specific objec~ 

tives of this study were: 

1) to build a theoretical base from which the broad 

issues of electronic marketing could be examined; 

2) to concentualize, articulate and illustrate the 

issues involved in determining the feasibility and 

design of an electronic marketing system; 

3) to examine the costs of electronic marketing both 

theoretically and empirically; 

4). to explore the relationships between price level 

and variability and electronic marketing; and 

5) to demonstrate, theoretically and empirically, a 

means of evaluating an electronic marketing system. 

Experiences gained from participation in the design and implemen-

tation of the computerized trading system of Electronic Marketing 



Association, Inc. (EMA) as well as analysis of sales data generated by 

EMA's operating electronic marketing system were used in fulfilling 

the objectives. 

In developing a theoretical base from which to examine electronic 

marketing, the study first examined a theoretically ideal marketing 

system, followed by common shortcomings. Possible solutions to 

these marketing problems were then examined. Lastly, the theoretical 

implications of electronic marketing regarding both pricing and 

and technical efficiency were discussed. The study concluded that 

electronic marketing has the theoretical potential to increase both 

technical and pricing efficiency. 

The study developed a conceptual framework for determining 

the feasibility, designing and implementing an electronic marketing 

system. Based on experiences with EMA's trading system, the study 

developed a generalized outline of a feasibility study for beginning 

a new computerized electronic marketing system and identified 

important factors in designing and implementing an electronic 

marketing system. The study repeatedly emphasized the importance 

of feasibility studies, and the design and implementation process 

to the future of electronic marketing. 

The costs of Eastern Lamb Producer Coop's (ELPC) computerized 

sales, which use EMA's system, were examined. From the estimated 

cost functions and the distribution of cost among participants, it 

was concluded that the computerized sales resulted in greate~ 

technical efficiency than teleauction sales. 



The study also analyzed the price recieved at ELPC computerized 

slaughter lamb sales. The price received was found to be signifi-

cantly higher than either the regional or national siaughter lamb 

price. ELPC's computerized prices had a significant effect on the 

regional slaughter lamb price, whereas previous teleauction sales did 

not. ELPC price changes tended to lead regional price changes by a 

week. The study concluded that the computerized sales offered 

superior pricing efficiency when compared to conventional auction 

methods. 

The mirror-image survey technique was demonstrated as a tool 

for evaluating electronic marketing systems. Both an unsuccessful 

attempt to sell slaughter cattle over EMA's system and the success-

ful ELPC lamb sales were examined. 

Finally, broad generalizations from the limited experience 

were cautioned against. 'However, insight was gained concerning 

electronic marketing. 
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